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INTRODUCTION

The study of Arctic literature through forty years has

created in me an admiration for the work of George W.
De Long. A personal acquaintance of twenty years has

developed an admiration and friendship for his widow,

Emma De Long.

My admiration for Commander De Long is based upon
his work as revealed in the two volumes of The Voyage

of the feannette, which Mrs. De Long edited, and upon
the revelations of the Government investigations which

followed the expedition and in which she had a large part.

My admiration for Mrs. De Long is three-fold through
her personality, through her courage and wisdom in sup-

pressing from the published De Long*records nothing but

what was irrelevant, and through the ability and restraint

with which she took part in the investigations which fol-

lowed the expedition. Her tact and diplomacy were such

that it may almost be said that she managed these in-

vestigations. This management, however, seems to me at

least as having been as advantageous to history and to

science as it was to the reputation of De Long. Bringing
out the full truth served all these purposes.

During some fifteen years I have realized not only what

a dramatic story it is which Mrs. De Long has to tell but

also what a grasp she has of the history of the De Long

expedition and of the related problems. I have found, too,

that she has many records which have not been published

and much knowledge which is hers solely. For at least
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ten years I have urged, coaxed and begged her to write a

biography in which she would give a considerable part to

what will throw further light on De Long's place in the

history of geographic discovery. With others of like mind

and persistence, I have now been successful. Her book has

been written. Although Mrs. De Long applies a little more

delicacy and restraint than I would have liked to see in

her treatment of some failures in cooperation that occurred

in the United States, this does not amount to suppression.

She has merely been a little more explicit when dealing

with the credit side of the historical ledger.

Mrs. De Long has done me the honor to ask for a kind

of introduction, under three heads. First I am to sketch,

as bearing on the De Long program, the history of previous

geographic exploration in the vicinity of Bering Strait,

going a little way east and west along the Alaskan and

Siberian coasts. Then I am to estimate the Polar Conti-

nent theory as it stood sixty years ago with regard to this

region and insofar as it modified the plans and conduct

of the De Long expedition. Finally, I am to make a state-

ment upon one of De Long's notable contributions to sci-

ence, his announcement of the principle that strong winds

do not blow in the Arctic pack at considerable distance

from land or from large bodies of open water.

These three things are attempted in the following sec-

tions.

HISTORY OF BERING STRAIT

The history of Bering Strait begins toward the end of

the 15th century when Russia (Muscovy), an inland coun-

try with only one small sector on the White Sea, had

spread south, north and east to absorb Tartary and to
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occupy what is now Siberia. By 1647 the Russians had

forts on the Kolyma, knew of the Anadir, and Tsar Alexis

ordered an expedition eastward.

In June, 1647, Simeon Deshnev, with four ketches, left

the Kolyma; but ice bothered and he turned back. The

following year he left with seven ketches. Six were lost

but Deshnev returned and reported that he had rounded

the peninsula, reached the Anadir, and built a fort at

Anadirsk.

If this journey was made entirely by sea, Deshnev

sailed through Bering Strait and became its European dis-

coverer. The only records are those which Muller, in the

18th century, found at Yakutsk. Muller was satisfied that

Deshnev had not gone overland. Many authorities, such

as Markham, Greely and Colder, accept this. Colder says:

"One no more doubts the exploits of Deshnev than the

achievement of Nordenskjold." But some believe that part

of the journey was overland. Burney says that Muller

"adopted, upon presumptive circumstances, a view of the

subject which can only be established by absolute and in-

disputable proof."

The development of the waters between Siberia and

what is now Alaska began following the year 1697 when

Vladimir Atlassov, sent to conquer Kamchatka, reported

that he had learned from his prisoners of the Kurile Is-

lands and that there were islands beyond them.

During the fifty years that followed Atlassov's report,

many expeditions, some governmental, some commercial,

went out to the Kuriles, the Aleutians, Shumagins, the

Fox Chain and to the mainland. Peter the Great, whose

interest was keen, determined to settle the dispute on

whether the continents were separated or joined and com-
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missioned Vitus Bering to command the expedition.

Bering headed three expeditions; but only the first,

1728, went through the Strait which afterward bore his

name. Although he reached 67 18' N., 193 7' E, (167
53' W.) and therefore had navigated the Strait, fog hid

the American mainland and he returned without quite

fulfilling his purpose.

For this reason, when the Great Northern Expeditions
were organized in 1733, the separation or union of the

continents was made an objective of the third sector (Lena
River to Kamchatka). Demetrius Laptev, its leader, was
on the Anadir in 1743; but his report does not make clear

whether he went around the Chukchee peninsula or over-

land. Colder and Burney think he made the journey over-

land, Burney pointing out that since he had lost his ship
on the Indigirka he was not equipped for passage by sea,

and that by going overland he could hope to join Bering's
third expedition.

The period from 1750 to 1800 was one of great activity

participated in by many nations. Russia continued to send

out expeditions to the islands and mainland, had taken

possession of Alaska, and the Russian American Company
had grown from a small trading venture to a large monop-
oly. Spain, alarmed for the safety of her possessions, sent

three expeditions to claim the coast of California and to

proceed north to 70. The farthest reached, however, was
59 8'.

The next after Bering to enter the Strait from the south

by ship and to pass through it was the British navigator,

Captain James Cook, in August, 1778. He was unable to

make his way through the ice at Cape Serdze Kamen,
rounded by Deshnev in 1648, and returned to the Ameri-
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can side. His farthest northeast was Icy Cape, Alaska.

First hand information secured from Cook by the Rus-

sians gave them further impetus. The publication of his

narrative in England made apparent to some of his readers

that there were opportunities for riches on the northwest

coast of the American mainland. The first British ship ar-

rived in Nootka Sound in 1785, which soon became a

regular trading place for British vessels. In 1786 LaPe-

rouse recommended to France the subsidy of vessels and

Greenhow points out that by 1787 the market was so

glutted that furs were cheaper in Canton than in Kam-
chatka. None of these trading ships went as far north as

Bering Strait, but in the aggregate they so interfered with

the trade of the Russian American Company that it sought
new fields in another direction. The new charter of 1799

gave rights as far north as Bering Strait.

In 1815, Kotzebue in the Rurik proceeded by Cape Horn,

discovered several islands, and then made for Kamchatka.

Going north from this peninsula he passed through Bering

Strait, traced the American coast northward from Cape
Prince of Wales, and discovered Kotzebue Sound. Greely

says that although Kotzebue made no higher northing than

Cape Krusenstern, 67 N., his geological discoveries were

of special interest and importance. This served to heighten

interest.

In 1820, Baron von Wrangel made an attempt to survey
the Siberian coast from the Kolyma to East Cape. Things
more or less miscarried and he returned to Cape Shelagskoi.

In 1822 a sloop of war arrived at the Russian American

Company's post at New Archangel (Sitka Sound) with an

order forbidding all trade with foreigners. Foreign vessels

were not to approach within 30 leagues of the coast and two
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sloops of war patroled the waters until protests from the

English and the Americans brought about the Anglo-Rus-

sian and Russo-American treaties of 1824 and 1825, pro-

viding free navigation, fishery and trade for ten years.

In 1826, Beechey, who commanded one of the three

units of the third Parry expedition, passed through Bering

Strait, reaching 71 08' N. Beechey surveyed Kotzebue

Sound, while Elson, mate of the Blossom, followed the

Alaska coast. The main object to meet a party of Frank-

lin's second expedition coming from the Mackenzie Delta

was not accomplished, but discovery of the coastline

was extended from Cook's Icy Cape to Point Barrow.

In the same year the Russian Government sent out

an expedition under Captain Liitke who had returned home
after trying four times to reach the Ob. He arrived in New

Archangel in 1827, proceeded to Unalaska and the Prybilof

Islands, surveying the northern coast of Alaska. He also

surveyed the vicinity of Cape Chukotsk on the coast of

Asia.

In 1848, when Sir John Franklin's third expedition (of

1845) had not been heard from, search parties were or-

ganized in Great Britain. Some of these were routed via the

Mackenzie, others were to follow the known Franklin track

by sea, while still a third unit were to approach Bering
Strait in the hope of meeting with the Franklin party or

traces of them.

The first Pacific squadron consisted of two ships, H.M.S.

Herald, commanded by Captain Henry Kellett, and H.M.S.

Plover commanded by Captain T. E. L. Moore.

The Herald left the Bay of Panama in May, 1848, and

proceeded by way of the Sandwich (Hawaii) Islands and
Kamchatka. She passed through Bering Strait in Septem-
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her, 1848, and anchored off Chamisso Island, Kotzebue

Sound, where they expected to meet the Plover,

The Plover left England January 1, 1848, but did not

reach the Sandwich Islands until August. As the season was

too advanced for successful passage through Bering Strait

they anchored in Anadir Bay, wintered, and then proceeded
to the Chamisso anchorage where they met the Herald and

the Nancy Dawson, a volunteer yacht, commanded by
Sheddon, which proved to be the first ship that rounded

Point Barrow.

On July 29, 1849, the Herald reached 72 51' N., 163

48' W., discovered Herald Island and saw Wrangel Island.

The Plover wintered in Kotzebue Sound 1849-50 and

reached Dease Inlet, just east of Barrow, 1850. Maguire,
with a new crew, in 1851, explored by boat eastward to

Franklin's Return Reef. Winter quarters were at Point Bar-

row in 1851-52 and 1853-54, with the intervening time

spent at Port Clarence. Greely says that the observations

made by Dr. John Simpson of this expedition resulted "in

the first, and in some respects the most important, memoir

ever published on the western Eskimo."

In 1850 the second Pacific squadron was sent out. This

consisted of the ships Enterprise, commanded by Captain
Richard Collinson and the Investigator, commanded by
Commander Robert LeM. M'Clure.

The Enterprise left Honolulu June 30, followed the

tracks of the Blossom and Herald and passed through the

Strait in August, 1850.

The Investigator, however, was not ready to leave Hono-

lulu until the first week in July. Moreover she was a slower

boat. M'Clure therefore abandoned the old route, which

was long, and made direct for the Aleutians. When he
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reached the Diomedes, fog compelled him to shape a course

between the two islands. At Wainwright they met Captain

Moore of the Plover who informed them that the Enterprise

had not yet arrived. They entered Bering Strait on July 31,

1850, and on August 5, rounded Point Barrow, continuing

east and never returning to Bering Strait.

Collinson reached Cape Lisburne two weeks later than

IVTClure. He did not see either the Plover or the Herald

and did not know that the Investigator had preceded him.

Eight days later he met the polar pack in 72 N., 153 W.
He traced the edge of the pack to 73 23' N., 164 W.,

which he reached on August 28, having passed over the

"Plover Land" reported by Captain Moore in 1849. By
way of Bering Strait he then returned south for the winter.

The summer 1851, Collinson again passed through Bering

Strait on his way eastward in search of Franklin. He came

back through the Strait in 1854 after wintering in three dif-

ferent places and making a search that was admirably

conducted, though fruitless in discovering traces of Frank-

lin.

Greely concludes that the expeditions in the Herald,

Plover, Enterprise and Investigator, elsewhere success-

ful, made "only incidental contributions" to our knowl-

edge of Bering Strait.

In 1855, Lieutenant John Rodgers, in the U.S.S. Vin~

cennes f made soundings in the Strait, supplemented by
other scientific observations of sea and coasts. He attained

72 05' N., 174 37' W., the farthest north till then at-

tained through Bering Strait. By reaching 176 E., he sur-

passed the farthest northwest of James Cook.

In 1865-66, when the laying of a cable between America

and Asia was in prospect, several expeditions were in the
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Bering Strait region. A hydrographic survey between 64

and 66 determined that the Strait is shallow, with an

equable depth of about 20 fathoms.

In 1867 the United States completed negotiations with

Russia for the purchase of Alaska. The boundary line ran

through the middle of Bering Strait. Following that pur-

chase, a U. S. coast survey was made by Dall who took

thousands of observations for temperature and current.

After many previous attempts at a Northeast Passage
with ship, chiefly by Russian, Dutch, British and Scan-

dinavian navigators, as well as by himself, Adolf Norden-

skiold, a Finn, on July 21, 1878, left Tromso, Norway, in

command of the Swedish Vega expedition. He sailed east-

ward along the Siberian coast and, after wintering off the

north coast of northeastern Siberia, rounded East Cape
July 20, 1879, thus completing the ship passage around

the north of the Old World for the first time in history.

This was also the first northerly passage by ship ever made
between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
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THEORY AND DISCOVERY BEFORE DE LONG

De Long proved right in many of the expectations upon
which he founded the program of the Jeanmtte expedition,

but he was wrong on several points. Most of these were in

one way or another due to his accepting the then prevailing

theories and beliefs concerning, or related to, the "Great

Arctic Continent." I cannot, in brief space, do better than

to copy, summarize and amplify the first part of 'The

Early History of Wrangel Island/' which is Chapter II in

the London 1926 edition (really Second Edition) of my
book The Adventure of Wrangel Island, Doing this has the

advantage that the case is stated with no special reference

to De Long and therefore without that bias which may have

resulted through a growing admiration for him and his ex-

pedition that has developed through a decade of northern

studies since the publication of my Wrangel book.

In the preceding paragraphs we have followed the his-

tory of Bering Strait as knowledge of it grew from Bering
Sea northward. In the earlier period the sea was the impor-
tant factor; it was from the sea that commerce could be

instituted. By the first part of the 18th century, geo-

graphic theorizing was to the effect that most of the Arc-

tic was occupied by a continent of which Greenland was

one corner. Another corner was thought to lie undiscovered

just north of the northeastern part of Siberia* An alterna-
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tive view, with similar implications, was to the effect that

the northwest corner of North America lay to the north of

eastern Asia.

We have seen from the early history of the Bering dis-

trict that the Tsar's government was more fully awake than

the rest of Europe to the potential greatness of the Asiatic

empire. It was only natural, therefore, that they should

take interest in the theory of an Arctic continent. Their

traders listened carefully among the natives for tales of

land beyond the northern frontier of Siberia, and what

they listened for they heard.

We know now that most of the natives of northeastern

Siberia and northern Alaska have the legend of a great

land to the north of each of these countries. The late Sir

Clements Markham, then President of the Royal Geo-

graphical Society (London), was much concerned about

these yarns as recently as the beginning of my own Arctic

work (1906). The first polar expedition of which I was a

member (commanded by Ernest deK. Leffingwell and

Ejnar Mikkelsen) was organized partly to test the view

which Sir Clements favored, that the stories of land to the

north of Alaska were true.

The results of the Leffingwell-Mikkelsen expedition were

negative. My own expedition of 1913-18 proved that a

great land in this quarter was imaginary.

The legend of a country to the north of Siberia was

equally strong. The Cossack Andreef, on his journey in

1763, was on the Bear Islands, From one of them he saw

to the eastward a large land which he took to be an island.

Six years later, the government surveyors, Leontev, Lisev

and Pushkarev, established the fact that there is no land
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east of the Bear Islands near enough to be seen from them.

After extensive travels in the same region nearly forty

years later still, Wrangel gave it as his opinion that Andreef

had probably been looking southeast rather than east and

that what he saw was part of the mainland of Asia.

Discredited though it was by the government surveyors,

the report of Andreef Land led to other expeditions which

made important discoveries the Liakhov and New Siberia

groups. In 1805 the latter group was discovered by San-

nikoff. On his journeys between that year and 181 1, he could

see land to the north of him and marked it on his map. The

Imperial Government gave the mapping of the lands dis-

covered by Sannikoff to an exile named Hedenstrom who

reported that one of the New Siberia group was a prolon-

gation of the continent of America.

Wrangel reached the mouth of the Kolyma in 1820. Dur-

ing the following three years he made journeys northwest,

north and northeast over the winter sea ice searching for

land. His route map shows that by one of his parties the

future Wrangel Island was once approached within forty

or fifty miles; but they saw no land. They picked up again,

however, the native story that land had been seen.

In April, 1824, Wrangel made a further and creditable

effort to reach by sled the place where the land was said to

be. The attempt was a failure and Wrangel wrote : "With
a painful feeling of the impossibility of overcoming the

obstacles which nature opposed to us, our last hope vanished

of discovering the land which we yet believed to exist/*

We have previously mentioned the Herald expedition
under Captain Kellett. North of Bering Strait he saw a

small island on which he landed and which was later

named Herald Island. Westerly from Herald he saw what he
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believed to be several small islands with an extensive land

beyond. This was placed on Admiralty charts as Kellett's

Land, or Mountains Seen by Kellett, but it was considered

by many geographers to be the corner of the "Great Conti-

nent/' of the inhabited land for which Wrangel had

searched in vain.

Though, as we have said, Rodgers in the Vincennes went

through Bering Strait and landed on Herald Island he did

not sight Kellett's Land, and the next one to see it was

Captain Thomas Long in 1867. Long believed himself to

be the discoverer of the new land and named it Wrangel,
since the Alaska purchase had made the Baron, and his

fruitless search for a land in this quarter, well known in the

United States.

During the season 1867, Kellett's Land was visited by
several American whalers, two of which established that

the Plover Island of Kellett was merely a headland.

The erroneous reports on the extent of the eastern coast

of this land gave fresh support to the false conception

of its size. In 1869 one of the visitors, Captain Bliven,

thought that it extended several hundred miles to the north,

strengthening the apparent probability that it was part of

the Arctic continent.

The "Continent" was still in the minds of scientists

when Commander De Long was fitted out by the New York

Herald in 1879. He steered the Jeannette boldly northward

from the Pacific into the ice beyond Bering Strait, think-

ing that he could not drift far, for the "continent" would

bar the way. But, fast in the pack, he did drift far he

drifted across the theoretical continent and beyond what

now proved to be Kellett's Island rather than Kellett's

Land, the Wrangel Island of our time.
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FACT AND BELIEF ON ARCTIC STORMS

Seemingly from the beginning of Greek philosophic

speculation about an Arctic which they pictured not even

from hearsay but merely from their own theories, there has

been a fundamental belief throughout Europe that northern

winds are particularly violent. The tendency has been to

feel that "the more northerly, the stronger" would be an

accurate average description of the gales of the northern

hemisphere. However there has developed of late years a

feeling that nothing can be more violent than a tropical

hurricane. Many people now believe that an Arctic bliz-

zard is comparable in force to a tropical hurricane.

The fact seems to be that tropical hurricanes are never

approached in force by any widespread Arctic winds. The

only way to find what even reminds of a hurricane is to

discover a place in the Arctic where you have high land,

preferably a snowcovered plateau, facing the open sea.

Apparently it is gravitational flow of heavy, chilled air

down the slopes and precipices (to take the place of lighter

air that has been warmed by the ocean) that causes such

extreme violence as has been truthfully described from the

Arctic. But through their very nature these violent Arctic

storms hardly ever reach far out to sea.

It is a common belief that the most violent of these local

Arctic gales are on the northern east coast of Greenland.

Their undiminished force is believed seldom to extend

more than twenty miles out to sea. You may, then, have

two ships in the ocean northwest of Iceland, one ten miles

and the other thirty miles from Greenland, the first re-

porting a terrific westerly gale and the other a calm.

Another way in which you can discover violent blows in
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the Arctic is to find a large area of lowland fenced off from

the ocean by ranges of mountains. Such Arctic lowlands

become at least as cold in winter as the top of the Green-

land ice plateau, and the chilled air spurts out through

gaps in the mountains somewhat as if there were a rip in the

side of a bucket filled with water. Perhaps the best known

place where such gales blow is Herschel Island. At Herschel

occur periods when for five days out of seven, sometimes

for a month or two altogether, you have gales running
from sixty to eighty miles an hour not quite hurricane

force, but about the best that the Arctic can do, unless

perhaps on the Greenland coast

De Long appears to have been the first to state clearly

what is now a recognized principle, that in winter winds

of over fifty miles an hour are not observed when you are

more than fifty miles from land (to be conservative, perhaps
we might say that fifty-mile winds do not occur more than

a hundred miles from shore). The distance from land is

crucial, for the reasons outlined above.

One De Long reference to these observations is found

on p. 353, Vol. I, Voyage of the Jeannette: "Our highest

anemometer velocity has been only forty miles, and it

seems almost incredible that one should pass a winter in the

Arctic Ocean with nothing greater."

Through the world's preoccupation with the De Long
voyage as an adventure and a tragedy, it would appear that

the scientists have not noted the principle, which he an-

nounced, regarding the force of Arctic winds, so that most

writers credit the discovery, or at least the formulation of

the principle, to Nansen, who says: "On the whole there

seems to be much equableness in this atmosphere, and the

winds were not particularly strong; they seldom amounted
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to what we should call a gale here (i. e., in Europe)/'

* A
considered agreement with this was written by the

meteorologist H. Mohn, after studying the weather ob-

servations on the Fram voyage : "What we may call gales,

or wind-velocities about 15 metres per second (33.55 miles

per hour), are (in the Arctic sea far from land) relatively

very rare." *

VILHJALMUR STEFANSSON

*
Fridtjof Nansen : "Some Results of the Norwegian Arctic Expedition

1893-1896," Geographical Journal, May, 1897, p. 500.
* H. Mohn : The Norwegian North Polar Expedition 1893-1896, Sci-

entific Results, London, 1905, Vol. VI, p. 307.
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CHAPTER I

A TRUNKFUL OF LETTERS

I
AM eighty-seven years old the lone survivor of the

famous saga of the feannette. The world may have

forgotten it, but I have not. The events of sixty years ago
are as vivid to me as though they had happened yesterday.

That long period has not dimmed the recollection of my
husband, who gave his life for Arctic exploration while I

waited vainly at home for him to come back.

Many books have been written about the courageous

struggles of brave men to conquer the North, but there

are few indeed which tell of these struggles as they were

lived by the wives and children of the heroes, who stayed

at home and waited. It is this lack which I shall try to

repair.

During the winter of 1932 Vilhjalmur Stefansson asked

me to lend some of the relics of the Jeannette Expedition,

commanded by my husband, to Mr. Bassett Jones of the

Explorers Club. Mr. Jones was organizing a private exhibi-

tion of Arctic books and relics at the Grolier Club in New
York. I had such things aplenty, of course, and gladly com-

plied. Among those chosen were the large journal written

by my husband on board the Jeannette up to the time of

her crushing by the ice pack, the two ice journals in pencil,

which faithfully recorded his fearful trip southward with

his men to Siberia across the ice, and a silk flag which I had

made as my contribution to the Expedition.

The exhibition was a great success and brought together
i
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many people who had been concerned with the Arctic,

among them Mrs. Robert E. Peary, whom I had always

admired but had never before met. A few weeks later I

invited about twenty of the group to my house for tea,

and there the talk turned largely on an old clipping I had

which told of a tattered section of chart found on Com-

mander De Long's body.

Mr. Stefansson and the others were much interested, and

more than ever when I found that I had a portion of the

chart, too. My husband had carried it, rather than the full

sized map, to guide him southward on the Lena Delta.

When I mentioned that I had in my cellar a trunkful of

letters which dealt with those years of preparation and

consummation of the Jeannette Expedition, Mr. Stefans-

son urged me to get them out and re-read them. He was

confident that there was a story in them and that I ought

to write it. Not the story of the Expedition itself, for I had

long ago compiled and published that, but the story of my-
self the girl who stayed behind and waited for the hero's

return.

At first I was a little staggered. I had not seen those let-

ters for fifty years and I dreaded to go through them. But

I am happy that I did; they have taken me back to those

days of my girlhood; they have re-created the excitement,

the passionate enthusiasm, the tragedy of those years. They
have made me fall in love with my husband all over again.

And, because I think they have a story to tell that has

not been told before, I am presenting them now.



CHAPTER II

GEORGE WASHINGTON DE LONG

GEORGE
WASHINGTON DE LONG came into my

life as a dashing young Naval officer in the year
1868 when I was only seventeen years old. Within a single

week of our first meeting he had proposed to me, declaring

that I was the only girl in the world he could ever love.

I reasoned with him.

But that made little difference to Mr. De Long. He was

an adventurous spirit by nature and was forever seeking

and conquering new territory. When his gaze fell upon me
he instantly decided that he wanted me. The conquest fol-

lowed as a matter of course.

However, it did not follow immediately. I refused to be-

come engaged to him. There followed a "test period" which

lasted for two years and nearly killed my future husband.

Waiting was one thing George could not do with a good

grace. Yet in this instance he had to do it, most of it thou-

sands of miles away from me in South America. I had as

strong a will as he and was not to be swept off my feet. Yet

I can say with complete truth that we never once quar-

reled and that I came to love him devotedly after we were

married.

George could never adjust himself to the fact that I

could not or would not make up my mind as fast as he did.

So, for those two years he was miserable; finally so miser-

able that I had not the heart to say no any longer. The

"test" had proved a success, however, for it showed me be-
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yond doubt that he had meant what he said and that I

was indeed the only woman who could make him happy.

After we were married I naturally set about discovering

what sort of man I had given myself to. When I asked

George about his past history he smiled and told me his

story. I still remember it so vividly and it shows so clearly

the sort of influences that young men of that day were

subjected to that I shall give it here as faithfully as I can.

"I was born in New York City August the twenty-second,

eighteen forty-four/' he said. "I was an only child and my
early training was very restricted. My mother so idolized

me that she would not allow me to participate in any boy-
ish sports such as boating, skating and swimming, lest

some accident and injury might befall me.

"In eighteen forty-eight my parents moved to Brooklyn
and at the age of five years I was sent to school, but with

strict injunctions to return home the moment my studies

were over, thus preventing me from mingling with other

boys. My principal playmate was a little girl cousin

younger than myself, adopted and brought up by my par-
ents.

"My father was a Presbyterian and my mother a Roman
Catholic. I was christened in the Catholic Church and
taken regularly by her to the services. When about five

years old my father thought it time for me to be taken to a

Protestant church, so one Sunday morning he and I started

out together in a very happy frame of mind. When we en-

tered the staid and simple Presbyterian church, so unlike

the gay and decorative church of Rome, I became restless,

and when the clergyman suddenly made his appearance
from behind the plain pulpit I was frightened and began
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screaming. My father tried to quiet me but without avail,

so finally we both left the church, my father in high dudg-
eon at his son's perversity. We walked along for a block

or two without exchanging any words, but when we came

to a large wooden pump standing on a street corner, my
father put one foot on the platform of the pump, placed me
across his knee and spanked me then and there. After this

experience he interfered no more with my religion.

"In my studies I was thorough and proficient, always

striving to be at the head of my class. I was full of spirit

and energy, possessed of a strong will, not easily discour-

aged or daunted; on the contrary, the more obstacles

thrown in my way the more eager and determined I was

to overcome them.

"In eighteen fifty-seven I was selected from the Public

School in Brooklyn for an appointment at the Naval Acad-

emy; but my parents objected to my accepting the appoint-

ment and I had to give it up. I then thought of preparing

for the Free Academy (now the College of the City of New
York), when an accident occurred that changed my plans.

On my way home from school some boys who were an-

noyed at my not associating with them began throwing

snowballs at me, and one, a very hard, icy ball, struck me
in the ear. Although upon my reaching home it was at-

tended to, still the ear remained painful and finally gath-

ered, some pieces of ice having lodged inside.

"For two or three months I was obliged to remain at

home under the doctor's care and my mother discussed

with me my future career. She wished me to be either a

doctor, a priest or a lawyer. I thought I would like to be

a doctor but before deciding would prefer having some in-

sight into a doctor's profession, so I engaged myself with
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my friend the doctor who had been treating me, and re-

mained with him several months.

"After a little while (and witnessing operations), I

found I was in no way adapted to that calling and re-

turned home. My mother was disappointed but when I ex-

plained to her the risks I would have to run among the

sick she willingly abandoned the idea and wished me to

become a priest. This did not suit me either and again I

laid before her the privations and hardships of a priest's

life, ministering to the sick and dying, risking the dangers

of exposure to disease. Her mother's heart feared all these

trials for her son and I easily persuaded her out of that

idea.

"I now had plenty of time on my hands and, being very
fond of reading, spent whole days at the Mercantile Li-

brary. The Librarian and I became friends and at times I

would assist him in his duties. When he left I obtained his

position and held it for several months. Here my uncon-

trollable desire for adventure was increased by miscella-

neous reading. Marryat's novels made me yearn for a sea-

faring life and reawakened my old desire to enter the

Navy. My family would not hear of it and now desired me
to become a lawyer. I therefore gave up my position at the

library and entered the law office of the Honorable John

Oakey, who soon became my friend and adviser and en-

trusted the care of his office to me whilst away. When the

Civil War broke out, Mr. Oakey volunteered to defend the

Union and, I believe, raised a regiment. I was very desir-

ous to accompany him and begged and entreated my par-
ents to give their consent. I asked Mr. Oakey to plead for

me and he did so, telling my parents that a little rough

experience would curb my restless and ambitious spirit,
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making me on my return satisfied to remain at home for

the rest of my days. But no, my parents would not consent.

'Then my whole heart and mind became concentrated

upon entering the Navy. I begged my father to help me
obtain an appointment to Annapolis, but again I was re-

fused. I was so full of ambition and patriotism that it was

actual pain to me to stay at home, looking out for a law of-

fice when I felt my country was in danger and needed my
help. At last I said to my father:

"
'I want to go to the Naval Academy. If I obtain an ap-

pointment to it myself, will you give your consent?'

"My father laughed.
"
'Very well/ he said, 'if you can accomplish all this

alone I will make no further objection/ And my mother

promised me the same.

"Overjoyed with this slight encouragement, I went to

Mr. Oakey and begged him to use all his influence in my
behalf. He promised to do so. I then wrote to the Navy De-

partment, asking if there were any vacancy at the Acad-

emy to be filled by an appointment from the Third Con-

gressional District of New York. The answer came that

there was none. Mr. Oakey then went to Congressman Ben-

jamin Wood and asked him to appoint me to the Academy.
Mr. Wood said that unfortunately he had already made
an appointment and could not make another. But he prom-
ised that if a vacancy should occur within his power to

fill, I should have it

"One morning Mr. Oakey found me at the office in a

great state of excitement. I had just learned that the cadet

appointed by Benjamin Wood had resigned from the Acad-

emy because of bad eyesight. There was the vacancy; Ben

Wood named me to fill it. I presented myself at the Acad-
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emy at once and had passed a creditable examination when

a dispatch came from Gideon Welles, Secretary of the

Navy, saying:
"
'Do not accept Mr. Wood's appointee for the Navy/

"In a very unhappy frame of mind I rushed to Mr.

Wood to tell him the state of affairs, but he had already

accepted the situation and saw nothing further to be done.

But I could not give up my life dream so easily. I reasoned

with Mr. Wood, telling him that he was imposed upon,

that it was because he was a Democrat (and suspected of

secession principles) that the Government was depriving

him of his rights. Finally Ben Wood said:
"
'You sit down, Mr. De Long, and write what you want

to. I will sign the letter and you can take it to Washington
and present it yourself/

"This I did without delay. The trip was a tedious one,

as troops were being moved and the cars were crowded. I

stood up all the way from Philadelphia to Washington.

Arriving there at six A. M., I waited impatiently for the

proper time to present myself to the Department. Finally

the great moment arrived and I was shown into the Sec-

retary's room; there sat Gideon Welles. I stepped forward

and presented my letter. I still remember the surprised ex-

pression that passed over the countenance of the old gen-
tleman as he read that wonderful epistle. When he had

finished it he pushed his spectacles up on his forehead and

looked at me.
"
'Well, well, this is a very strange state of affairs. Please

tell Mr. Wood he is laboring under some mistaken impres-
sion. We have no intention of slighting him in any way.
You can return to the Academy. I will give the necessary
orders for your reception there. And please say to Mr.
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Wood that he shall not be deprived of even his imaginary

rights/

"Satisfied and happy, I now returned to Newport where

the Academy then was and commenced my Naval career.

I was in my proper element at last and devoted myself to

study and the acquisition of professional knowledge. In

1865 I graduated from the Academy, too late of course to

take any part in the War.

"On November fifteenth I was ordered to proceed to Bos-

ton and report to Admiral Stringham for duty on board

the U.S.S. Canandaigua. When I arrived there I immedi-

ately repaired to my vessel to inspect my quarters. I looked

all over the ship and finally entered the steerage, my future

home for the coming three years. I inspected it very thor-

oughly and found that there were but two berths in it,

whereas it was to be occupied by four midshipmen. Two
would have to swing in hammocks. To me this seemed al-

together wrong; each midshipman should have his own

bunk. So I decided to go see the Admiral about it and have

the matter set right. On my way through the Navy Yard

I met some officers who asked me where I was going. When
I told them my purpose they said:

"
That's right; the thing should be attended to. Just

speak to the Admiral about it and you'll get what you
want/

"I was shown into the office of Admiral Stringham, who
was sitting erect at his desk, making a striking picture with

his white hair and sharp black eyes. Advancing toward

him, cap in hand, I said:
"
'Admiral, I am Midshipman De Long of the US.S.

Canandaigua. Sir, I have been inspecting my quarters on

board and I find only two bunks in the steerage for four
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midshipmen. I came, Sir, to ask you to have two more

berths put in before we start/

'The Admiral looked up quickly and said: 'So you are

Midshipman De Long of the U.SS. Canandaigua?'
"
'Yes, Sir/

"
'Well, Midshipman De Long of the U.S.S. Canan-

daigua, I advise you to return on board the U.S.S. Can*

andaigua and consider yourself very lucky that you have

any bunks at all in the steerage/

"The Admiral, however, proved better than his word

and ordered the much desired berths placed in the mid-

shipmen's quarters/'

That was the youth George Washington De Long. Even

in those days he got what he wanted because he dared to

ask for it. It was a trait that stood him in good stead all

his life. Admiral Stringham never forgot Mr. De Long, and

recognized him years afterward in an accidental meeting.

They had a good laugh over the bunks on the Canan-

daigua. The Admiral was then over eighty years old.



CHAPTER III

MYSELF

MY FATHER, James Avery Wotton, was a sea cap-
tain who had been for many years in the employ of

the New York and Havre Steamship Company in com-

mand of passenger vessels plying between the United

States and France. He was also a part owner in the com-

pany. When he was thirteen he had run away to sea and

by the time he was twenty-one he was known as "Captain

Jimmie," for he was already the master of a ship.

In 1840, when my father was only thirty-two, he com-

manded the sailing vessel Rhone. During a storm in the

English Channel he sighted a vessel in distress accompa-
nied by two British men-of-war. The naval vessels, hard

pressed themselves, ran for safety. Captain Wotton saw

that the disabled ship was in serious danger, for she had

lost her masts and was wallowing in the sea. He immedi-

ately went to her aid and for three days stood by until the

weather moderated enough for him to transfer her crew

in safety to his own ship. Then he took them to port.

Queen Victoria deemed my father worthy of a medal in

recognition of his services in this rescue. Through Lord

Ponsonby this medal was sent, with a letter of thanks, to

our State Department, then in charge of Daniel Webster,

who in turn forwarded it to Captain Wotton. The inscrip-

tion on it (for I still have it) reads :

11
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"For saving the crew of the Belinda. From the British

Government to Captain Wotton of the United States vessel

Rhone, 1840."

The reverse side of the medal carries a portrait of Queen ,

Victoria in her youth.

In the early forties New York City sprawled over the

southern part of Manhattan Island. The belles and beaux

of that period met and walked and courted on the Battery,

then a public square of importance. And in the North and

East Rivers near by were docked the proud clippers that

sailed the seven seas to all parts of the world, among them

the fast sailing packets that plied regularly between New
York and Europe. One of these packets was commanded by.

Captain Wotton. As he passed by a house on the way to his

ship one day, he looked up when he heard a window open-*

ing and saw a beautiful young girl so beautiful that he

could not go on without learning who she was.

Then and there his fate was decided and he sought an

introduction. It was Margaret Clarissa Barnes, But the

mother of Margaret opposed Captain Wotton's attentions

to her daughter. Margaret was only sixteen, bright, gay
and fond of society. It would not do for her to marry a

seafaring man thirteen years her senior. But Mrs. Barnes

was reckoning without knowing the character of her daugh-
ter's suitor. For when James and Margaret met, a spon-

taneous, deep and enduring love sprang up that would not

be thwarted. In the end they eloped,

Margaret Wotton succumbed to the spell of the sea. She

often accompanied her husband on his long voyages. Even
when the children began to arrive it was a routine matter

for Margaret to take several of them and a maid and
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start for Europe aboard a sailing vessel commanded by
her husband.

It was during one of the intervals between such voyages
'that I came into the world, the fifth child in the growing
Wotton household. My first sea voyage was made at the

age of six weeks. After that, the experience was repeated

annually.

On one of these trips between New York and Havre,

when off the coast of Ireland, Captain Wotton was hailed

by a lugger carrying three young Irishmen who had just

taken part in an uprising and were being pursued by Brit-

ish revenue cutters. At their urgent request the fugitives

were taken on board.

Cholera was raging in Europe. Almost immediately after

sailing it broke out on my father's vessel. There was no

physician aboard. The Captain isolated the eight cases

discovered. One of the Irish fugitives was a youth by the

name of O'Gorman who had a violin with him. My father

persuaded him to play daily on the deck and the passengers

were ordered to come up there and sing and dance to the

music. While they were thus occupied their quarters below

were ventilated, scrubbed and fumigated without causing

a panic. My mother often led the dancing. Young Q'Gor-

man worked hard with his violin, and my father, using

what remedies he had, was able to prevent more cholera

developing.

My childhood was dominated by the sea. From the be-

ginning sailors occupied the tenderest corner of my heart.

There was Jack Williams, for instance, a Malay, and his

dog Nigger, who were my companions almost from in-

fancy. Jack was a sailmaker who plied his trades in a little

cabin built on the deck. His door was always open and the
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sun seemed always to be shining in when I went to see him.

He would at once rise, pick out a soft old sailcloth, bunch it

up in a corner of the room and set me on it. Nigger would

then climb alongside of me and lay his head on my lap.

Then Jack would settle down again to his palm and sail

needle and begin spinning yarns. His imagination roamed

the seven oceans and implanted in me a love for the water

that set the direction of my whole life.

Until I was ten years old I was frequently at sea sailing

in my father's ships. This experience and the constant com-

panionship with him no doubt had a strong influence on

my character.

I first went to school in 1860, to a Miss Harril, in Havre.

I had just made my last trip aboard my father's ship, the

Fulton, for the Civil War broke out directly afterward and

the ship became a military transport. When we reached

Havre a lifelong friend of my father's, a Mr. Iselin, came

aboard, and I was told that he was to be my guardian while

I attended school. Then we went ashore and my father led

me up the hill to the school, which was surrounded by a

high wall with a big green door in it.

My father pulled a bell cord at one side and soon we
were ushered into a very large courtyard that served the

kitchen and woodhouse. We had to cross this to reach an-

other door leading through another big wall. And there,

ahead of us lay four beautiful avenues of lime trees and

at the end a big house which was the school.

I liked Miss Harril at once. She took me into her con-

fidence immediately by telling me she had a little cousin

named Mary who was just a few months younger than my-
self, and as we two were the babies of the school, she
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would share her own room with us and keep us under her

wing.

I had never before had a girl friend of my own age and

was quite excited about it. But when Mary and I met, the

excitement turned to dismay. She could not speak a word

of English and I knew only the Lord's Prayer in French!

We were to be sadly handicapped. It was not long, how-

ever, before we overcame this difficulty and invented a

language all our own. At the end of a year Mary spoke

pure English and I equally pure French,

Study proved too prosaic for Mary and me, for we were

dreamers and loved adventure. Every available minute we
could steal we spent in the school garden, with its avenues

of lime trees, its flowers, and its hothouse that grew white

grapes and huge dark blue ones. There were fruit trees, too,

and at the foot of the garden an enormous old fig tree that

yielded over a thousand figs in a season. There was even a

well-kept vegetable patch surrounded by bushes of black

and red currants and raspberries and gooseberries as well.

It was a land of mystery and delight.

On the grass plot there were two colonies of ants, heredi-

tary enemies like the French and the Germans. We used to

watch their battles by the hour. They were very ferocious

and would grasp one another and wrestle and fight until

one succumbed. Then the victorious side would swarm

down into the enemy's subterranean passages and bring

out the larvae which they would transport to their own
nest. Watching one of these performances I lost a gold

chain and a little golden cross set with six pearls. We
hunted for it, all the girls joining in, but without success.

Time passed and a rainstorm came on; after it, there in
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the mud lay my little golden cross shining brightly, but

the chain was gone forever. As I had no other chain to re-

place it, I put the little cross away with my trinkets. I

have it now, after seventy-five years, and I cherish it es-

pecially, for I gave it to Mr. De Long soon after I met him

and it went with him on all his travels and was found on

his body in the Lena Delta at the end of the saga of the

Jeannette.

Once we dug a hole fully a yard square and six inches

deep in a corner of the garden, expecting to uncover a fairy

palace. Later on we rubbed our shoulder blades with pieces

of wood, again expecting to see our wings sprout. Then one

day an inviting lime tree induced us to climb into its

branches. It was such fun to perch up there and look down

on the older girls walking arm in arm. Overhearing a con-

versation not intended for us, we were compelled by our

consciences to move. A junior teacher was suggesting we
should be held with a tighter rein. Miss Harril disagreed.

"On the contrary/' she said, "they should be given all

the freedom possible; they are truthful, frank and sincere

and will make fine women."

In choosing a new tree, we sought greater comfort and

took up some boards and straw. Walking through the ave-

nue one morning, Miss Harril saw a straw dangling from a

tree. Surprised, she looked up and discovered Mary and

me looking down on her. At once she ordered :

"Children, come down!" Then frightened, she counter-

manded sharply:

"Wait, the gardener will bring a ladder!"

When we reached terra firma, two sorry looking little

culprits, she laughed and gave us a hug.
I have often thought how lucky I was to have had such
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an understanding school mistress as Miss Harril. If I had

been regimented and suppressed as most little girls of that

day were, perhaps I should have lost the spirit of adven-

ture entirely and never have become the wife of Lieutenant

De Long at all

Mary and I indulged in one or two more wild schemes at

school and then a great change came over us. Instead of

sharing all our thoughts and actions, we became more ret-

icent and reserved with each other.

During this period of transition Miss Harril was admi-

rable. She never trespassed on our privacy nor did she make

any long speeches. But, as occasion served, she made a few

well chosen remarks. The seed did not fall on barren

ground.

By this time we were twelve years old and no longer

tomboys. We were beginning to mature.
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HENRI

MA'M'SELLE
EMMA/' the cook Juliette said to me

one day in a disagreeable manner, "a young man
comes here often and rings the bell to ask about you. I

have sent him about his business but I've seen him since

up in a tree on his uncle's grounds looking over into our

courtyard/'

"Well, Juliette, why do you come to me about this and

why are you cross with me? I have nothing to do with it.

I don't even know who he is."

Then, at recess time, one of my playmates said to me:

"What do you think of my cousin Henri Le Forestier?"

"I never heard of him," I told her. "Why do you ask me
such a silly question?"

"Well, I hated to," she replied, "but he has bothered me
so that I promised to do it for him."

On the Sunday of the Fete Dieu, as I stood in the street

with the others watching the procession, two young men
came up and introduced themselves, saying they had
known my brother Jake very well when they were all at

the Lycee together, and would like to have some news of

him. They gave their names as James Christie and Henri

Le Forestier. I answered them very shortly and turned

away. But I knew at once that Henri must be the young
man who had been spying over the garden wall. He was
tall and dark, with large black eyes and a deferential man-
ner,

18
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In 1863 my parents decided to have me spend my sum-

mer vacation with them and I was placed under the care

of a Mrs. Christie who, with her two daughters and one

son, was sailing on the China to New York. The son

turned out to be the same James Christie who had spoken
to me during the procession.

My excitement was great when I recognized New York
harbor. I had been away two years all alone. It was won-

derful to find my whole family reunited in a large house

my father had acquired on West Twenty-third Street op-

posite what is now London Terrace. The Civil War had

been on these last two years and my father, in command
of the Fulton as an Army transport plying between New
York and Port Royal harbor, was fortunate enough to cap-
ture as prizes three ships that were running the blockade.

He also escaped the Confederate ship Alabama when pur-
sued by her one stormy night.

Eighteen sixty-three was the year of the draft. There

were riots in New York City. Negroes were being strung

up to lamp-posts and excited people filled the streets. Sol-

diers were ordered from the front to quell the riots. We saw

one badly depleted regiment pass the house. The men
looked weak and weary. In our kitchen at the time we had

an Irish cook who ran wild when she saw these soldiers. As

they passed, she began ranting and threatening loudly

and, seizing an iron, began banging and gesticulating with

it. She resented the soldiers deeply, for her own people were

among the rioters. My mother was quite a small woman
but she was not daunted in the least by the outburst She

calmly ordered the cook out of the house. Strangely enough
the big, brawny Irishwoman, overcome by my mother's

courage, walked out quite meekly.
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After three more happy years at school in France, I left.

My parents, meanwhile, had migrated from the United

States. After the Civil War my father retired from the sea

and took up the European representation of the New York

and Havre Steamship Company, and we settled in Havre.

The following spring my parents took me to London. I

was just sixteen. It was the height of the season in the

great metropolis. There was Covent Garden, with its bril-

liant audiences, the women beautiful with gorgeous jewels

and lovely opera cloaks. Especially I remember "La Travi-

ata." Patti sang. She was then in her prime. The great

tenor Mario, who had passed his zenith, sang opposite her.

And in London, too, were all the interesting sights in-

cluding Madame Tussaud's famous Wax Works, with its

Chamber of Horrors.

But cholera was raging in the city. A week before our ar-

rival there had been sixteen hundred deaths. While we were

there the mortality dropped to eight hundred, but the situ-

ation was still alarming and our visit was cut as short as

possible. My mother, who had come to cbnsult a physician
about her heart, did not wait to see him at all.

On our return to Havre we found the U.S.S. Juniata in

the harbor, and my parents planned a ball to entertain her

officers. Being a retired sea captain and a prominent Amer-
ican in Havre, my father felt it both his duty and his

privilege to receive the officers of any American ship that

entered port.

Everybody in Havre was invited to this ball, including
the Le Forestiers. Henri was in the Province of Champagne
at the time but, although his mother wrote him that she

had sent his regrets, as soon as he received the news of the

forthcoming ball he returned post haste to Havre. That
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evening he was formally introduced to me for the first

time.

From now on Henri had the entree of my home. If I had
been able before to dissuade incipient admirers, I found it

impossible in this case. Nothing would turn him aside. He
was a charming fellow and everyone sympathized with

him. Even my parents put no obstacles in his way. I began
to think I must be devoid of heart and tried to reciprocate

his feelings, but found it impossible to do so. After much
serious reflection I said to Henri one day:

"At present I am entirely heart whole and fancy free. I

can give you my sincere friendship, if you want it, but if

anyone should present himself later on that I could love,

and that might possibly happen, I want to feel I am en-

tirely free/'

We continued on that basis.

However, one day when out walking with some friends,

he found an opportunity to speak to me alone. Of course it

was the eternal question. My response was that he had al-

together the wrong idea of marriage; that I had been mak-

ing observations and had found it did not always bring

happiness; that many couples were dissatisfied, discon-

tented, and sometimes finished by hating each other. Very

quietly he said:

"Your father and mother have been married many years

and they are still happy and contented."

"One case/' I replied.

"Well," he continued, "my father and mother have been

married many years also and are still devoted to each

other. We are their children; why could not we be just like

them?"

But my old spirit of independence asserted itself. I turned
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a deaf ear.

Henri developed a severe cold. As the climate of Havre

is very trying in winter, he was sent on a trip through the

Mediterranean to Constantinople. I was seventeen now, and

a finished young lady. I threw myself wholeheartedly into

the social activities of the time.

The last great exposition under the Third Empire took

place in this year of 1868. I saw several others later, but to

me this was the most beautiful of them all. In the first

place, it was small and much easier to grasp. It was built

like an orange. Each section served a country for its ex-

hibit, and one could walk from country to country and

make comparisons. The Empire was at its height.

Paris never, before or since, has been so gay, joyous and

carefree. For a month we had a little apartment on the

Boulevard des Capucines, in its very center. Each day was

full, and the gardens, theatres and opera made our eve-

nings pass all too quickly. The music of Jacques Offenbach

was at the height of its popularity and Hortense Schneider

interpreted the roles of his heroines magnificently, A gal-

axy of royalty attended the premiere of "La Grande Duch-

esse de Gerolstein." Napoleon and Eugenie, the Czar of

Russia, the King of Greece and the Prince Royal of Prus-

sia were there; also Bismarck and Von Moltke. All lost

their hearts to La Schneider. The Czar raved so about her

that his son Vladimir caught the fever and became one of

her ardent admirers. It was rumored that one night at the

stage door father and son clashed. Edward the Seventh,

then Prince of Wales, fell prey to her charms also and

spent evening after evening at the Op^ra Bouffe, in pursuit
of her.

One of my close friends at the time was Laure Bonnaffe,
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We had a trio all our own Mary, Laure and myself.

Laure's uncle entertained frequently at dejeuner, which

was a glorified luncheon. Many guests, especially artists

and men of intellect, would attend, and the younger ele-

ment was composed of our trio. The conversation was bril-

liant; the cuisine was of the best; eight courses were gen-

erally served, with their accompanying wines, and four

hours were usually spent at the table.

Occasionally there would be discussions of the French

Government, although caution was necessary in one's crit-

icism as it was thought mouchards were everywhere spying

among the people. Napoleon the Third was considered weak

and vacillating, Empress Eugenie extravagant and ambi-

tious. Her entertainments became more brilliant when

Badinguet, as the Emperor was nicknamed, had retired

from the scene. The whole foolish and gaudy business was

perilously near to the brink of destruction, but no one

knew it then.

That winter Henri returned from the Mediterranean

looking so healthy, bright and happy, and apparently in-

different, that I thought to myself: "Well, now he is going

to have some peace and comfort. His love-sickness is all

over."

But at the end of his first visit, Henri took my hand

and said:

'This has all been a pose. I thought it might pique you.

My feelings have never changed."

Henri's health, however, was quickly impaired by the

Havre weather. He was sent on a voyage to Spain and

Portugal, but when he returned in April he had not im-

proved much. My father had in the meantime rented a house

on the hill, known as "La Cote." It was a difficult climb for
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Henri, and his mother frequently invited me to her home

instead.

I had become very fond of Henri by this time and took

pains to visit him often. Something within me sensed that

he was ill very ill and that he depended on me more

and more for his hold on life. If this were so, I would not

forsake him.

For a year after this I considered myself bound to him

not by love but by loyalty. One of my outstanding traits

had always been a sense of responsibility, and I resolved

that as long as poor Henri needed me nothing or no one

should come between us,

It was at this unfavorable moment that Mr. De Long
burst upon the scene and instantly began deluging me with

his protestations of love.



CHAPTER V

BETWEEN FRIENDSHIP AND LOVE

ONE
day in June, 1868, the U.S.S. Canandaigua

steamed into the port of Havre. Her stay was to

be rather protracted, as she was to undergo repairs. My
father at once called on her officers and offered them the

hospitality of our home.

Visiting began immediately back and forth, and we all

became quite well acquainted. A week or so later my
mother arranged a dinner with dancing in the evening. A
young Naval doctor took me in. When I turned to see

who might be on my left, I found a complete stranger who
was speedily introduced to me as a Mr. De Long. He was

fine looking, tall and broad shouldered, with a well shaped
head and grayish-blue eyes, light hair and a drooping
moustache. It seemed that he had just returned from a

week's leave in Paris and was so full of it that he must

needs instantly monopolize the conversation and me with

it. The doctor, quite sedate by contrast, was completely

eclipsed, and the young lady whom Mr. De Long had

brought in was equally neglected.

I tried my best to be polite to all our guests but this new

young man insisted upon all my attention. After dinner he

was quite disappointed to find that most of my dances were

already taken and made no delay in writing his name be-

side those that were not. I must have been amused at such

aggressive tactics for I do not remember that I made any

objection.
25
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A few days later a party of us were walking on the pier-

head the promenade in Havre when Mr, De Long ap-

peared, joined us and again made a bee line for me. Evi-

dently he intended a conquest.

The following week my mother, who was very socially

inclined, gave a small soiree dansante, and Mr. De Long
claimed many of my dances. During one of the waltzes he

suddenly broke off in the middle and guided me to a large

sofa between two windows in the middle of the ballroom.

We needed a little rest, he said. And there, as we sat, with

next to no preamble at all, he asked me to be his wife.

The skirts of the ladies dancing past us brushed against

him as he struck the urgent attitude of the proposal, but

that did not faze him in the least. We two might have been

alone on a desert island for all the attention he paid to the

others. But I was still quite sane and had not lost track

of realities.

"We have scarcely met," I said. "We don't know each

other at all/'

"In your case that is quite true, I admit/' he answered.

"But in mine it is not. I feel as though I had known you

always as if I had simply been waiting for you to ap-

pear/'

I began to reason with him, saying that we might not be

in the least compatible, and following that with various

other platitudes commonly used for such occasions.

"Oh, Miss Wotton, don't!" he interrupted after a min-

ute. "You talk like a book!"

After this I made no more effort but fell back on the

cushions and let him pour out the volume of his words as

he would. Feelings as violent as that, I thought, must soon

exhaust themselves. When it was over I told him of my
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friendship with Henri and that I did not expect ever to

marry. Before Mr. De Long could say any more, the music

stopped and my next partner appeared to claim his dance.

I was relieved.

Mr. De Long's violence, however, was not to be ended

by this little rebuff. He immediately went to see Henri and

made friends with him to such good effect that Henri, with

great effort, returned the visit.

While at Madame Le Forestier's the following day, I

was curious about the men's meeting.

"What did you talk about?" I ventured.

"Oh, about our loves," Henri answered, smiling. I asked

no more questions.

But Mr. De Long's pursuit of me went on unabated. In

France at that time young people did not mingle without

chaperons, so Mr. De Long always brought with him a

brother officer, Mr. Converse. Chaperoning was no imposi-
tion on him, because he greatly admired my sister, Mrs.

Minthorne. She was a widow, though a very young one,

and so could chaperon both herself and me, and was doubt-

less not adverse to a little company on her own account.

When the young officers called in the evening Mr. De

Long never could seem to tear himself away. The energy

of his courtship was inexhaustible. Once, after a particu-

larly long stretch of it, I turned and saw my sister and

Mr. Converse both nodding on their sofa. He had at last

put them to sleep ! I called George's attention to what had

happened and he jumped up with a laugh and roused his

companion and left. After that he kept track of the time

a little better.

Shortly afterward, invitations were sent out by Mr. and

Mrs. Iselin for a grand ball. As they lived exactly opposite
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us, the officers of the Canandaigna said they would join us

and we would all go to the ball together.

It was a night of disasters. An excess of vanity had

prompted me to engage a hairdresser for that evening.

Very impatiently I waited for him to finish; the minute

the door closed on him I tore down the whole coiffure; it

was terrible. Fortunately Laure had come to see me dress

and she tried to help me with it. I kept everybody waiting,

of course, and that did not improve my disposition.

Mr. De Long arrived downstairs well ahead of time and

sent up a Roman sash, hoping I would wear it. Of course I

did not. Finally I was ready and we started for the ball

In taking off my wrap at the Iselins' the maid did not

notice an open brooch caught in it, and this made a deep
scratch on my shoulder. By the time Mr. De Long came

along I was in no mood for soft speeches and certainly not

for proposals, which he began at once. I stopped him short

by saying I didn't think, as long as I lived, that I would

ever willingly listen to a word of love again.

A young Frenchman came to claim a dance and Mr. De

Long disappeared for some time. When my partner and I

started to waltz, a string of pearls I was wearing broke and

rolled all over the floor. By the time that excitement was

finished, Mr. De Long had returned, pursued by Mr. Con-
verse who was saying:

"Why, De Long, I just saw a Frenchman shaking out a

bootful of toes up in the gentlemen's room. He said you
had walked all over him. Then another came in with the

bridge of his nose scratched. He said he was standing

peaceably in a doorway when you pushed by him without

taking into account the extra width of your epaulets, and

you had caught him across the nose/'
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No doubt there was a little Naval exaggeration in this.

But the evening was spoiled.

Henri's health was not improving and he rarely went out

any more; seldom even downstairs. I visited his home

quite often and never wavered in my allegiance to him. As

he could not join the family in a luncheon at the grand-
father's one day, I was invited to take dejeuner with him.

When I arrived he was in full afternoon attire and led me
to a small, beautifully set table at one end of which was a

large bottle of champagne. We drank a glassful apiece and

Henri sent the bottle to the kitchen with our compliments,

asking the servants to drink to our health.

On the mantel I noticed a picture of Mr. De Long; they
had exchanged photographs. I brought it to the table and

stood it up against the water carafe, remarking:
"We need a chaperon,"

It was a poignant moment, and a tribute to Henri's gentle

nature that he was not offended but only smiled indul-

gently. It was not till much later that I understood what

good friends they were.

At the same time I was gradually being drawn to George
De Long. I recognized in him many of the qualities which

I admired most. Yet I could not give up Henri. I did not

understand myself at all

As the time drew near for the Canandaigua to leave,

George grew desperate and wrote me a heart stirring letter:

"As I may not be able to speak to you alone before my
departure, I have been bold enough to ask you to read the

few words I am writing to you, trusting you will accept

them as the offering of an honest and loving heart. ... I

have told you I love you. . . . You are young, good and
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beautiful, and such qualities never fail of admirers. That

such a one as I would dare to tell you of it is presumptu-

ous, I admit, but still it is natural.

"I am writing despondently, you may think, and have I

not sufficient reason? I am going away from you and plac-

ing an immense barrier between me and all that I love.

. . . My darling, am I going to lose you thus? Can you
not feel some little pity for me too and give me an equal

chance? You are my all in this world and the anticipation

of my hereafter. I cannot lose you without a struggle. . .

'Tor you I will dare anything, without you I will do

nothing. ... I am not timid and I am no coward, I will

face anything I meet in life except the loss of you, and if

that happens there will be nothing more for me to face.

. . . Will you write me a few words in reply? Only a line

and I am content. Tell me what to hope for."

I was considerably disturbed by this. Mr. De Long was

not only offering me his love; he was thrusting upon me
the responsibility for his whole future happiness. "For you
I will dare anything. Without you I will do nothing/* I

did not want that. Already, with Henri, my life seemed

overburdened with care. I did not know what to do.

For a week I thought it over and occupied myself by
making a little blue silk bag. Into it I put the gold cross

which I had recovered from the school garden and which

seemed to me a token of good luck. I also added a lock of

my hair. I thought I was doing all this to help Mr. De

Long bear his disappointment and to make him happy. But

I see now that I did it partly to help myself. Since I could

not give him everything, I did not want him to go away
empty handed. Love, even then, was playing tricks upon
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one who thought herself immune!
When the evening came for the parting, George pre-

sented himself at the house and we, in company with

others, went for a stroll through the town. On our return,

when we reached the level stretch between the steps, we
found ourselves alone.

With many misgivings, and some sharp twinges of con-

science, as I was making no promises, I handed him the

little blue silk bag. He was surprised and enraptured. He

paused a moment. Then reverently he took me in his arms

and gave me his first and farewell kiss.

The next day the Canandaigna was gone.

As the year 1868 was drawing to a close, Henri made one

more effort to seek a better climate for the winter, and with

much exertion dragged himself to Torquay on the south

coast of England. But it did not help and, not feeling equal

to further travel, he returned to his home in Havre. I now

began to devote myself to him in earnest. Each day I

would visit him and sit with him and his mother for hours,

talking gently of past experiences, or simply quietly sew-

ing, if he preferred. Oftentimes he would not speak all day
till I arrived, saving what little strength he had for the

time when I should be there to hear.

Even so, he tired quickly and as time went on less and

less was said. He would lie there in his bed, smiling and ap-

parently perfectly happy, while his mother and I would sit

and sew and talk softly together. Each morning a white

camellia, to be given to me, was sent to Henri by his uncle,

who had a fine conservatory. In the afternoon when I ar-

rived I would take it from the mantelpiece and put it in

my hair with a tender and silent little ceremony.

Henri was dying, but I did not realize it even then. I only
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knew that he was my true friend and that he needed me. If

a simple little thing like the daily acceptance of a camellia

pleased him, I was only too happy to acquiesce,

I had always been an intemperate reader once absorbed

in a book I was apt to be lost to the world for hours. One

morning about this time I started to read. When the hour

to go to Henri's came, I was so absorbed that I forgot com-

pletely. The next day Henri's brother and his cousin came

for me.

"Henri is holding onto life, waiting to see you before he

dies/'

I was shocked. We ran breathlessly down the hill and the

steps. Madame Le Forestier led me to the door of Henri's

room and sent me in alone. When I reached the bed there

were no hands in view to press, so I bent down and kissed

him on the forehead.

At once he noticed my quick breathing. Then his eyes

turned toward the mantel. I followed them. There were the

two camellias proof of my delinquency of the day before.

"Pour vans" he whispered. And after a little while he

added, "Je vom ai bien aime!
f

"But why put it in the past?" I cried.

Henri shook his head very gently. A look of great resig-

nation came into his eyes. Then he whispered:
"Please call my mother/'

I did. When she reached his bedside she gave a cry.

Henri was dead.
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A TEST

I
FELT completely lost.

I had not realized till now how much of my time and

energy I had given to keeping poor Henri alive. More than

three months had passed since that evening when I had

given Mr. De Long the little blue bag, yet I had scarcely

noticed how time had flown.

But now, as the shock of Henri's death wore off, my
thoughts reverted more and more to George. Since his

departure he had written me a number of beautiful and

pathetic letters, but I had not answered one of them. Now,
I must sit down and write him of the sad thing that had

happened.
It was a very circumspect letter, I remember, and I de-

voted most of it to telling of Henri's death. Of course in

those days young ladies did not wear their hearts upon
their sleeves, much less commit them to paper. But I was

doubly careful. The great new love George was offering me
still seemed like a tremendous responsibility. I had just

finished carrying one such burden and was not yet ready
to undertake another.

However, my efforts at self-protection were of small

avail. George's need for me had been steadily increasing

during the past three months of silence on my part and

now that I had at last written to him the flood gates of his

emotion were released. His ship had reached Barbados by
that time and he immediately dashed off a fervent reply.

33
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Characteristically, though, he did not launch directly

into his theme, but took events in their order, as a disci-

plined officer should.

"It fell to me," he wrote, "to make the call on our Consul

before arriving, and to bring off the mail, the latter duty
a very pleasurable one for me from the fact that I had the

anticipation of a letter from you. After innumerable dif-

ficulties and a delay of two or three hours (during which

I was obliged to await the conclusion of church service to

secure the person of the post office clerk in order to per-

suade him to open the post office), the package of letters

some fifty or sixty was placed in my hands, and, eagerly

turning them over, I was rewarded by finding nothing
from you. Well, I got back to the ship somehow, I hardly

know how now, and got over it somehow, no matter how. I

received two letters from home, which, to add to my dis-

comfiture, informed me that my mother was again failing

and that I would be very fortunate if I found her alive on

my arrival at New York. 'It never rains but it pours/

"My first impression was that you had been sick. My
next that your mother had placed some insuperable diffi-

culty in your way, and my final one that you had not

deemed it prudent to write to me at all. In doubt, in fear

often, but never losing faith, I waited. A mail steamer from

St. Thomas was due, it was said, a day or two thereafter.

The day or two became four, and she came at last. Hoping
against hope, I saw the Mail Officer go ashore and, four

hours afterward, your letter of December 30th was placed
before me. The revulsion of feeling was something I have

never experienced. . . .

"You have lost, as you say, a true friend, Were the world
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made up of such friendships, how much better it would be.

But still, my Emma, you must not say you have lost your

only friend. . . . Were Henri himself here he would admit

my right to protect you, and he did before my departure

enjoin upon me your special care and protection.

'The chief claim I have on life now is the trust you have

placed in my hands, your future happiness. For your good-
ness of heart, my darling, in writing to me at all, I thank

you. You have nothing to fear from my imprudence in re-

gard to the letter. Like your hair and little cross, it is

always about me and will never leave me. Poor little silken

bag! You will hardly recognize it when you see it. Salt

water, salt air and heat have faded it sadly."

One might have thought that the betrothal had been

completely arranged. It hadn't at all. George had simply

jumped at conclusions.

He kept on jumping at them. In April he wrote from

New York:

"After long and mature deliberation I decided that it

was advisable to see your father and have a small talk

with him."

Even then he was ready to jump into a ship and come to

Havre to claim me. All he needed, he felt, was my father's

consent

"After one or two attempts to see him I made an ap-

pointment to meet him down town today and at noon our

interview took place. ... I think I told my little story in

a straightforward manner. I trust at least he believed me
sincere. I told him . . . that I loved you and that I had
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done so very nearly from the time I first met you. That it

was the dearest desire of my life to prove myself worthy of

you and to have your love given me in return. I told him

that I had spoken to you before leaving Havre, that, with-

out giving me any positive answer favorable to my hopes,

you did not absolutely reject me. ... I told him, as I

have freely told you, my social conditions and my re-

sources . , . that my pay was now $2,000 a year and that

when I became a Lieutenant it would be $2,500. Your

father did me the justice to say when I had concluded that

I could have said nothing more unreservedly and com-

pletely than I did. When the hopes of a man's life, my
darling, remain suspended by a thread, that man can speak

very plainly and forcibly.

'Tour father spoke to me kindly and feelingly, perhaps

more kindly than my merits deserve. He said in the first

place that love was much too sacred a thing to interfere in

lightly and that generally speaking the parties most in-

terested were the best ones to decide such matters for them-

selves. But nevertheless it was necessary for parents to

exercise such a care over their children as to insure them

a happy life."

My father wished to go rather more slowly in the mat-

ter than George was going. He liked him and saw no dis-

advantage in the fact that I was only eighteen. But he did

not really want me to marry a Naval officer at all, for he

thought that the continual separations would not make

for happiness. Finally he told George to abandon the idea

of coming to me at once and to wait till he himself could

consult with me and my mother on his return to France.

George took it as well as he could.
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"Remember/' he wrote, "that I am waiting all this time

hopefully and prayerfully while this consultation is taking

place, and that upon it hangs my whole life. You are all I

have and I cannot lose you. . . ."

I well remember that horrible conference. Something
must have changed my father's mind between the time he

saw George in New York and when he reached us in

France. Or else he was trying in all honesty to present the

worst side of the Naval picture to me. He was strongly set

against my marriage to George.

My father was not in the least violent about it; he was

simply very earnest and very positive. In the end he and

my mother decided upon a "test period/' George had just

passed his examinations for promotion to a lieutenancy

and was about to be assigned to sea duty which would keep
him occupied and out of my sight. Let him drop completely

out of my life for the duration of this "cruise" without so

much as a letter passing between us. This would given an

admirable opportunity to try out his allegiance to me.

I agreed, for in spite of my youth I had given deep

thought to the whole situation and felt that my parents

might be right.

With a heavy heart I wrote to George of the conference

and its results. He had expected something quite different,

poor man, and his reply was heartbreaking.

"Your letter has had at least one effect it has sickened

me of my home. I have applied for and received orders to

sea, giving up the unexpired portion of my leave, since the

purpose for which I obtained it cannot be of any avail I

am ordered to Norfolk, Virginia, on the 15th June, to re-
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port for duty on board the Lancaster for a cruise of two or

three years on the South American station. ...

"At any rate I shall remain anywhere out of America

until I am told by you to return to claim you for my wife.

I am firmly resolved, should that summons never come, to

remain a wanderer from my own land for life, and I shall

never see my home again unless it be with you as my wife,

or in order to prepare it for your reception. I love you with

all the strength of my heart and soul and I am going forth

to make myself worthy of you or give way under the pres-

sure. . . .

"I accept and will obey your orders. I will wait. During

this time of probation you will have all the delay necessary

to 'grow older, see more of the world and have a fair chance

to forget me/ In this latter respect I am convinced you will

have many inducements. Speaking plainly, your beauty

(for you have beauty) and your accomplishments, will se-

cure you hosts of admirers and, should one happen along

whose social position and smoothness of exterior are ac-

ceptable to your parents, every effort will be made to in-

duce you to forget the rough sailor far away in the Brazils

and accept the more elegant suitor whose means are every-

thing desirable and whose social eminence is undoubted."

There followed other paragraphs of picturesque bitter-

ness against my parents. Then :

"One thing more. You tell me you think we had better

not write to each other during my absence. Now will you,

to please me, ask your parents' consent to our correspond-

ence? If they refuse positively and unmistakably, I must

acquiesce. But I do implore you ask them to grant us this
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small favor. It will soften the hardship of our long separa-

tion and give us a few happy moments while writing to

each other. If they refuse I ask only that you will write me
one more letter before I leave home and give me something
that you have had about you that I can carry about me, as

something from your dear self as a pledge of your love. A
ribbon, anything will satisfy me. I won't write you again

if you don't want me to, but please give me a good-by for

I am miserable and my heart is sad. . . ."

I wrote again to him several times. I was bewildered and

unhappy, and scarcely knew my own mind. I sent George
a picture of myself and tried to explain my sympathy for

him. I even offered to go away with him if he thought he

could not do without me. After all, my parents had eloped.

Why not I?

But George would not accept this sacrifice. I suppose my
parents' challenge had touched him. He was angry. He
meant to prove that their accusations against him were

wrong.

Then in July his mother died and he became more bitter.

For a while we wrote and then our letters suddenly ceased.

I can't remember why. I am sure it wasn't that my parents

threatened me. They were not ogres; if they had been sure

that I felt strongly enough toward George they would have

been more lenient toward him. But they were not sure.

About the same time, as usual each year, my father took

us all on a long trip through Switzerland and the Tyrol.

That completed the break. What George feared was coming
to pass.



CHAPTER VII

CAPITULATION

AYEAR of absolute silence passed. Finally George
could stand it no longer. In desperation he sent me a

letter from Rio de Janeiro.

"I wrote you from Washington exactly one year ago/' he

began, "and to that letter I have received no answer, nor

have I during all that time heard one word from you. For

this long, long year I have waited and waited and waited

in vain, and now I write to you to set you free from all

claim I have had on you, and to ask you to set me free

in return. I have overestimated my strength in supposing
I could live alone, homeless and friendless for a longer time

than this, and I resign myself to the dreary, wretched ex-

perience which I will have in future. I am sick and un-

happy all of the time and my life is a burden to me from

day to day. I have no aim, no object in life and I don't

care how soon it is finished. ... A kind word from you
may save me much yet, and I beg you will be a friend to

me in thought although we never meet. . . ."

I worried and pondered a long time over this letter and

then, with my parents' consent, I wrote to George immedi-

ately. I can only reconstruct that letter from memory now,
but it ran something like this, with a little more feeling:

"Please consider yourself absolutely free. I have never

had any claim upon you. My great regret is the severe and
40
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long test you have been subjected to and the suffering it

has caused you. I only hope and pray it has not injured

you permanently. I have not changed. Please write to con-

firm your decision."

I have since regretted that senseless "test" many times

and I blame it on the ignorant cruelty of youth. I could

not realize then its dangers and the suffering it would

cause. I intended my letter only for sympathy, not realiz-

ing that in the very saying of it I was actually giving him

much more.

To George, with his hungry heart and his propensity for

jumping at conclusions, I was giving everything. My letter

had scarcely been in his hands two days before he was

packing up and preparing to come to me. He dashed off a

letter of gratitude and joyous expectation and like a new

man started for Europe six thousand miles away.
As I sat in Havre waiting the inevitable results of what

I had mistakenly thought was my kindness, I did more

than a little worrying. A man was now coming back to me
whose mind had had no contact with mine for over a year.

The period of our first acquaintance had lasted only two

months. During the ensuing ten months I had received

nineteen letters from him the outpourings of a boy's

heart and soul. He was twenty-six now. I was nineteen.

It was the year of the Franco-Prussian War. When Bis-

marck trapped Napoleon into declaring hostilities, the

French Emperor inquired of his Minister of War as to the

condition of the Army. He received this answer:

"Everything is in readiness, Sire, and, should the war

continue one year, not a button from a soldier's gaiter will

be missing."
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The first French victories were won by the magnificent

fighting of the trained soldiers, but when they had been

killed, defeat followed defeat with bewildering rapidity

until Paris itself was besieged.

We had staying with us in Havre a dear old lady,

Madame de Bonnefoux. Her daughter, Clara de Reau, was

shut up in Paris during the entire siege. When she could

she sent us messages by carrier pigeons or balloons and it

was pathetic to see how relieved her mother was when they

came.

Clara not only went through the whole siege of Paris

but also lived through the terrors of the Commune which

followed, when half crazed men and women were burning
and destroying everything in sight. The siege had been

severe, with its privations and hunger, but it also had had

its grandeur, as the people had proved so strong in en-

durance and so brave and cheerful in the face of a dread-

ful foe.

But in the early days the German war machine was press-

ing relentlessly to the westward toward the Atlantic. Any
day now it would arrive in Havre. Like prudent people

my parents laid in six months' provisions in the round

tower of our house, which had been fitted for the purpose
with shelves running around it. It was decided that most

of the women in the household should be removed to a

point of safety in the Isle of Wight. Accordingly, my sister

Silvie, with her little son, my younger sister, Madame de

Bonnefoux and myself were sent there. Along with us went
two large chests of family silver, which were put in bond
in England.
The war terror lasted several months, but at last all

danger was over and we returned to Havre, where my
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mother and father had been bravely remaining as if they

were holding a fort. Several warships were in port, sent

there by foreign nations to protect their nationals. There

was also the U.S.S. Sbenandoah, under Captain Welles.

Our house was thrown open to the officers of them all

and we settled down again to a round of balls and enter-

tainments. It seemed like old times once more.

Then I suddenly realized that I was virtually betrothed

and that my young Lochinvar was soon to burst upon me.

There had certainly been a dramatic prelude to his coming.
Values were different in those days and I was no modern

girl; so, when a line from George announced that his ship

had reached Liverpool, and I knew I would soon meet him,

a great disquiet took possession of me. The thought of a

strange man coming who would expect to take me in his

arms was quite terrifying!

He arrived late in the afternoon and was welcomed by
most of the family. We all shook hands. So far so good. But

by degrees they all disappeared and the inevitable moment
was approaching. It was not quite as bad as I had antici-

pated, and subconsciously I admitted I felt differently

toward George from what I had toward any other man.

Then the big bronze bell * outside the butler's pantry win-

dow rang out the dinner hour.

My parents had invited George to stay at our house, so

the next morning he breakfasted with them. It was my
habit to come down at ten for my cup of chocolate and a

small French bread called a poupotte that I enjoyed in

solitude. Not so this day George was there waiting. He
escorted me to my seat and then knelt down beside me.

*Note: This great bell rang outdoors for any stragglers in the garden
or anyone who might be visiting the neighbors.
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From his vest pocket he drew a lovely diamond ring and

put it on my finger. I melted somewhat but still felt full of

turmoil. I am sure he understood and appreciated my feel-

ings, for he was very tactful and very gentle. No doubt he

realized then that his wooing was still ahead of him.

And now my marriage to Lieutenant George Washington

De Long of the United States Navy seemed a certainty. I

was wearing his ring, yet I could not make up my mind. The

final "yes" had not been said.

A reception and dance was given on board the Shenan-

dodh and Mr. De Long and I were invited. As my fiance he

was to take me. Such a thing as to be unchaperoned had

never before happened to me and I did not know what to

do. My good sense should have guided me, but it didn't.

When we reached the ship George escorted me to the cabin,

opened the door, showed me in and then returned to the

deck and waited.

I was received by an older officer whom I had met before

and who had courted me somewhat unfairly at the expense

of his subordinates. He helped me off with my wrap and

immediately made some remark about Swedenborg. He did

this with malice aforethought, for he himself had presented

me with a copy of Swedenborg's Heaven and Hell and

knew well enough that the mere mention of the subject

would precipitate an argument. While our discussion was

going on he quietly led me across the cabin and out by a

different door than the one at which George was waiting.

On deck he introduced me to the Reception Committee.

I looked around for George but he had disappeared. I

did not see him again until it was time for us to leave. We
drove home in silence. The next day I returned his ring.

It was a clash of two equally strong wills, Each thought the
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other had been guilty of desertion. Fortunately explana-

tions followed. George said that, as a visiting officer on a

warship, he had no right to enter the cabin unless accom-

panied by an officer of the ship. He had waited outside and

when he saw me walking off with someone else had felt

hurt Also, according to etiquette, he was entitled to the

first dance. He had not got it, nor any that followed.

Clearly the whole thing had been a misunderstanding due

to my ignorance. I was sorry and said so. George begged

my pardon for his part in the affair and we both blamed

the villain who had stage-managed the whole thing. George
then offered the ring again and I held out my finger. Truce

had been declared.

But only a truce. Not a surrender.

In France at that time gas was considered unsanitary in

bedrooms, so the pipes were not led into them and we had

to depend on candles. In our hall was a long table and on

it were placed all the candles in their candlesticks for the

different occupants of the house. When I was about to re-

tire Mr. De Long always accompanied me to give me my
candle, and there over and over again he would plead his

cause. Sometimes I would end it by saying it would be all

right; then I would seize my candle and escape to bed,

leaving him overcome with joy. But in the morning I

would see my father and succumb to bis side of the argu-

ment. Vividly he would describe to me all the trials I

would have to undergo, wedded to a Naval man, and in

the end he would prevail and I would agree not to marry

George.
Twice this happened and George was desperate. On the

last day of February we had a heart to heart talk at candle

time and he was so eloquent or I so tired that I decided in
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his favor once more. This time, I admitted to myself, it

was for good.

The next morning I had another long talk with my
father. Later, the two men met in the hall; both were in

fine spirits.

"At last, Captain Wotton," George said, "it's all settled.

I saw Emma the last thing last night and she said so."

''Oh, no, De'Long," my father grinned back at him. "I

saw Emma the first thing this morning and it isn't settled

at all."

In justice to my father and myself I must explain this

vacillation on my part. From my earliest childhood all my
little confidences had been reserved for him, so that he

understood me perfectly. He knew that I assumed duties

easily and lived up to them rigidly. We both felt that mar-

riage would bring me either great happiness or great mis-

ery. We could neither of us foresee the future and we were

both afraid. I have been fortunate in my life in meeting
some very fine men, but to this day my father remains

morally, mentally and physically equal to the best of them.

Pressing business had made it necessary for my father

to sail for New York at midnight that night. George, de-

spairing of an immediate decision, determined to make ap-

plication to be attached to the European Squadron. Both

men departed to attend to their affairs.

When they were well out of the house my mother at last

put in her oar. She had more sense than all the rest of us

put together. But for her we might have kept muddling

along indefinitely.

"Emma," she said, "how much more will you know of

Mr. De Long if he joins the European Squadron? His ship
is not likely to be stationed at Havre and if he is in Con-
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stantinople or anywhere else in Europe how will you be

able to get any better acquainted? Your father leaves to-

night and you could not be married during his absence.

Why not be married at once, this evening, and have it

over? You must love him, for you have been very true to

him."

It all seemed so clear and simple. Why hadn't I thought
of it that way before?

When the two men returned my mother took my father

aside and left me to settle with George. He drew from his

pocket some official looking envelopes containing his ap-

plication for European duty and started to read them.

"Please don't!" I said, and snatching the papers out of

his hand I threw them into the fire that was burning in the

grate. George was horrified. But I went to him quickly.

"It's all right/' I cried. "We're going to be married to-

night."

George nearly collapsed. Then he burst out:

"Oh, Emma, darling"
There was no time for ecstasy. Mother and I hustled

both men out of the house. The battle was over and at last

I knew what to do.

There was a frantic search for the American Consul,

General Glasgow. Our minister, the Reverend George

Washington, had to be notified too. The ceremony was to

take place in my home at eight o'clock that evening. The

bridegroom had to buy the ring and also secure his best

man, Lieutenant Thomas Perry. On my side Laure, one of

the trio, and the clergyman's wife, and many old friends,

had to be invited.

As it happened, my trousseau for several weeks had been

in the making, just in case A white wedding dress had
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been impossible because Paris was still in a state of siege

and the supply of white satin and silk had been exhausted

in Havre. Also there was no veil to be had.

That evening General Glasgow and the Reverend Wash-

ington went into consultation in the little sitting room as

soon as they arrived. We were all in the billiard room

awaiting the call to assemble in the drawing room for the

ceremony. George was exclaiming that at last everything

was coming out all right when my father appeared at the

door and said puckishly :

"No, De Long, it is all knocked into a cocked hat. You

can't be married tonight. General Glasgow and Mr. Wash-

ington find that marriage in France is a civil contract.

Neither of them has the authority to perform the cere-

mony. It has to be done at the Legation in Paris."

The Armistice was on. The bridges were all down and

there was no communication with Paris. My father was to

sail for America in a few hours. George paced up and down

like a caged lion, vainly seeking a way out of the predica-

ment. Suddenly he pretended to throw himself on the floor.

'There/' he said. "Now I'm American territory. Emma
can be married standing on me!"

It was not intended seriously, of course, but it gave Gen-

eral Glasgow an idea. The Shenandoah, an American man-

of-war, was in port. She was American territory and it

would be perfectly legal to perform the ceremony on board.

There was a great commotion at once. Lieutenant Perry

was hurried off to the ship to prepare Captain Welles for

the coming event and messengers were hastily dispatched

for carriages.

It was a glorious starlight night and when we reached

the waterfront the man-of-war was already decorated with
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flags and Chinese lanterns. Lieutenant Perry had done his

work well. The SbenandoaFs boats were at the pier wait-

ing for us. The most surprised people of all were Mrs.

Welles and her two daughters, for the Captain would not

tell them who was to be married.

When finally I stepped onto the ship's deck a wild hur-

rah went up and echoed across the placid harbor. If any-
one else was surprised to see who the bride was he did not

show it.

It was a soul-stirring moment, there on the deck of the

Shenandoah, with the lights of the various vessels and the

quay dancing in the black water all around, and the gay

party crowding in with its splendid dress uniforms and

evening gowns.
And there in the little cabin of an American ship-of-the-

line, true to the tradition of my family, I was married to

George De Long at precisely ten o'clock on the first of

March, 1871.

The Reverend George Washington turned to the bride-

groom and said solemnly:

"Wilt thou, George Washington, take this woman "

Mrs. Washington gasped.

"Wait, George 1/' she whispered and then realized her

blunder. She thought that her husband was marrying him-

self!

And that was the last of Emma Wotton, of Havre,

France.



CHAPTER VIII

A BRIDE OF THE SEVENTIES

A^D
now we were married. Our honeymoon was draw-

ing to a close. George had been ordered to duty at

the Navy Yard in Brooklyn and our minds were turning

toward the future.

The feeling of burdensome responsibility with which I

had approached my marriage was falling from me as I

found in my husband a companion who could assure me

complete happiness. Now I understood his insistent woo-

ing of me and I gave him full credit for having foreseen

that we were really suited to each other.

We were both very independent people and meant to

paddle our own canoe. One morning before we left France

he appeared with a newly sharpened pencil and a large

sheet of paper. When I looked up inquiringly he said:

"I am going to make out a budget for our expenses when

we get to New York." He began to put down one item after

another until the amusement column was reached. Then,
with his pencil suspended in the air, he mused:

"We are both very fond of the theatre; what do you say
to going twice a week?"

I didn't want to discourage him and said nothing. But I

thought to myself, "It will take the financial brain of an

Alexander Hamilton to pull us through!" Nevertheless, for

the first two months in America he struggled manfully with

the budget he had planned. Then, on the first afternoon of

the third month, when he reached home from the Navy
50
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Yard he threw into my lap an envelope. It was addressed

to "My Darling/' and when I opened it I was surprised to

find it contained his month's pay.

"In future/' he said, "I will hand it all over to you. I

know you can do better with it than I/' If my father's

opinion of George at the age of twenty-four had been cor-

rect it was no longer so at twenty-six.

I was falling in love with my husband fast because the

better I came to know him the more I admired him. He
was so innately refined and cooperative. I enjoyed our lack

of riches because it brought us nearer together. He had

never saved any money in his life; he knew nothing about

economy and if he had he probably would not have liked

it. But if it pleased me to put something by he would help

me. Our plan was never to save when we were together, so

as to enjoy the present all we could. Then when we were

separated we would retrench. We had accumulated a little

by this process when I made a poor investment, I felt very

badly about it and when my husband returned from his

cruise I confessed.

"Don't worry/' he said, smiling at me, "because as far

as I am concerned the money is always lost as soon as it is

invested or goes in the bank."

One day I made a proposition to him. "Why not cultivate

a great friendship between us that will help us to weather all

storms?" I urged. "I can promise you truly, George, that if

you will only come to me in any or every trouble, you will

always receive my sympathy and help."

A little later he had a proposition to make to me. He

thought that when anything of importance to us was to

be decided upon, we should appoint a "Board of Two" and

lay the question before it. Each member would give his or
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her opinion. Then the Board would decide impartially upon
the better plan to pursue and we would follow it.

And so we did, or thought we did. Eight years later, just

before sailing for the North, he said to me one day:

"I have a confession to make. When I did not follow

your opinion in our Board of Two, it was not because I

did not consider it the better but because I did not want

to follow it."

I laughed, for I had forgotten all about the Board of

Two.

New York seemed like an overgrown village upon my
return to America this time. The stages ran only to Thirty-

ninth Street; but by courtesy, if you so desired, they would

take you as far as Forty-second. Horse cars were the only

means of transportation, and these were terribly crowded

and uncomfortable, especially in rush hours. My husband,

preferring to live in New York, had to spend three hours

daily on the cars to take him to and from the Navy Yard.

The Civil War inflation was still on in 1871. Paper

money was in use. All prices were high, as they were figured

in the equivalent of gold. The rent of an ordinary house

was from three to four thousand dollars a year. In conse-

quence, boarding houses had sprung up all over town, as

people of moderate means could afford nothing else.

Among such people, of course, were the De Longs.

My first experience in a New York boarding house was

of short duration. When I entered the dining room and saw
the miscellaneous people some eating ice cream, some

corned beef and cabbage and some soup my appetite fled.

I did not want to appear finicky and so forced myself to

eat, or at least to make a pretense of it, but I evidently did

not give a very good performance. One morning, about ten
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o'clock, after we had been there two days, I heard a gentle

rap at the door. When I opened it there stood the colored

boy who waited on us, full of apologies and excuses. He
held in his hands a dainty tray with some fresh toast and

tea on it.

"
'Scuse me, Missus/' he said, "but Tse afraid you don't

get much to eat and I thought something special might

please you/'
It was the first boarding house meal I had relished.

Shortly after that we got rooms in a private house. It

was a little hard on the budget, but by making some sacri-

fices we were able to do it. And there we began to make

friends, among them a charming English couple named

Spillsbury, with whom we were intimate for many years.

One afternoon in April George came home quite elated.

The U.S.S. Saratoga was ordered to proceed to Annapolis.

Officers and a crew were appointed to take her there.

Among them were my husband and a Mr. Ridge, both

lately married. The Admiral in command of the Yard, who
was sympathetic and kindly, suggested that Mrs. Ridge
and I go along as guests. We were most enthusiastic. I had

never seen Annapolis, nor had I ever sailed on a man-of-

war.

When we met on the ship we were two young women
and five Naval officers. Our Captain was a charming bach-

elor. We were nearly all strangers but, as Naval people

are informal, we soon became like old friends.

One evening my husband was on duty on deck and we

had all retired to our cabins. Suddenly I felt the ship give

a slight tremor and then a much stronger one, and, having

had much sea experience, I knew that we were aground.

My husband hurried below to reassure me and then raced
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on deck again. All night long I could hear him giving

orders to the men in the boats who were trying to drag the

ship off.

We were going up Chesapeake Bay when this happened
and had a pilot on board who was responsible for the

grounding.

At once I thought of Mrs. Ridge and how frightened

she must be. But I found her in bed and perfectly uncon-

scious of anything untoward happening. She said she had

not seen her husband and he would certainly have come

if anything were wrong. Her confidence was a little ex-

treme, I thought, for he slept peacefully throughout the

night. The whole affair was treated as a great joke and the

officers who were not required on deck did not remove their

clothes but set a chair for me close to Mrs. Ridge's cabin

door and helped us while away the night by spinning yarns.

With the morning and high tide the ship floated off un-

damaged and we proceeded on our way. On our arrival at

Annapolis I received a telegram that my brother Seth was

very ill. The last train to New York had gone and I did not

reach home until next day. I found that Seth had passed
on from a severe attack of typhoid fever. He had been my
earliest playmate and it was a great sorrow.

George had been brought up by the clock and of course,

as a Naval officer, was very punctual. In this respect I was
a great trial to him, for I fear I was very fond of dawdling.
We never could agree, for instance, on the necessity of

running for a horse car. If we missed one, it seemed to me,
we would easily catch the next. So why hurry? But that

didn't suit George. His motto was "Do it now."

Especially did he hate being late to the theatre. He loved

listening to the orchestra and always wanted to be early
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to hear the "first squeak of the fiddle."

One evening George appeared with tickets for the Opera.

I had been having a new dress made that day and was

very anxious to try it on before we started, although it was

not the proper costume for an evening event. So I shut my-
self in my room while George waited downstairs.

The dress was absorbing and time went by I scarcely

knew how much. Finally I realized that I was very late

and, hastening into my evening gown, hurried downstairs.

George met me in the hall. "You're a vision/' he exclaimed,

and I was much relieved. Everything was all right after all.

But we did not go to the Opera. George had quietly torn

up the tickets and dropped them into the waste basket.

It should have been a lesson to me but it wasn't. The
final cure for my bad habit didn't come till long after my
husband's death. I was going to Europe with several other

ladies. At the last minute I delayed at home to write a let-

ter to my daughter Sylvie. I did not realize how long it

would take and when I finally got to the dock I found a

dreadful state of tension there. The minute I appeared the

ship's band struck up wildly. I was escorted rapidly the

length of the pier and propelled on board by way of a

freight gangway that alone remained in place. My baggage
was thrown on after me and the ship sailed at once.

That evening at dinner the Captain said politely to one

of my companions :

"Which, please, is Mrs. De Long?" I was duly intro-

duced.

"Ah/' murmured the Captain, with a slight gleam in his

eye. "You see, Madam, up there on the bridge this after-

noon my subordinates kept running up to tell me we could

not sail because a certain Mrs. De Long was missing. I was
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anxious to find out what this precious Mrs. De Long looked

like/' Ever since I have been very punctual indeed.

A great event was in the offing and I had some ideas of

my own about it. It seemed to me that I ought to spare my
husband the knowledge of the pain and suffering I was to

go through. He could not lessen it, so why should I make

him suffer too?

One afternoon in December George came home in high

spirits and proposed spending the evening with my parents,

who were staying on Eleventh Street. We were living on

Twenty-second, so it was quite a little distance. I did not

want to spoil his evening and so said nothing; but I was

not very enthusiastic. A peculiar feeling was coming over

me. George brought my wraps and put them on for me
and we started. A general numbness was creeping over me
and my feet seemed very heavy. At that time the sidewalks

consisted of large paving stones laid very unevenly and as

I walked along independently I stubbed my toe and would

have gone headlong if my husband had not caught me.

"What makes you so childish tonight?" he said.

Then he drew my hand firmly through his arm and' did

not let me go again till we had arrived. The minute my
mother saw me she understood. With great tact she soon

made us feel that we had been entertained enough and that

it was time to go home.

As soon as I reached my bed the pains came on and
lasted all through the night. I did not say a word or utter

a moan. I was bound not to share it with George. But as

he was leaving to go to work my conscience squirmed and
said to me:

"Have you any right to keep this to yourself? You may
be dead by night/'
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So I asked George if he had anything special to attend

to at the Yard that day.

"Why, yes, I have." Then he looked at me closely.

"Would you like me to stay at home today?"
I said, "No/'

The moment I heard the front door close on him I

jumped out of bed and called Mrs. Whittermore, who was

to take care of me, as trained nurses were very scarce in

those days. I sent for the doctor and my mother. Time and

pain went on and when afternoon was closing in I became

desperate. The doctor, who had known me as a child, did

his best to calm me. Then exhaustion followed and every-

thing stopped. My mother and the doctor both became

alarmed. He prepared some drugs to give me but Nature

came to my aid and it was not necessary. I roused and

called them; soon our little girl was born.

As I had planned it should be, she was placed in her

father's arms just as if she had come without the interven-

tion of any human suffering,

His surprise was so great that it was almost pitiable. He

brought the little baby over to me and knelt down by the

side of the bed. I was glad that I had not asked him to stay

at home that day. After this I was extremely weak, but the

baby was splendid and we named her Sylvie after my sis-

ter.

George had fully expected to remain on shore duty for

six months to a year more, but just at this time was so

unfortunate as to be ordered abruptly to sea. The Navy
was commissioning more and more ships, because there

was increasing difficulty with Spain which it was feared

might lead to war. So George found himself, early in Feb-

ruary, billeted on board the U.SS. Nantasket, which was
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in the West Indies on patrol duty, and the logical thing

for the baby and me to do was to return to France and

visit with my family.

Accordingly on February 10th little Sylvie and I sailed.

She was eight weeks old. That same day my husband wrote

me a lonely letter:

"You see you are barely left before I commence writing

to you ... I returned home after you had started down

the river ate my solitary breakfast and commenced mak-

ing my departure. When I left Mrs. Whittermore and Mrs.

Tiffany, they were using their handkerchiefs, and that and

the sight of my empty room made me almost break down

myself. Mrs. Whittermore said she felt it was like parting

with her own children. After all, we were very happy there,

no matter if we did have only one room. But I must not

write so mournfully for it will make you dull/'

Poor George! He seemed destined always to be separated

from the ones he loved.

The ship I sailed on was the Pereire, Captain Denre

commanding. He greeted me very cordially, as I had sailed

with him as a bride. Besides, he had been a Naval officer

and was in full sympathy with my husband.

On the second day out from New York a champagne

basket lined with a soft blanket, and in the bottom a little

down bed, was brought to me with the Captain's compli-

ments. He said it was the best cradle the ship could pro-

vide. It really was splendid. With the mattress taken out

of the bunk opposite mine, the basket chocked in on both

sides, little Sylvie could stand any gyrations the ship might

indulge in.
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As it was the midwinter season, there were very few pas-

sengers. The Captain had allotted two rooms to me, one

on each side of the passageway. One the baby and I oc-

cupied and the other was given over to trunks. Hortense,

the stewardess or, as the Captain called her, "La Belle

Hortense/' after Empress Josephine's daughter was to de-

vote herself to me and the baby. At night a supper was

brought and arranged securely in the basin of the wash-

stand. In the early morning the purser would stop at my
door and inquire if there was anything special I would like

to eat. Later I would hear the Captain making his morn-

ing rounds, his sabots clacking in the distance. He too

would stop at my cabin door and offer anything the ship

could afford.

The weather was extremely rough, the ship pitching ter-

ribly and the seas pouring all over her decks as she speeded

through them. Sometimes a wave would come through the

hatchway and roll right down the corridor outside my door.

After a while the deck above me began to leak and blankets

were suspended under the ceiling to catch the drip. As I

was extremely tired when I came on board there was no

inducement for me to leave my berth. I was not seasick

I had had too good a course of training for that but as

there were so few passengers and scarcely any ladies, and

the decks were soaking wet all the time, I had little desire

to go above. The baby, warm and comfortable, was very

happy all day until four in the afternoon when she began
to be tired and fretful. Then Hortense would arrive and

take her for a walk to give her a change.

One night I was awakened with a feeling that someone

was looking at me, and when I opened my eyes I saw a man

standing in my doorway. I asked him sharply what he
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wanted and he said :

"Are you the lady with the little baby? I came to see if

your candle was burning properly/' Then he went away
quickly.

Before Hortense started to give the baby her bath in the

morning she went into one of the trunks to get out a clean

dress. She came running in to me and exclaimed:

"Oh, Madame, your papers are scattered all over the top
of the trunk!" She gathered them up and brought them to

me. They were important papers that had been locked in a

little dressing case; the latter was missing, with a few small

valuables that had been in it. The man I had seen in the

night must have been a thief, but one with a conscience, for

he had realized that I would need the papers and had taken

the risk of replacing them before he made off with his loot.

An effort was made to identify him, but without success.

He had undoubtedly concealed the jewelry on himself and
thrown the little dressing case into the sea.

And so the voyage came to an end. Here I was again in

Havre, 3,000 miles from my husband. My father's mis-

givings about the separation in a Naval officer's family
seemed to be coming true.



CHAPTER IX

A NAVY WIFE

AGREAT sadness came over me when I reached Havre,

perhaps evoked by the old home which my parents

were dismantling in preparation for a leisurely return to

the United States. The spring of 1872 we spent very pleas-

antly in Paris, and then our family group divided. Mrs.

Minthorne and her little boy Wotton accompanied me and

Sylvie to the west coast of France at Etretat, a delightful

watering place near Havre. Here we would stay until em-

barking for home when my husband's cruise should be

over. Some American friends joined us. Our lodgings were

delightful. It might have been called a women's settlement,

as it was a group of four small houses owned by two sisters

a widow with two daughters and an old maiden sister.

During these months I was very much concerned because

my letters, though written regularly, were not reaching my
husband. George was sending back such pathetic appeals
for news that I was nearly frantic. The old days of care-

lessness were over and I had every desire in the world to be

a good wife to him. But, buried in the tropics as he was, I

was helpless to allay his fears.

His letters of this period were amusing as well as morose,

for he tried to keep up his spirits by giving me wry ac-

counts of his part in making the history of his country. In

one of them he tells of a situation so like that in Eugene
O'Neill's Emperor Jones that the play might have been

taken from it, though I do not think it was. In March he

was in the waters off Haiti and he wrote:
61
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"I have waited in vain since I sent my last letter at

Santo Domingo for an opportunity to send you another

letter. In this miserable part of the world mails are a rarity

indeed and I am beginning to find that out. From this miser-

able wretched hole of a place there are no mail steamers and

the only opportunity of corresponding with the civilized

world is by means of an occasional sailing vessel to New

York or to some West India island where the mail steamers

do touch. These sailing vessels run with charming irregular-

ity, are by no means to be depended on and are not particu-

larly honest, so that nothing is left for us to do but wait

hopefully and patiently until we get somewhere inside of

civilization. A week ago I expected the ship to be in Santiago

de Cuba, but luck has been against us.

"We left Santo Domingo on the 21st and started for

Santiago. When about fifty miles to the northward of this

place we met a boat with an American flag flying, the boat

containing the U. S. Consul at a place called St. Marks, who

came alongside and told us that he had been driven out of

his Consulate by the Haitians who are doing as they always

do, kicking up a revolution on shore. It appears that this

Consul gave protection to some negro general that the Hai-

tians were after and, as he refused to give him up, they took

him away by force and took the Consul with him. Where-

upon the latter hauled down his flag and started on his way
to Port au Prince, when unfortunately for our letters he

met us and we turned back.

"Now at this place we have for our Minister a negro who

was formerly a school teacher in Philadelphia, but who

kindly consents to serve his country for eight thousand dol-

lars a year. The opportunity for him to make a sensation

with a man-of-war at his heels was now in his hands and
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he jumped at it. So off we started again on the 22nd for

St. Marks carrying this Minister, the kicked-out Consul

and the Minister's secretary. On arriving at St. Marks we

could find nobody in authority to give an explanation, so

back again we came, arriving at five o'clock this morning,
landed our diplomatic crowd and matters are at a stand-

still again. There is a faint chance of our getting away from

here tomorrow night for Santiago and if we do not meet

any more kicked-out Consuls at sea in a boat we may get

our letters by the 26th. And until then I must wait to learn

how my wife and baby got across the water. . . .

"Santiago, April 2. We arrived here on the 31st but you

may imagine my disappointment at not finding a single

letter here for me. I have been so blue since our arrival as

to be able to do nothing. . . . Nearly two months since we

parted and not one word yet to tell me that you are well

or not, or whether you arrived safely in Havre. It is get-

ting too much to bear. . . .

"Affairs in Haiti are in such an unsettled state that we
must be getting back there again, and so we may not be

here any longer than the 8th. I am as blue as the devil and

as mad as a hornet. The life that calls a man to stay in a

country where it takes him three months to hear from his

wife and child is a barbarous one and ought to be abol-

ished. ... I don't know what to say to best relieve my
mind. Swearing don't do it, smoking don't and there is

nothing else to do in this God-forsaken West Indies with

the thermometer 90 in the shade. Now when you get this

do for God's sake write me a long letter; tell me every-

thing over and over again if you don't know what to write

about and fill the rest up with the baby. I am absolutely

hungry for a letter. . . ."
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Imagine how we should feel today if we were to be kept

waiting two months for news of a loved one. We do not

realize any more what distance and remoteness mean.

However, early in April my first letter did reach George
and he wrote back with vast relief.

"Our long separation of eight weeks, my weary looking

forward to the time when I ought to hear from you, my
disappointment at not hearing from you on your arrival,

altogether so disheartened me and made me so miserable

that when I did get your letter I trembled like a child.

"Your bill of fare makes my mouth water. Let me send

you ours: Breakfast: beef, potatoes, eggs and coffee.

Lunch: beef, potatoes, coffee. Dinner: beef, potatoes, cof-

fee. Always oranges, occasionally lettuce but eternally beef,

beef, beef tougher than leather and more expensive than

turkeys in New York. . . .

"I am so glad you are in Paris with your folks. Know-

ing that you are well cared for robs this beastly station of

half its terrors. I hope you will have a gay time. Go every-

where, see everybody and should you meet anybody who
knows me, take good care of them.

"I am not much surprised that Silvie (my sister) and

Glasgow are still undecided. In your family the girls are

all so doubtful of matrimony and the boys all hurry glori-

ously to the front. If it were not that you all had such per-

sistent lovers I fear you might have been old maids. . . .

"Being First Lieutenant is all very nice in some respects,

but it is hard in others. It is very nice for instance to have

an all night sleep, but then I am kept hurrying around so

during the day that I am almost always tired and worn out
There are a great many cares and responsibilities attached
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to my position which keep me pretty well harassed all the

time.

'"The ship (the Nantasket) is rotten, though this is her

first cruise. The crew is 27 men short of her complement
and that makes the work fall harder on the rest. We exer-

cise every day, the same as if we were a frigate, and it is

work, work all the time. Everything is nearly useless and

worn out and there is nothing to replace the old, so I am

kept continually patching and mending to keep the ship

looking well. The crew is unruly and insubordinate and my
work for the next six months is to be a very uphill per-

formance. I am very thankful that I do not drink, for the

men cannot claim that they only follow my lead.

"Ship life is a hard thing on the temper. Mark Twain

in his Innocents Abroad says that going to sea develops

'all of man's bad qualities and brings out new ones that

he did not suppose himself mean enough for/ I wonder if

that accounts for all the rough edges of my character; if

so you will probably be trying to wear them off for the

rest of your life. . . ."

I did my best to cheer my poor husband up and to point

out to him that, however bad the tropics and the ship

might be, it would not be very long before it was over. In

spite of the gloominess of his letters he was making the

best of it. And the Nantasket, under his efficient hand as

First Lieutenant, proved it.

"Everybody here expresses the opinion that the Nan-

tasket is a beautiful ship and in fine order. The Admiral

leads off with this opinion and all hands agree with him.

This is my first compliment as Executive Officer and I am
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quite proud of it. Our Captain realizes that he has a care-

ful and painstaking First Lieutenant and he treats me with

distinguished consideration. He has been in mortal terror

of falling in with the Admiral but now that the Admiral

evinces gratification in the ship's appearance the Captain

beams all over and is in a perpetual smile. . . ."

Our household in Etretat was broken up in the middle

of the summer and I returned to America. In July my hus-

band was ordered to report to Vice Admiral Rowen for

temporary duty on board the Frolic in the Port of New

York. In the meantime my sister Silvie was married to

General Glasgow at the Legation in Paris, after a long

courtship. They had certainly considered the step care-

fully, as George had said.

The Frolic was the flagship, and her function was to re-

ceive and entertain all ships of war from foreign countries

visiting New York harbor. There was a regulation that

either the Captain or the Executive Officer had to be on

board at all times. Lieutenant De Long had the latter posi-

tion and so the Captain said to him :

"If Mrs. De Long will accept it, I will put the Admiral's

cabin at her disposal and she can occupy it when she sees

fit. I will then feel comfortable in taking more liberty

ashore myself/'

The French frigate Minerve came to anchor near us and

official calls were made back and forth. The wardroom

mess of the Frolic had a wonderful French chef, an artist,

and it seemed quite the proper thing to invite the officers

of the Minerve to a banquet on board. Consultations were

held with the chef, who said that if he were given carte

blanche he would give them a memorable feast. For days
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and nights he worked over his creations. He made three

large pieces of nougat models of the frigate, the Frolic

and a fort. A special menu was printed for the occasion and

it covered two whole pages. One couldn't have found its

equal in all France.

The officers unanimously invited me to preside at the

banquet, as they thought I would insure a decorum that

might be lacking if bachelors were left to themselves. The
affair was a great success, and the evening was ended with

fireworks. When the expenses were reckoned up it was

found to have cost each of the Frolic's officers eighty dol-

lars!

Shortly after this Mr. De Long and I were invited by
Admiral de Surville to dine with him on board the frigate

with a few other guests.

I was planning to take the baby ashore and leave her

with my sister-in-law when Mr. Moore, one of the Frolic's

officers, suggested that he had two little children of his own

and if I would trust Sylvie with him he would take care of

her for the evening. I accepted his kind offer, thinking that

the baby would be asleep all the while and be no trouble

to him.

The French Admiral was a charming man of great polish

and I enjoyed the evening extremely. As we were leaving,

Mr. De Long offered to take the other guests back in his

boat to the Battery and land them there.

It was a beautiful October night, the stars shining, the

water like a mirror; the rhythm of the oars as they struck

the water, the motion of the boat were all entrancing. I

wanted to enjoy it to the full so when we reached the Frolic

and I was to say good-by I begged to be allowed to con-

tinue the trip to shore and back. Mr. De Long compro-
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mised by saying that if I would go on board and look at

Sylvie, and should find everything quiet, he would take

me. When I reached the cabin door there was not a sound;

but! I looked in and there lay Sylvie in a big chair, Mr.

Moore on one side and the cabin boy on the other. Very

gently they were rocking her and I saw at once that all

was well. Perhaps I was a naughty young mother, for I

turned and stole silently away and got into the boat. After

all, I was only twenty-one.



CHAPTER X

THE CALL OF THE ARCTIC

THEN
came 1873 a memorable year.

In January Captain Braine, an old friend of my
husband's, had him transferred to his ship, the sloop-of-

war Juniata, then on duty in New York waters. In May,
news arrived that nineteen men from the lost Arctic ex-

ploring vessel Polaris had been picked up on an ice floe

by a whaler in Baffin Bay. The rest of the crew and all

the officers of the expedition were missing, together with

the Polaris herself. There was universal anxiety, which led

the United States Government to send a relief expedition.

For the undertaking they chose the Juniata.

From the first, Mr. De Long was extremely enthusiastic

about the adventure. It gave him the outlet he had always
wished for. Now as never before in his Naval career he

would be able to show his prowess and his ability to com-

mand men under dangerous conditions. He told me that he

intended to volunteer for extra hazardous duty whenever

it should arise.

Before the Juniata sailed my husband called upon Henry
Grinnell, who had sponsored and participated in several

Arctic expeditions. Mr. Grinnell gave him whatever in-

formation he could and offered the use of charts which had

served him on his own voyages to the North. The Juniata

left for Greenland under stringent orders not to venture

beyond her limited capacity for coping with the arctic ice.

Her cruise was followed by the public with intense interest.

69
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I soon began hearing from George; he was not finding

Greenland much more to his liking than the West Indies

had been.

"Greenland's icy mountains are now becoming as fam-

iliar to us as our own coast/' he wrote from Sukkertappen

on the west side of the peninsula, "and I have no doubt it

will be more familiar and less satisfactory for some time

to come. I never in my life saw such a dreary land of deso-

lation and I hope I may never find myself cast away in

such a perfectly God-forsaken land."

In these first lines ever penned by my husband in the

Arctic there is a strange premonition of his own end in

the Siberian wilderness. But George's spirit was indomi-

table and I shared with especial depth the admiration with

which the country followed the heroic course of the Juni~

ata. Was not my husband the Navigator of the brave ves-

sel?

"We had the cheerful prospect of being on a strange

coast that nobody knows anything about, with icebergs as

plentiful as trees in a forest/' George went on. "Neverthe-

less we stood on. The weather was gradually growing cooler

but not uncomfortably so. The temperature keeps along
about 45, or so as to make overcoats quite comfortable. We
have daylight all the time now, the sun setting about half

past ten and rising about half past one. Between these two

events we have a twilight that is daylight as far as all things

require. We have no lights to burn and never can tell within

an hour what time it is without looking at the clock. Our

only difficulty is when bedtime conies. It looks ridiculous to

undress and go to bed in broad daylight and it is very hard
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for us yet to go to sleep.

"When we arrived in the latitude of Sukkertappen the

fog hung thick and it began to blow very hard. We finally

ran in under the lee of one of the islands and anchored

where we are now. My observations place the ship five

miles to the northward of the town, though we can see no

signs of inhabitants. We are waiting now for the wind to

go down, hoping some Esquimaux may discover our where-

abouts in the meantime and that we may thus place our-

selves in communication with this bleak snow-covered

land.

"Some of the mess have shot some ducks. The chances

are that we shall not starve, for birds and fish are plentiful

enough. . . ."

Later:

'This morning at ten o'clock a pilot came to us and

guided us in to an anchorage. . . . The 'town/ such as it

is, consists of two houses and about a dozen huts made of

mud and wood. In one of the houses the head man or Gov-

ernor lives and in the other he keeps the store. He is a little

bit of a fellow with a face like a boiled lobster and with

nothing for sale but some skins that smell frightfully and

a few miserable cigars. It is unnecessary to add that I spend
no money here.

"I went ashore this evening, but there was nothing to

look at except the water, for the huts were fearfully dirty.

I went into one and have been scratching ever since. The
women here as well as the men wear furs and both sexes

wear pantaloons. Some two or three of the women were not

bad looking, being children of Danish parents. The furs
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they wore were of coarse sealskin but rather clean, and the

boots were made of fine skin and very nicely crimped with

the teeth. I intend to get you a pair of these boots for a

curiosity.

"I don't suppose I shall see any excitement in the trip

till our boat expedition leaves the ship at Upernavik. Then

to me the desirable part will begin."

The Juniata was to go as far north as was safe and then

send out a small launch to investigate the Greenland coast

to the northward still farther, or until the men of the

Polaris were found. The Juniata now headed for Holstein-

borg, the residence of the Danish Governor of Greenland.

"Our stay here is to be a short one, for we leave tonight

for Disco/' wrote George on July 19th. "We have taken on

board twelve dogs for sleds and we are now really worth

looking at. The ship is as black as a bag of coal with dirt

and coal dust, dogs packed away among the coal, sheep tied

up forward and beef hanging around right and left with

fish here and there. We are really in a good state to go any-
where and do anything.

"And now that Upernavik looks so close to use we are

in good spirits. Doctor Walton has turned photographer,
we having hired an instrument at St. John's, and is bustling

around with his plates and chemicals getting ready to take

pictures/' (It was a major operation in those days and the

equipment weighed several hundred pounds.) "He prom-
ises that his first picture is to consist of the launch and the

party starting for Cape York, so we may be able to hang

up at home another picture of me in addition to the many
you already have/'
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The picture, unhappily, was never taken.

The Juniata reached Upernavik without learning any-

thing of the fate of the lost men. She had gone farther

north than any vessel of her dimensions had ever gone.

The little steam launch an open boat which had been

expressly fitted at St. John's for ice navigation, was now

brought into play.

There was a call for volunteers. Mr. De Long offered his

services at once and was placed in command of the launch,

which was christened the Little Juniata. She was rigged as

a sloop and carried a small steam engine which drove a

three-bladed propeller. She was only 28 feet long! Look-

ing back on it now it seems a foolhardy thing to have

undertaken. If the Juniata herself was inadequate for the

Arctic, how much less able to cope with the ice must the

little open launch have been.

Captain Braine gave my husband .written orders. "In

navigating these northerly and almost unknown waters,

much must be left to your discretion. . . . The Little

Juniata is not to be jeopardized or pushed into the ice

packs if you meet them ... for you must remember that

the U. S. Steamer Tigress, a vessel equipped and prepared

for ice cruising, will soon proceed to Baffin Bay to search

for the Polaris!' Captain Braine added that in the event

that the Little Juniata should not return by August 25th he

would leave coal and provisions at Disco Island, and him-

self proceed southward. "I shall await with great interest

your return to this ship from the hazardous duty for which

you and those associated with you have volunteered." And,

he might well have added, ''with great misgivings, too/'

It is amazing that the trip was allowed at all.

The Little Juniata left her mother ship on August 2nd,
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on a journey which was to bring her commander quick

distinction. One of the Arctic explorers of the time, Cap-
tain Markham, declared it to be one of the most hazardous

and venturesome undertakings he had ever known. "To

save their own lives men will take such risks, but they

rarely court them to save others/' he said. The Little Juni-

ata dared all alone the treacherous waters of Melville Bay
where whole fleets of whalers had been crushed by the ice

at one time.

'The expedition has fairly commenced," George wrote

next day from a tiny place called Tessi-Ussak, ''and it re-

mains to be seen whether we will be successful or not. At

all events you know now we have started, and that I am in

good health and spirits.

"Our boat is a beauty, doing everything but talking. We
are eight in our party, Lieutenant Chipp having been

added at the last moment. We get along nicely thus far,

living very well and being very well clad and comfortable.

Now do not be alarmed if you do not hear from me for

some time, for the ship that carries this letter is the last

mail boat this year. If by any accident we should be frozen

up all winter you will not hear from me again till spring.

"But be of good cheer. I expect to be back to the ship

in fifteen days and if we find the Polaris people we will

leave at once for St. John's/'

I did not get the letter, of course, till after the adventure

was over and George safely back on board the Jnniata. So

I was spared the agony of suspense which his shipmates
suffered as day after day went by and the little launch did

not return.



CHAPTER XI

A BAPTISM OF ICE

THE
adventure of the Little Juniata was described by

my husband in detail in a report which he submitted

to Captain Braine, covering twenty-three pages of official

paper. It is so dramatic and shows so well that Lieutenant

De Long was in his element, that I give it here in abbrevi-

ated form.

"On Saturday, August 2nd at 12:55 P.M., I received

your final orders and shoved off from the ship with the

dinghy containing 1,278 pounds of coal in tow, and, heart-

ily cheered by the ship's company, I proceeded on my voy-

age to the northward under steam, with a fine breeze from

the southwest. I immediately organized the party and

divided them into two watches: one in charge of Lieut.

Chipp and the other in my own charge. This arrangement
of watches was kept up during our entire absence, the

officers and men working alike, and turning in and out

with each other.

"At 3:30 the same afternoon we passed the small settle-

ment of Kingitok about 12 miles to the northward and,

working our way among countless icebergs and through
narrow passes between islands, arrived without accident

at Tessi-Ussak at 1 1 o'clock that night, and in obedience to

your orders left the dinghy at that place to be brought
back by a Danish boat, landed 600 pounds of coal from

her for our use on returning, took the remainder into the
75
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launch, and were ready to depart at midnight. The weather,

however, had set in bad, blowing fresh from the southwest,

with a thick fog, and I deemed it prudent to wait until

morning.
"Tessi-Ussak has a small harbor, but it is nearly always

full of icebergs, and we were forced to anchor among
them, with a chance of any one of them turning over upon
us. The night being rainy and comparatively warm, many
icebergs broke up, and the cracking and breaking and turn-

ing over and over continued during our entire stay/'

It was here, during this uncomfortable night, that George
wrote me the letter given in the previous chapter.

"At 10 A. M., Sunday, August 3rd, the fog having lifted

to some extent, we got under way and steamed to the

northward, working our way among icebergs and keeping
close to the mainland in smooth water, ready to slip in and

anchor should a fog overtake us."

During that day and the next the Little Jnniata pushed

northward, the icebergs and fog increasing every minute.

Then, says the report:

"At 10 P. M., Lieut. Chipp called me. A fog had shut in,

and the land was entirely obscured. Pack ice and icebergs

were all around and some new ice was rapidly forming. I

immediately put about and attempted to retrace our way,
which we succeeded in doing for several miles, but finally,

owing to the increasing thickness of the fog, we missed our

track and were brought to a standstill in the pack. As far

as we could see we were caught in solid ice from one to

two feet thick, with large hummocks and icebergs sur-
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rounding us. By steady ramming of the ice and working a

clear space about us, we occasionally made small cracks in

the floes, and succeeded in forcing our way a little at a

time, getting occasionally into open patches of water and

among loose ice, and making two or three miles before be-

ing brought up again by the solid barrier. I had headed

the boat to the westward on losing our way in the ice, and

I knew that every foot we made in that direction was

toward the open water. The temperature was from 30 to

32, the rigging was covered with rime, and the new ice

was rapidly forming around us and increasing in thick-

ness. I did not dare to stop for the fog to clear, lest we
should be firmly frozen in, and so kept the boat under way
with full steam pressure, grinding through the ice where

we could, ramming it wherever there was a chance of suc-

cess, and following every little lead to the westward.

"In all this I was guided by Mr. Dodge, the ice pilot,

whose judgment and previous experience were invaluable.

The plan of keeping to the westward proved a wise one,

for at 8:30 A. M. we were rewarded by coming into quite

large spaces of open water, and at 9 A. M. were pleased to

detect a little swell, giving indications of an approach to

the open sea beyond. By ten, we were clear of the pack
after our twelve hours of uneasiness, and with no more

damage to our little craft than a slight scratching and

splintering of our strengthening planks, occasioned by the

new ice through which we had forced during the night/'

Once clear, my husband headed the boat to the north

again, and soon made out the dim outlines of glaciers to

the east. As his only hope of finding his way rested in keep-

ing land in sight, he put all possible steam on the little en-
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gine and pushed ahead. But the ice defeated him neverthe-

less.

"At 8 o'clock the next morning, we had no land in sight

ahead, but found ourselves on the edge of the ice pack,

with a thick fog shutting in and no signs of a lead through.

At about 1 1 A. M., high land showed itself abeam, which

Mr. Dodge recognized as Peaked Hill, marked on the chart

as being latitude 76 18' N. and longitude 62 W. Just

as we sighted this land, Mr. Dodge discovered a lead in

the pack to the westward, but, the fog shutting in thicker

than ever, we were unable to follow it, and I decided to

anchor to an iceberg rather than risk the boat on the edge

of the pack. We accordingly made our ice anchor fast at

1 p. M., but, discovering the berg to be full of cracks and

looking very much like breaking up, I shifted our anchor-

age to a small ice cake and banked fires.

"At this point I took an account of fuel remaining, and

calculated that it was very nearly half gone. We had ac-

complished this distance without any more serious mishap
than our danger of being firmly caught in the ice in Allison

Bay. Cape York was only forty miles off, and the people of

the Polaris might be there waiting for relief. In the foggy
state of the weather burning coal without advancing would

be a waste of fuel, and I decided to let the fire go out under

the boiler, hoping to accomplish something under sail

should the fog lift or a chance present itself of getting open
water to the northward. Accordingly, in the morning of

Thursday, August 7th, we let the fire die out. The ther-

mometer was at this time 38, but we suffered no addi-

tional inconvenience on that account. During the forenoon

we slipped from the ice and, making sail, stood toNW with
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a slight SE wind and swell. . . .

"At midnight hauled alongside of an iceberg to fill up

with fresh-water ice for drinking and cooking. Moderate

sea. At 1:30 A. M., Friday, August 8th, sighted high land,

bearing NW by N, and trending away to the northward in

an apparent low neck. This Mr. Dodge pronounced our

anxiously looked for Cape York. At 2:30 A.M., having

worked clear of detached pieces of floe ice, stood in toward

the land, which we calculated to be about eight miles dis-

tant. At three o'clock the fog shut in again thick and we

lost sight of Cape York. At the same time the wind fresh-

ened to a gale from the SE, and I was compelled to bring

the boat by the wind and reef down as snug as possible.

Had we been in open water, Cape York could have been

reached without any difficulty, but as far as we could see

to the northward the ice was in a solid pack three to four

feet thick and we were struggling along on the edge of it

looking for a lead, and working to the westward in so do-

ing. To the NE the ice was also in a firm pack, with ice-

bergs and hummocks close enough to prevent the opening

of the ice to any extent.

"In the afternoon the SE gale had caused a fearful sea,

and working as we were on the edge of the ice pack, our

situation became one of great danger. The wind had

started the Melville Bay pack out from the land to the

northward and westward, making a regular bight in which

we were fairly placed. We had to carry sail in order to keep

the boat under control. Steam would have been of no use,

since the Little Juniata could not for one moment have

steamed against such a gale. Laying to was not to be

thought of, lest we should drift to the pack and be ground

to pieces.
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'The prospect was a terrible one. Icebergs near us, one

hundred feet in height, had the spray from the sea thrown

over their tops. The edge of the pack ice presented a scene

of great confusion. The bordering ice would be broken in

large pieces and hurled upon the more solid ice, only to be

displaced by fresh pieces torn adrift by the gale, and rolled

over and over upon the face of the pack. The fate of the

boat and the party appeared certain. We were half buried

in the seas at times, shipping quantities of water and del-

uging everything in the boat. It rained in torrents. Had
our sail split or our mast gone, nothing could have been

done. Providentially, everything held, and we were able

to keep the boat under some control. The fog was very

thick, making it extremely difficult to see the ice pack each

time until we were fairly alongside of it, in which case we

had to wear ship at once without delay, not knowing in so

doing whether we could clear this grinding and crushing

mass of ice or not.

'This state of affairs continued until ten o'clock on the

morning of August 9th, at which time there came a lull.

We had been in the gale thirty hours and were in a very
cold and exhausted state. Everything was completely sat-

urated with water and we had so much of it in the boat

that I feared she had sprung a leak. At every one of the

fearful plunges solid seas came aboard and showers of

spray were thrown over us. With our fire room flooring

covered with water, the coal bunkers half full of it and

every locker in the boat afloat, our bailing made little im-

pression.

"We hailed with great relief the lull in the wind which

gave promise of a breaking up of the gale, and fearing for
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the safety of the boat should the wind subside leaving this

fearful sea running, we attempted to get a fire lighted un-

der the boiler. This was no easy matter and for a while

seemed impossible. The matches we had taken with us

were wet and useless. The tinder was likewise saturated

and of no avail. After several hours' work Ensign May
succeeded in getting a friction match dry enough to ignite

by keeping it next his body, and with this we lighted a

candle in a lantern, which was almost immediately ex-

tinguished by a gust of wind. By a repetition of the same

process Mr. May secured another lighted match and this

time we succeeded in keeping our candle alight. We at-

tempted then to build a fire, but every stick of wood was

soaking wet. By taking cotton waste and punk, wet as

they were, and pouring oil plentifully over them, we suc-

ceeded at last in lighting our fire.

"We had been running on a line nearly east and west

during the gale, making about twenty-five miles on each

tack before wearing ship, being obliged to go over nearly

the same ground on account of icebergs, and luffing to the

wind as occasion served or required. At this point I was

forced to the conclusion that prosecuting the search for the

Polaris people any longer was out of the question.

"Up to this time we had seen nothing of them. Had they

been at Cape York it would not have added to their

chances of safety for our little party to increase their num-

ber, with the ice effectually closing our means of exit. Anx-

ious as we were to find them and tell them of relief coming,

I could not further risk our party being caught in the ice

in an open boat, with the season closing, new ice forming,

and only fuel enough to keep us warm for a few days. I
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did not know how far the Tigress might be behind us nor

what our chances would have been of her rescuing us had

we been frozen in. The weather was uncertain, another gale

like our previous one was by no means unlikely, and my
orders expressly forbade me to jeopardize the lives of the

party by putting the boat in the pack ice.

"Reluctantly, therefore, I was compelled to announce

that the search must be given up, and headed the boat to

the SE on our return, having steam enough to go ahead

at 4 P. M."

Thus, within only eight miles of their objective, Lieuten-

ant De Long and his men had to turn back, beaten by the

ice.

Fortunately, the trip back was much easier and con-

sumed only two days. But the Little Juniata was woefully

short of fuel.

"Had we not been favored with a breeze," wrote George

afterward, "we would not have been back yet. As it was,

when we met the Tigress we were burning pork in the

furnace to get into Tessi-Ussak.

"When the Juniata sighted us coming back, the ship was

wild with excitement, the men manning the rigging and

cheering us until we came alongside. When I stepped over

the side, so buried in furs as to be almost invisible, they

made as much fuss over me as if I had risen from the

dead, and when the Captain shook hands with me he was

trembling from head to foot."

George had proved his mettle under the most trying

conditions. The acclaim which was to be his would only
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deepen the Arctic fever which even now had begun to in-

fect him. The very impossibility of winning over the ice

on this occasion had left him with the determination to

conquer it in the future.



CHAPTER XII

BACK FROM THE NORTH

THE Juniata did not return to New York immediately,

for the fate of the Polaris was still in doubt. The

Tigress continued the search for survivors along the Green-

land coast. Meanwhile my husband's ship waited for her a

little further south. George for the moment was resting on

his laurels.

"Just now/
7

he wrote from Disco Island, "we are all

worried about a boat which Captain Braine has sent from

the ship to Egedesminde with the mail. It was our whale

boat in charge of an Ensign and as it is now blowing a

fearful gale of wind we have serious doubts of the safety

of the party. In fact this is no part of the world for boat

expeditions, but we cannot hire any Esquimaux to do it

and some of it must be done. However, as far as I am
concerned, do not alarm your dear little head about me

again, for the Captain declares my share to have been

done, and I have expressed my willingness to give others a

share of all the glory that can be obtained by such work.

'The only ill effect that I have experienced from my jour-

ney has been a sort of thick headedness for a few days and

a generally tired condition. However, the Captain excused

the entire party from duty for a week, which week expired

today, and now we are all restored and I am in as good
health as ever I was. . . .

"The weather is cold. We wear overcoats always in the
84
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air and have steam to warm the ship. The hills are covered

with snow and the harbor has floating ice and icebergs

which give everything a wintry appearance. And this is

August, while you folks in New York are no doubt suffer-

ing from the heat.

'Today, my darling, I am 29 years old. On board ship
one's birthday comes and goes very much like other days,

and I cannot help thinking how much happier we should

be if we were together, and had arranged some little recrea-

tion for the day with a trip to Theodore Thomas', for in-

stance, in the evening.

''When we are apart I devise oh! so many schemes

whereby we could be happy, and one of these is how nice

it would be to go to some quiet place in Europe and pass a

year quite by ourselves, where the Navy Department
would not bother me with its orders, or any troubles come

to make us uneasy. I think, darling, when I finish this cruise

if you are in Europe I might be able to get a year's leave

of absence and we might spend it together somewhere

where it would not be expensive and have a little home of

our own. Don't you think we could do that?"

We never did, for the Polar virus was in George's blood

and would not let him rest.

In another letter he wrote that the Tigress had returned

after pushing as far north as Littleton Island There she

had found Esquimaux who had informed her that the

Polaris had sunk the previous May and had even pointed

out the place where she had gone down. This afterward

proved to be untrue.

Captain Buddington and his party were thought to have

left the Polaris and gone south in hopes of falling in with
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some whale ships. Soon after their departure, so the story

ran, the vessel had broken loose from her moorings, had

been struck by an iceberg and had foundered.

We learned the truth later. Part of the crew had been set

onto an ice floe during an attempt to abandon ship, and

with some natives had drifted off. They had been on the

floe six months before they were picked up and had chris-

tened an Esquimau baby born there. One of the castaways

was John Nindemann, who later became a member of my
husband's crew on the Jeannette. Here again the fate of the

Jeannette was being prophesied; but we did not know it

then!

Another member of the ill-fated Polaris expedition was

Dr. Bessels, an inveterate explorer of the north who had

been wrecked in the polar regions no less than six times.

Years afterward, when Mr. De Long was organizing his

own expedition, Dr. Bessels came to him and begged to be

taken along. My husband refused; it seemed to him too

great a tempting of fate.

Although it was now September the Tigress was sent

northward once again, for Captain Braine was determined

not to return south until he could bring definite news of

the rescue or death of all the Polaris' people. Meanwhile

the Juniata had run down to Newfoundland in order to

keep ahead of the advancing Arctic winter.

"We never know what a day will bring forth/' George
wrote from St. John's. "Yesterday morning came a tele-

graphic order from the Secretary to continue the search

for the survivors of the Polaris. We are fitting up with coal

preparatory to going north again on the 15th instead of

to New York as so fondly expected. At all events our
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separation will not be much prolonged, not beyond a

month at the furthest, for we cannot go very far at this

season. We will go north on the west or Labrador side per-

haps as far as Cumberland Inlet, and no doubt will be

back here in three weeks, when our coal will be exhausted.

There is a chance of the Tigress having found the people
and she may be here any day/'

Shortly after the Juniata started once more for Green-

land the American Consul at St. John's received a telegram

saying that the missing men of the Polaris had been

picked up by a British whaler and taken to Scotland; the

Juniata's orders were therefore countermanded and she

was to return to New York. The Consul hired a tug and

raced after my husband's vessel, which he soon overtook.

The general delight of the men may be imagined; and the

feeling of irony, too, for they had been risking their lives

all summer for men who had already been rescued!

The return of the Juniata to New York was a stirring

event and the story of her voyage was the talk of the

public. The adventure of the Little Juniata took on the

proportions of an epic, of which my husband was the un-

assuming hero.

There was a florid account of it in the New York Herald,

and in spite of the adjectives it gives a good idea of the

public excitement at the time:

"Her famous trip to Cape York was by far the most

daring and brilliant feat of the whole expedition. Bold in

conception and masterly in its execution, the plan was such

as few would have attempted to carry out. But the case

was urgent and the call for volunteers was answered with
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a will. It is unnecessary to reiterate the unprecedented

struggle of the little craft through the fast-gathering ice;

how, even when the fuel was more than half expended, the

gallant commander determined to push ahead, in the very

teeth of a furious tempest; how, beaten back again and

again, his cry was still 'Onward!'; how, entering what is

known in Arctic parlance as a false lead, the launch was

held as if in an iron vise, and not until she had butted

against the solid ice with might and main was she at length

set free, only to encounter the steadfast and impassable

barrier that finally foiled all further efforts to progress.

Call the experiment foolhardy if you will, the heroism of

Lieutenant De Long and his brave associates must ever

remain a sterling tribute of self-sacrifice and devotion in

the noble cause so cheerfully undertaken."

George, however, abhorred public acclaim and avoided

it diligently. As soon as the Juniata reached port he slipped

ashore and made his way quickly to New Jersey, where we
were staying with my family. He had done his duty and

did not see any reason for enlarging upon it. As for me, I

had everything in having him back, and was content to

leave the past alone.

Just the same the adventure had affected him deeply and
the Arctic was in his blood to stay. He sat down at once

and wrote the Navy Department, offering his services in

the event of another polar expedition.



CHAPTER XIII

MR. BENNETT

THE
problem of the North Pole, which had already at-

tracted many brave men, was an inevitable chal-

lenge to Lieutenant De Long. The Arctic had cast its spell

over him and from the moment of his return to New York
its great mystery fascinated him. He had a long confer-

ence on Arctic subjects with Mr. Grinnell. At a dinner

given by the latter for a number of Arctic explorers, Mr.

De Long asked his host :

"Why don't you fit out an expedition to the North Pole?

I should so much like to take command of one and en-

deavor to solve the problem. You have tried so often you

ought to try again/'

"I am too old a man and I have done my share," replied

Mr. Grinnell. "Younger men must take the matter in hand.

There is Mr. James Gordon Bennett. He is the man to un-

dertake such an expedition. You should apply to him."

It was the first day of November, 1873, when this con-

versation occurred. Mr. De Long acted promptly on the

hint and wrote to Mr. Bennett, who was then in Paris. Mr.

Bennett made a courteous reply at once, telling my hus-

band that he had already considered a polar expedition

and would very much like to talk to him when he returned

to New York later in the winter. There the matter rested

for a time.

James Gordon Bennett the younger was the proprietor

of the New York Herald, at that time one of the most
89
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powerful newspapers in the world. Unlike our present

journals, the papers of those days were vehicles for the

personalities of their owners. Such men as Horace Greeley,

Dana, Pulitzer and the elder Bennett used them as power-

ful instruments for molding public opinion along the lines

of their own thought. And the Herald more than any other

reflected the younger Bennett in his every vagary and wish.

Bennett himself was a man of violent opinions and pas-

sionate convictions. Not only was he utterly arbitrary with

his employees, but he was also possessed of a vivid imagi-

nation and a keen sense of what would make news. His

daring led him to make many important journalistic ex-

periments; if the news of the day lagged, he created it. If

there were something in the field of science or politics

which he personally felt merited investigation, he investi-

gated it and then calmly turned it into a "scoop" for his

paper.

One of these scoops was the famous expedition of Henry
M. Stanley into the depths of Africa to find the lost Pres-

byterian missionary Livingstone. The elderly churchman

had been missing for several years and was almost for-

gotten when Bennett suddenly seized upon him as good

newspaper material. He dispatched one of his young re-

porters, Stanley, with instructions to find Livingstone re-

gardless of the difficulty and expense, and to write it all up
in the most thrilling style as he did so. Stanley soon found

the missionary and brought him home. Then he went on

to explore Africa on his own account. He became one of

great pioneers of his day and the Herald benefited accord-

ingly.

It was during this very period that Lieutenant De Long
approached Bennett with his plans to invade the Arctic.
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He found the publisher more than enthusiastic, and willing

to apply his large fortune to this new venture in subsidiz-

ing science in order to make news.

But Bennett's interest was not by any means all for an

ulterior motive. He loved the sea. For years he had been a

yachtsman of great skill and had held the office of Commo-
dore in the New York Yacht Club for several terms. He
had even shipped in his own vessel, the Henrietta, when

she sailed and won a transatlantic race in the record-

breaking time of fourteen days. So it was quite natural

that he should look enthusiastically upon the proposal to

strike out for the North Pole. It was an old dream of his,

in fact, and he had been waiting only upon the finding of

a man capable of commanding such an expedition.

In January, 1874, Mr. Bennett arrived in New York and

my husband went to see him. The interview was a complete

success, for Bennett realized at once that he had found the

man he was looking for. The two men were attracted to

each other from the first and Bennett promised to back

the project to the limit. He did not, however, wish to act

as abruptly as in the case of Africa. Then he had simply
summoned Stanley to him in Paris and had said: "Go and

find Livingstone." He did not say to my husband, "Go and

find the North Pole and keep in touch with me all the

way/' He knew that it couldn't be done that way that

the perils were far greater and that an expedition that

should have any hope of succeeding must be fitted out

carefully and with plenty of time spent on every detail.

Furthermore, just at this time there began to be con-

siderable trouble between the United States and Spain and

a war was momentarily expected. My husband was not

willing to forsake the Navy at a time like this, and Mr.
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Bennett, who was very patriotic, agreed with him. So they

decided to keep the Polar plan in abeyance until the in-

ternational trouble should be settled. It was five years be-

fore the Arctic expedition was finally carried out

I cannot say I was enthusiastic over the discovery of the

North Pole, but I offered no objection because I thought it

was needless to oppose something so unlikely to occur.

Later on I still did not oppose it, for I saw that my hus-

band's heart was set upon the undertaking beyond any
other desire in life. I did not want to stand in his way or

curb his ambitions. I would not allow him to feel, even if

he didn't say it in after years, that had it not been for me
he might have accomplished great things.

When the enterprise finally loomed up as a probability

I entered into it with heart and soul. I became as enthusi-

astic as he. Like my husband I was in the grip of scientific

fervor and the thought of my own convenience or comfort

did not enter in.

Of course George was very impatient at the delay to his

plans caused by the Spanish trouble, but he did not com-

plain. He was assured that eventually he would be able to

start for the Pole with Mr. Bennett fully behind him, and

that for the time being, was enough.



CHAPTER XIV

AN INTERLUDE

MY husband's ship, the funiata, was ordered to San-

tiago de Cuba in January, 1874, as the Spanish
trouble was centering there. Americans had always favored

the revolutionaries in Cuba who desired to break away
from Spain, and much undercover support was given to

them. This the Spaniards deeply resented.

In this "First Spanish War/' the precipitating incident

was the capture by Spaniards of the Virginius, a merchant-

man of uncertain registry under command of Captain Fry,

off Jamaica. The Virginius carried a mixed crew, includ-

ing both American and English sailors, and was without

doubt filibustering arms to the rebels in Cuba when

caught. The Jnniata was dispatched southward when news

came that Americans in the crew were being held in Span-
ish prisons.

The English sailors were liberated promptly, because

England always protects her nationals, but the Americans

were languishing in prison at Santiago. Twice these men
were led out to be shot, a certain number told off and exe-

cuted and the remainder returned to prison. When the

Juniata got there Captain Braine made strong representa-

tions to the local Spanish Government and obtained the

release of the Americans who were left. As a final bit of

military spite, the Spaniards let the prisoners believe they
were being released simply to be executed before a firing

squad. As they approached the United States man-of-war,
93
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recognized the American flag and realized that they were

being saved, some of them lost their minds.

All of them were taken aboard the funiata and brought

back home.

At this time all cables and other means of communica-

tion between Cuba and the United States had been cut off

so that from the time Mr. De Long left till his ship re-

turned with the Virginius prisoners I had no word from

him. This was a period of over six weeks.

I was used to this, however, and it did not greatly alarm

me. When my husband was leaving to join the Juniata in

the previous year, Mrs. Spillsbury (one of my first friends

on my return to New York after my marriage) had come

to me, suggesting that, as there was room in the house

where she was and it was comfortable, it would be nice for

little Sylvie and myself to join her there. Her two children,

Eddie, a boy of about two and a half, and a little girl of

seven months, would make fine playmates for Sylvie. Ac-

cordingly we had done so.

Mrs. Spillsbury had a very good little maid she had

brought from Pennsylvania, whom she would share with

me. And there was another bond between us her husband,

being a civil engineer, was frequently away from home,

just as mine was. Our children were very young, and the

maid took it all as a lark, and everyone seemed to love

everyone else. Occasionally our husbands would return but

did not break up the harmony.

However, it had been all too good to last. Little Sylvie

developed scarlet fever. Of course she and I were quaran-
tined. Later on Mrs. Spillsbury's little baby came down
with a serious case of cholera infantum. I also was far from

well.
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As I was lying on my bed with my eyes closed one after-

noon, a vision floated before me the image of a small

coffin ! After the first moment of shock I began to study the

apparition closely. As my child and I were both ill, I

thought:

'That coffin is too small for me and too large for

Sylvie."

Then there floated into view just behind it, another cof-

fin. I studied it with new dread, but quickly saw that it

was too small for either my little girl or myself. That

evening the maid Mary came up to see me, crying and

sobbing.

"Oh, Mrs. De Long, little Eddie is dying!"

Thinking the girl hysterical I told her she was talking

nonsense. But she said:

"No, no, he really is. The Doctor says so."

Then Mr. Spillsbury came to my door and said brokenly

that Eddie had died. I jumped up and went to him. It ap-

peared that in the morning when the Doctor had called to

see the little baby, who was ill, Mrs. Spillsbury had said to

him:

"Oh, Doctor, I think Eddie is sick."

The Doctor looked the boy over and felt his sturdy little

legs.

"There's nothing the matter with that child. He is in

fine shape/' he assured her. Eddie was a perfect type of

handsome, healthy English boy. Toward noon, however,

the symptoms increased and got rapidly worse. Just before

he died, his mother was leaning over him in the crib when

the little fellow smiled, and pointing toward the ceiling

said:

"See pretties, Mama. See pretties/'
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Two days after this the baby girl died also and the two

children were buried at the same time. From having every-

thing, the poor Spillsburys suddenly found themselves

with nothing.

And now a wonderful thing happened. Having no fur-

ther fear of infection, with both their children gone, Mr.

and Mrs. Spillsbury came to my room and devoted them-

selves to the care of Sylvie just as if she had been their

own child. I was very weak at the time and they were a

great help to me. Their unselfishness charmed and inspired

me. They made no complaint; they simply accepted their

fate and gave their services to save another child's life. I

interfered in no way with them, for I knew that this was in

reality their salvation. It seemed a very hard fate; these

children of theirs had been exceptionally beautiful.

Shortly after this tragedy my husband came bounding
in unexpectedly one day and, seeing me in Mrs. Spills-

bury's room, came right in. Before I could warn him he

had jocularly asked her about the health of her children.

The shock to her was terrible, but to George it was almost

equally severe. To find a whole family destroyed during a

few weeks' absence made him realize with horror what

might easily happen to his own. He seized my arm.

"Sylvie is all right, George/' I whispered.

It was a moment like that which made me remember and

appreciate my father's reluctance to have me marry a

Naval man who must be so constantly away from home.

But there were amusing moments, too. About this same
time (1873) my family began to return one by one from

France. The first emissary to arrive was my brother Wil-

liam. He had left Havre on the Europe of the Compagnie
General Transatlantique, fully equipped with a three-
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years' wardrobe. On board with him my mother had sent

three trunks of clothing, a beautiful miniature of herself,

and three chests of books. When William set foot in New
York he had absolutely nothing but the suit he stood in,

and the trousers of that had been ripped the length of one

leg. He had been in a shipwreck!
One afternoon just as dinner was announced on the Eu-

rope, another steamer called the Greece had hove in sight.

To the consternation of the passengers the Europe at once

hoisted signals of distress and the other vessel rang down
her engines and stood by. William and the others were

told that they were to be transferred to the Greece immedi-

ately. Their own ship was sinking. They had had no ink-

ling that anything was wrong.
There was no time to collect baggage, nor room for it in

the boats. In being lowered into a boat my poor brother

caught himself on something on the ship's side and tore

his clothes. But they would not let him go back for more.

There was one passenger, however, who was a Beau

Brummel. While the others were being debarked he had

sneaked back to his cabin and packed a small valise. When
he tried to get into a boat with it, it was snatched from

him and thrown into the sea. A little later, as his boat ran

alongside the Greece, this man's valise floated alongside

too. He seized it and got it aboard. For the rest of the

trip he was immaculate, while his fellow passengers, and

particularly William, looked like scarecrows.

The Europe did not sink at all. When her Captain real-

ized that she would stay afloat, he tried desperately to go
back and take charge of her. But the Greece's Captain
would not permit it He had already taken the Europe in

tow and was claiming salvage. However the Europe, a
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larger and better ship than the Greece, overtook her, cut-

ting a deep gash in her stern almost to the water's edge.

Then a scratch crew was put on the Europe and she was

left to proceed under her own power. The crew soon dis-

covered that her principal cargo was champagne and they

all became drunk.

Still another vessel of the same line came along now,

took off the drunken crew and replaced them with a new

one. But the champagne again proved too much of a

temptation and the Captain then in charge scuttled the

Europe, sending her to the bottom so as not to leave her

a menace to navigation. Later on it was discovered that

certain sea cocks had been left open accidentally and when

the water inside the ship reached the same level as the

ocean it had stopped coming in. The steamship company
had learned an expensive lesson,

A house with grounds in Brick Church, N. J., had been

bought by my father and when he and the family arrived

in New York we all went there to live. It was a very pleas-

ant move, for we had delightful neighbors who became life-

long friends. Early in 1874, after the Virginius trouble,

Mr. De Long was detached from the Juniata and ordered

to the U.S.S. Brooklyn, stationed at Norfolk, Va., so he

and I were parted once again.

My brother James had married a young girl,, Dollie, who
was quite religious and a great churchwoman. Little Sylvie

and she were very good friends. Sylvie traveled around

with a small prayer book that she called her "little Sunday
bute/' She would ask anyone available to read her some-

thing out of it. One day I found her listening to the Burial

Service with much interest. She and Dollie often discussed

things celestial Out of a clear sky she asked her aunt;
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"You would like to die very much, wouldn't you?"

"Why, no/' Dollie answered.

Sylvie was much disappointed.

I thought you would/' she said, "because you would be

with the Lord Jesus and the angels and all those people."

Shortly after we were settled in Brick Church a series

of burglaries took place. One night a house would be en-

tered and a coal stove stolen; then a few nights later the

burglars would return for the lids or anything else they had

forgotten. They would sometimes reenter the same house

two or three times. My father was very anxious to catch

these men. Not sleeping well at that time, I suggested to

him that we run a string from under my door across the

broad hall to his room and fasten the end of it to his big

toe. Then if I heard anything I could quietly give the

alarm. One night my mother was aroused by my father's

jumping out of bed. Asked what the matter was, he very

seriously replied :

"I've had a telegram from Emma/'
I stopped to put on a wrapper. When I reached the hall

three men in long nightshirts (it was years before pajamas
were invented) were standing at the head of the stairs in

deep consultation. The stairs always creaked, and they
knew they would be heard in time for the burglars to es-

cape. I suggested that they all three slide down the ban-

isters. At this my mother laughed aloud and everybody

joined her. No burglars were caught that night. I rather

suspected my mother had no desire for an encounter be-

tween the burglars and her men folk, for she invariably

made a noise at the wrong time. Once my father sat up
all night waiting for them without success. The burglars,

however, had been there, for in the morning an unfinished
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cigar was found lying on the windowsill outside. Eventu-

ally they were caught and sent to prison.

Soon we plunged into the pleasures of a nice suburban

place sewing bees, private theatricals, music, dances, etc.

And when the snow fell we had marvelous coasting. It

would take us thirty-five minutes to go up Orange Moun-
tain with a horse and sleigh and two and a half minutes

to come down on a bob sled.

With George in Norfolk doing routine duty I knew that

he was perfectly safe. But unfortunately he felt no such

assurance about me, for he was not getting a single one of

my letters, I wrote regularly and often and finally I even

telegraphed. At last his anxiety became so great that he

got leave and hurried home to see what was the matter.

The day after his arrival a package containing all the let-

ters I had written him was delivered to me. The mystery

deepened. The letters had all been properly addressed to

the "U.S.S. Brooklyn, Norfolk, Va." Then from the legends

scrawled on the envelopes I soon saw what had happened.
The postmaster at Brick Church had sent them all to

Brooklyn, N.Y.! When enough had piled up at the post
office there, I suppose some clerk more intelligent than the

rest had become suspicious and had decided to return them
to me for better luck next time.



CHAPTER XV

BACK AND FORTH WITH CHANGING DUTY

A FTER some months aboard the Brooklyn, my husband

XJL finally received an appointment to the St. Mary's, a

nautical school ship stationed at New York City. We set-

tled down in Brick Church, N. J., and George became a

regular commuter. It was at this time that he did not seem

to be very well and the Naval physician on his ship

thought he was smoking too much, especially an old Meer-

schaum pipe that was saturated with nicotine. He advised

me to buy a number of clay pipes and induce my husband

to smoke them a few times and then throw them away. So

I went to the tobacconist in Brick Church where my hus-

band bought his smoking supplies. I asked for a gross of

clay pipes.

The shopkeeper look startled and said:

"Do you know how many pipes a gross is? I have noth-

ing like that amount in stock. I advise you to just try out

a dozen or so/'

Thinking his advice good I followed it, and well it was,

because after George had smoked several clay pipes he re-

belled and said the only pleasure he got out of them was

when he smashed them.

In the early spring of 1875 Lieutenant De Long was

again transferred. This time it was to the Monitor Lehigh
in the armor-clad fleet, cruising in southern waters.

Toward the summer the vessels were ordered to Port

Royal Bay, South Carolina, to be laid up in ordinary. The
101
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fleet was composed of the old 72-gun line of battleship:

the Hartford, from which Commodore Glitz flew his flag,

the Dictator, a large iron-clad, and six monitors, among
them the Lehigb, Lieutenant De Long commanding. The

ships were at anchor and their crews had been reduced to

just enough men to handle them in emergency, and the

monitors had one officer only, a Lieutenant. Under these

conditions my husband obtained permission for me to

visit him on board.

I went down to Charleston with my little daughter, who
was now three years old, and at once realized that I was

in the sleepy South. The train for Port Royal was to start

at 2 P. M. The passengers were all comfortably seated, ex-

changing remarks and becoming acquainted, when a Naval

paymaster, carrying a large sum of money to pay oif the

fleet, took out his watch and said :

"It is twenty minutes past two/'

This registered with the conductor, who got leisurely to

the platform and waved his arm. The train creaked out of

the station. There was no danger in this delay, for there

was only one track and only one train to run upon it.

We were graciously received by my husband, Commo-
dore Glitz and other officers of the fleet. Soon we were in-

vited to dinner on the Hartford, and every evening the

Commodore would come to our ship with his Flag Lieu-

tenant and occasionally other officers sometimes in a

steam launch, sometimes a rowboat or a sailboat and
take us for a ride around the bay. There was always a

strong breeze blowing but the thermometer stood at 98

degrees without wavering,

Sylvie and I spent many afternoons on board the Hart-

ford, which rose out of the bay like a small mountain. She
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had large luxurious quarters. Sylvie and the Commodore

played at fishing by the hour and I did some sewing. The
deck of the Lehigb was eighteen inches above the water

and for a guard rail she had only stanchions at quite long

intervals with a rope running along through a ring in the

top of them virtually no protection for a child. But little

Sylvie's bump of self-preservation was so strong that we
never felt the slightest fear; she grew up full of courage
and very resourceful in emergencies.

My husband suggested asking the Commodore and sev-

eral officers to dine with us. I felt a little doubtful, as the

Lehigh was not blessed with either a good cook or steward

and I didn't consider myself very proficient. In my inex-

perience I chose jellies and cream desserts, with the ther-

mometer at 98 and a humidity about the same. They did

not jell. The steward had never served a formal dinner. To
make it worse, Naval etiquette forbade me to confer with

the cook face to face, so my poor husband undertook the

task of go-between. I can still see him explaining about the

finger bowls. The steward was ordered to bring some water

and slices of lemon. To our horror he appeared with the

sugar bowl instead.

"What is that for?" Mr. De Long demanded sharply.
"
'Deed, Sir, I thought you was going to make lemonade."

Sylvie's room was directly off the wardroom and, as it

was shuttered for the sake of ventilation, she could see

through and watch the banquet. Usually she would have

been fast asleep but not so on this occasion. When she

saw the olives she could not refrain from asking for them.

I didn't want to give them to her but the Commodore,
whose heart was like wax in the hands of a child, kept say-

ing:
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"Oh, do give her some, Mrs. De Long, do give her some."

From our point of view, the dinner was not a success,

but our guests were well disposed toward us and not criti-

cal. The dear old Navy was full of heart and generosity for

its own.

At 8 p. M., on board a Naval vessel an orderly comes to

the commanding officer and says /'Eight bells, Sir."

And the officer responds, "Make it so/'

Then it is eight o'clock on board that ship. The Commo-
dore was often visiting the LeToigb at that time in the eve-

ning so that after the orderly had reported the hour to Mr.

De Long, he in his turn would report it to the Commodore,

saying :

"Eight bells, Sir."

And the Commodore would reply, "Make it so/'

One evening we were on the Hartford. Mr. De Long had

wandered off, and Sylvie and I were left with the Commo-
dore when the orderly appeared and said to him, "Eight

bells, Sir."

Instead of answering as usual, he ordered the man to re-

port eight bells to Mr. De Long. Soon my husband ap-

peared looking somewhat puzzled. The dear old Commo-
dore said:

"Yes, De Long, I thought you should make 'eight bells'

on my ship as I was making it so often on yours."

At last it was decided that a cabin should be built on

the upper deck of the Lehigh. It was to be constructed on

the Hartford, as there was so much room on her large

decks, of which she had many. Then it would be trans-

ported to the Lebigb and set up. When I made too many
suggestions my husband would say:
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"We cannot have it just as we wish it, for we are build-

ing for posterity."

One morning I was still below with Sylvie when the

Commodore and his brother-in-law, General Green, were

announced. As I did not come up immediately, the Com-
modore became impatient and called down the hatchway
over the cabin :

"Please come up, Mrs. De Long. I have orders for you
from the Navy Department/'
When I reached the deck he put in my hand an official

envelope.

"You are ordered to China/' he said.

My face brightened and I said:

"How lovely!" I had always hoped we should be trans-

ferred to China some day. But the Commodore could not

keep up the fiction, for General Green interrupted with:

"Read the orders for yourself, Mrs. De Long/'
I did so. Lieutenant George W. De Long was directed to

return to duty on the School Ship St. Mary's. Back again

to New York, when I had hoped we might be going to the

Orient!

But my disappointment was short-lived. My husband

had been named Executive Officer on the training ship.

This was a considerable honor and brought with it a pleas-

ant increase in pay.

The deck cabin for the LeUgb was not yet finished and

we never occupied it We certainly had built it "for pos-

terity/'

Again we settled in New York. The duty on the St.

Mary's was agreeable but still quite exacting. Each after-

noon I took the Twenty-third Street car over to the East
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River where the St. Mary's was docked and we would walk

back to West Eleventh Street where we were living. On
these walks we often discussed the Arctic problem.

It was on Long Island Sound, one rough and windy Oc-

tober night, that Mr. De Long displayed one of the char-

acteristic traits of his career as a commander. He was sailing

a boat with a crew of St. Mary's boys and noticed that one of

them had become wet from the spray. My husband took

off his own coat and offered it to the boy, who hesitated to

accept the officer's sacrifice. The stern command, "Do as

you are bid, young man/' settled the matter.

A strict disciplinarian, Lieutenant De Long also adhered

to the strictest courtesy. "I can only say," he once wrote,

"that with men I never allow any argument. Were officers

and men to argue each order before carrying it into execu-

tion there would be an end to discipline. I never ask a man
to do anything I would not do myself, and on one occasion

I led them aloft when they hesitated to obey an order on

the score of danger. With firmness I can yet be kind, and I

always have my men contented and comfortable. I have no

hesitation in saying that I believe any men who have

sailed with me would go willingly again."

Something of the character of Mr. De Long may be

gleaned from an accident which he suffered on the St.

Mary's while the ship was approaching Lisbon, Portugal.

My husband sprang from an elevation on deck to catch a

falling rope from aloft, to avert possible injury to a com-

pass beneath. He came down on a coil of rope and turned

his right ankle. In spite of excruciating pain he stuck to

his duty and worked the vessel up the Tagus River to Lis-

bon for six full hours. The doctor then found his foot in a

dreadful condition with a broken bone in the ankle. After
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a rest, George took up his duties again with the help of a

pair of crutches.

It was this sort of courage which enabled him to lead

the Jeannette expedition through indescribable hardships

in the years to come.



CHAPTER XVI

THE PANDORA

IN
November, 1876, the plans for the Expedition to the

North Pole were revived. The "First Spanish War" was

over now and Lieutenant De Long felt that his services as

a line officer were no longer urgently needed. In the three

years that had gone by since he had met James G. Bennett

my husband had never wavered for an instant in his de-

termination to explore the North. Nor, it seemed, had

Bennett. They picked up their negotiations where they had

dropped them, and it was decided to look for a suitable

Arctic vessel without delay. The plan was to fit out the

Expedition to be ready to start for the Pole in the follow-

ing summer.

But such things could not be done overnight in those

days. It was actually three years more before my husband

realized his life's ambition and set sail out of San Fran-

cisco for the Arctic he so loved,

Mr. Bennett authorized Lieutenant De Long to locate a

vessel that he thought adequate for battling the ice and

to buy it. A rapid survey showed that there was no such

craft to be found in America and so in December of that

year George obtained two months' leave from the St.

Mary's and went to England to scour the British coast till

he found what he wanted.

George had his troubles in England. Personally and

through confidential agents he began a diligent search for

a vessel. A special effort was directed toward the northern
108
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ports, from which whalers and sealers were sent out, and

George was constantly traveling hither and thither to ex-

amine such ships as seemed to give promise of being fit.

But the more vessels he saw the more discouraging the

problem became. Poor vessels were offered at outrageous

prices; good ones the owners would not sell.

"You may not remember as well as I do/' he wrote me

on Christmas day from Plymouth, "that a year ago I said

that God alone knew where we would all be next Christ-

mas, but I certainly did not count upon sitting here all

alone/'

Four days later he wrote me a letter which throws some

amusing lights on life in England and Scotland at that

time.

"On Wednesday morning I went down to Cowes. It was

a fearful day in fact I have not seen the sun since I have

been in England. It has been blowing a gale with rain and

snow ever since I landed at Plymouth, I remained at Cowes

until ten yesterday morning and visited the Pandora.''

(The Pandora belonged to Sir Allen Young, who had made

several Arctic trips in her himself. From the first George

liked the vessel But Sir Allen would not sell George went

next to Scotland.)

"I came through in the Flying Scotchman and had a bed

a kind of substitute for the sleeping car of America. It

is made by taking an ordinary first class compartment and

removing the seat on one side or end, then, by a letting

down process, the three remaining seats become three beds,

side by side. These beds have no bedclothes, except a
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counterpane and pillow, and one sleeps in all his clothes.

Except that one can lie down instead of sit up I see no

gain. There is no comfort and but little sleep, for the road

is quite uneven and the cars have poor springs and, as the

train travels at the rate of about fifty miles an hour very

often, you are thrown around on this stretcher like a ball.

For this exercise you pay eight shillings extra; I think

when I go back I shall go in the day time or sit up. I have

had little or no sleep am sore from banging up against

the side of the carriage, and rather disgusted with rail-

way travel in Great Britain.

'The Queen's Hotel (in Glasgow) seems to be a good
one but cold. I can hardly get my fingers warm enough to

write, although I have a fire in my room. The heat all goes

up the chimney, and though I have a sort of damper to

regulate the draft, the slightest movement of it drives all

the smoke out into the room so I have given it up in

disgust. The coffee is made out of beans and I have as-

tonished my stomach with tea, and what with that and

the loss of sleep I am as nervous as a cat. When I arrived

this morning at seven o'clock it was pitch dark, and do

you know there was not a gleam of daylight until eight

o'clock ! I suppose by the time I get to Peterhead there will

be no daylight at all. It is a nice day I suppose for Glasgow
thick with fog and here in the middle of the day I have

to sit by the window to get light enough to write by and

the light is absolutely yellow/'

While Mr. De Long was scouring the British Isles for

the right kind of a ship he also found time to visit a British

schoolship on the style of the St. Mary's. "It appears I am
interested in a variety of subjects"; said George, "steam-
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ships, steamsealers and training ships. I have got so now
that if a balloon were to be shown me I would inspect it

with perfect gravity/'

And indeed the matter of balloons did come up. Lieu-
tenant De Long initiated it himself and a thorough in-

vestigation of the idea was made. Not that he intended to
make the expedition through the air. This had been sug-
gested but was patently foolish. But it was thought that a
balloon might be of some help to a vessel in battling with
the ice reconnoitering for paths through the ice fields.

George obtained various expert opinions on the subject
from French aeronauts and was finally forced to abandon
the idea. After the investigation he wrote to Mr. Bennett
in a somewhat humorous vein :

"I have had a long and interesting interview with Pro-
fessor King, the 'balloonist/ and I am forced to the con-
clusion that we cannot do anything with balloons in Arctic

explorations. To support a weight of one hundred and

eighty pounds human flesh (my own weight), and say
seventy pounds rope, at a height of one hundred and fifty

feet, would require a balloon about twenty-two feet in

diameter, according to Professor King. To fill this enor-
mous machine requires gas generated from coal, or gas gen-
erated from the action of sulphuric acid on iron cuttings:
in the first manner we should require a coal mine near at

hand, and in the second manner we should need another

ship to carry the sulphuric acid and iron cuttings. The
second plan is of course impracticable, and the first would
come in merely in case we strike a vein of coal in Kellett

(or Wrangel) Land. The cost of a balloon would be be-
tween seven hundred and eight hundred dollars, and under
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the circumstances I cannot recommend you to adopt it on

either the score of usefulness or economy. While we were

digging out coal enough to float the balloon, we might
advance twenty-five miles with sledges or afoot, and reach

the extreme horizon to be seen from the prospective eleva-

tion/'

George made many friends in England, mainly through
the introduction of my brother-in-law, General Glasgow,
who had served as United States Consul in Scotland.

"It somewhat damages my conceit/' he remarked in one

letter, "that the fact of my being Lieutenant De Long, U.S.

Navy, goes for very little indeed. I am reminded, however,

that it is but a continuation of former experiences, for first

I owed my importance in Havre to being the husband of

Mademoiselle Wotton, next in New York because I was the

son-in-law of Captain Wotton, and now in Glasgow be-

cause I am Mrs. Glasgow's brother-in-law. I have lost my
personal identity/'

A week later George described to me, at length, some of

the difficulties connected with preparing for an Arctic ex-

pedition in those days :

"London, Jan. 8, 1877 Everything is well in hand in

these two weeks that I have spent in Great Britain, as I

expected, though I have had to go the length of the island

to accomplish it. I shall not go to Hamburg, for the ships

I wanted to see have already been sold. The two in Dundee
I have seen and they need too much repair. . . .

"I have two other strings which may be called numbers
4 and 5. One string is to go to St. John's, Newfoundland,

]but this I may not be able to do for want of time; another
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string is to compromise matters now by postponing action

for another year. So much has to be done, and so necessary

is it that it be done quickly, that, unless we commence at

once, something important might have to be slurred over,

and that would be worse than folly.

"Instead of there being a large fleet of Scotch whalers

to choose from, and any one of them to be got for a song,

I find that there are not more than twenty in the trade; of

these one half are not in first class order and it would cost

a great deal of money to make them so; and the other half,

being perfect, command almost their own prices. For in-

stance, the one I should select is simply perfect and I would

not hesitate to winter in the Arctic in her for ten years as

far as possible safety is concerned. But her owners are not

anxious to sell.

'There is a demand for whalebone that is something
fabulous. It is beyond the supply, though 1,200 pounds a

ton is freely paid for it. And what do you suppose has

created the demand? Simply women's dress. All the fancy
feathers and trimmings for ladies' bonnets, the rare plumes,

ostrich feathers, etc., are made out of it. Some smart

French woman has discovered that with whalebone she

can make perfect imitations, and hence the rage. Every-

thing that can be put together in Dundee and Peterhead is

going this spring and summer to hunt whales, and conse-

quently the prices have gone up. A. vessel that would in

ordinary times go for three or four thousand pounds is

spoken of at eight if one wishes to buy, and consequently

when I arrived on the scene of action I found no one will-

ing to sell but everyone willing to buy.

'There is the greatest feeling of disgust in England over

the failure of the English Expedition." (This was the un-
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successful attempt of Captain Nares to reach the Pole

about this time.) "It was carefully and thoroughly fitted

out, no expense having been spared. And after passing one

winter in the ice both ships turned back because they did

not think they could go any further and because scurvy

had appeared among the crew. Why scurvy should have

appeared at all is not well understood and an official in-

vestigation a kind of Court of Inquiry is ordered to be

held/'

Scurvy, as is now well known, comes from a deficiency

in vitamins in the diet. My husband's Expedition was the

first one ever to pass through the Arctic winter without a

touch of the disease. He accomplished this by feeding the

crew canned tomatoes and lime juice. The British later

adopted the idea and that is how their sailors have come

to be known as "Limeys/'

"Captain Nares is likened to a certain King of France

who marched up a hill and then marched down again. I

have just read his official report and really I do not see

that he had any good reason for turning back. I do not

think he had any harder time than I had in the Little

]uniatat excepting of course he had much colder weather.

But then, he was well prepared for that and I was not. In

Scotland particularly he is laughed at. Scotchmen say he

has done no more than many of their whalers have done

and will do again.

"One old Scotchman who has been whaling in the Arctic

all his life said to me that it was wonderful how everybody
tried to reach the Pole in the wrong way, going against the

stream instead of with it. Said he: The way to reach the
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Pole is by way of the Pacific. You then get in the current

which always sets to the eastward and then to the north-

ward, and suppose you do get caught in the ice you drift

with it forward instead of being set backward; experience

shows that a current from 2 to 5 miles an hour is always

met, and yet everybody tries to work against it instead of

getting in behind it and making it serviceable/

"Strange, is it not, that I should hear my own plan dis-

cussed! All this has come to me in various ways. Sometimes

I have heard it on board ships where I have gone as a

gentleman looking into the whale fishery. Oftentimes I

have heard it from an old captain who has been asked by
me to take a drink after showing me his vessel, and being
warmed by his liquor I have drawn him out."

As a result of the long search the choice finally narrowed

down to the Pandora, owned by Sir Allen Young. But Sir

Allen did not like to part with her. My husband waited for

the arrival of James Gordon Bennett to settle the matter.

George wrote me on January 24th:

"Yesterday morning I got a dispatch from Bennett tell-

ing me he had arrived at Queenstown and would be with

me this morning and this morning at nine he came along

sure enough and we breakfasted together. Of course we
discussed the situation and he is more than ever disposed

to carry the affair through. I have telegraphed my agent at

Dundee to come here at once and we shall promptly push
forward the purchase of the Pandora upon his arrival to-

morrow. Bennett looks quite the same as ever. His sister ac-

companies him as does also a Mr. Robbins of New York.

"He is quite anxious that I should remain here longer,
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but I have shown him that it is out of the question. He
wanted me to cable to obtain more leave but as I know that

things are unsettled on the St. Mary's I told him I could

not honorably absent myself longer. . . .

"How long I shall continue with the St. Marys after my
return I cannot say but I do not think it will be long. Ben-

nett talks as if I might let go of the St. Marys now and

accommodate him by remaining out here until I see the

Pandora start but I have told him that is out of the ques-

tion. . . .

'This afternoon we lunched together and talked matters

over at greater length. . . . You may rest assured I shall

do nothing rashly. As to my safety, have no fear. If I do not

succeed, it will be a grand thing to add my name to the

list of those who have tried. , . ."

Sir Allen remained indifferent to the proposals of Mr.

Bennett, and my husband, whose leave was up, had to re-

turn to New York to resume his duties on the St. Mary's.
A diligent watch was kept for other vessels fit for the

cruise to the North Pole. In the meantime Mr. Bennett

made a special trip to consult Dr, Petermann, the great

German geographer. He wrote to George in March of this

meeting:

"I have just returned from a hurried trip to Gotha, on a

visit to Dr. Petermann. You have no doubt heard of him

by reputation. It was he who originated the two German
Arctic expeditions. I can assure you the three hours I spent
with him fully repaid me for the tiresome journey. He told

me he had been studying the North Pole problem for the

last thirty years and that he feels certain it can be reached,
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but never, he said, by Smith's Sound or Baffin Bay. He

agreed with me that the English held to this route simply

from pride and because they were the first to go that way.

He also agreed with me and if I remember correctly, it

is your theory also that the Pole can only be reached by

a dash; and he even goes further than we do in this theory,

for he says it can be done in one summer and that with

a suitable vessel and a commander experienced in ice navi-

gation he would himself try the experiment for a three

months' cruise.

"Of course this bars being nipped in the ice just as his

doctorship would be about preparing to return on his

homeward voyage. He also said that all the authorities in

England agree now that the Pole will never be reached by

sledges. Dr. Petermann even goes so far as to say that

wintering in the Arctic regions is a mistake if you can in

any way help it and that if his route were taken it could

be reached in the three summer months or not at all.

"Said he: 'From all my information I find that it is the

second winter, and not the first, men most suffer in the

Arctic, and, strange as it may appear, men from southern

climes, such as Italians or Greeks, have withstood the

rigors of an Arctic winter better than North-men such as

Danes and Swedes/ I have been seriously thinking of getting

another vessel in addition to the one you will have and

starting myself by Dr. Petermann's route. Of course, if I

did so I should expect to be out all winter as I don't quite

agree with the Doctor about his three months' idea."

Early in 1878 Sir Allen Young decided on a sudden im-

pulse to sell the Pandora, and Mr. Bennett bought her on

the spot. Later Sir Allen regretted his decision and even at-
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tempted to buy her back when she was ready to sail.

As soon as my husband received the news from Mr.

Bennett, he resigned from the St. Marys and obtained six

months' leave. We sailed for Europe and took up our abode

in London, in a small family hotel. In a few days Mr. Ben-

nett and Lord Mandeville called on us and their enthusiasm

for the Expedition was tremendous. So was my hus-

band's. The Pandora was now in drydock being strength-

ened and equipped, and the long awaited moment seemed

assured. Innumerable lists of provisions, clothing and sup-

plies had to be carefully made out and copied and I was

soon drawn into the maelstrom of activity. The head of a

sofa rested against the side of the large square desk Mr.

De Long worked at, and there I would lie and dictate the

various items to him.

One day little Sylvie, noticing all the preparations, came
to me and asked :

"Where is Papa going?"

"To the North Pole/
7

I said simply.

She shrugged her little shoulders as if to say: "Don't

answer my question if you don't want to." She thought it

was the usual joke about going to the North Pole.

Sir Allen Young called and asked us to dine with him.

Among those present was Miss Craycroft, a niece of Lady
Jane Franklin's. She brought with her some silver spoons
that had been returned from Sir John Franklin's last camp.
The conversation was entirely on Arctic subjects. Sir Allen

had made several trips north by way of Greenland and
once almost reached as far as Boothia Land where Frank-
lin's ships, the Erebus and the Terror, had grounded and
been abandoned.

The work on the Pandora nearing completion, a crew
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had to be selected to take her to Havre and from there to

San Francisco. The men were easily found but there

seemed some difficulty in securing a captain. Mr. De Long
was cogitating over the matter when I said:

"Why don't you take her around yourself?"

He was almost speechless with surprise.

"Would you trust me to take you all that distance?"

I nodded my head and he rushed off to tell Mr. Bennett

he was going to sail the ship around himself. Mr. Bennett,

as surprised as Mr. De Long had been, said very sadly:

"Well, your wife must think a great deal of you to take

that long journey. No woman ever would do that for me."

It turned out that that lonely trip of 18,000 miles was

the happiest period of my life.



CHAPTER XVII

THE /EANNETTE

IN
ONE of his letters from Greenland during the funiata

adventure my husband had proposed taking a year's

leave to enable us to spend it by ourselves in the south of

France. Knowing his energetic character I feared at the

time that such a plan might prove a dangerous test of our

relationship. And now we were embarking on a much more

desperate one a sea voyage of six months with no out-

side distractions or interests. We passed the test perfectly.

Likewise the little child, who was well, happy and con-

tented all the way. Even the night of the terrible storm she

slept in my arms and when the flashes and crashes awak-

ened her, though she perhaps cuddled up a little closer, not

a whimper escaped her. As I look back upon that trip it

seems to me like an enchanted voyage.
I began my preparations for the long journey with a

young child and no laundering facilities on board. At the

time my husband was deep in intensive last minute prepara-
tions also. We took up our quarters on the Pandora and in

a little while sailed for France. Mr. Bennett was to join

us at Havre for the christening of the ship.

It had been definitely decided that the attempt to reach

the North Pole was to be made through Behring Straits on
the supposition that there was a warm current flowing
from Japan to the far north. It was also the general belief

at that time that Wrangel Island (or Kellett Land) was a

vast continent. Indeed, Dr. Petermann held that this con-
120
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tinent stretched all the way across the Pole and that its

southern projection on the other side was Greenland.

The theory was badly in error, as my husband proved.
Dr. Petermann's misconception of the northern continent,

in fact, was a contributing cause in Commander De Long's
death. The Expedition hoped to use the eastern shore of

the continent for shelter and to make winter quarters on

its way north. There was no continent; Wrangel Island

proved to be an isolated bit of land in the midst of a vast

sea of pack ice. The whole region was imperfectly under-

stood. Even Dr. Petermann's knowledge of northern Si-

beria (and the maps he had made of it) were inaccurate.

Native villages which the German geographer had located

close to the sea along the Lena Delta were many miles in-

land, and the Delta itself, instead of having a few outlets,

was composed of more than a hundred. My husband even-

tually landed his portion of the Jeannettes party strictly

according to Petermann's charts and found only a frozen

wilderness, with expected aid far beyond his reach. One

may see from this how reliable scientific information can

sometimes be gained only by sacrificing courageous men.

So far I have said nothing about my husband's vessel,

soon to be christened the Jeannette. By twentieth century
standards she was indeed a tiny craft, for she was only 142

feet long, with a beam of 25 feet, and she drew no more

than 13 feet when fully loaded. That is, she was about the

size of a coastwise trading ship. Yet she was staunch and

sturdy and well suited to her arctic duty. She was a three-

master, barque rigged, and was able to do six knots in a

fair wind. She was also fitted with a steam engine and

propeller, but these alone gave her less speed than sail.

The Jeannette, nee Pandora, had originally been a Brit-
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ish Naval vessel. Later she was stripped of her guns and

sold to Sir Allen Young, who converted her to a private

yacht and made several cruises to the northern part of

Greenland with her. Short of building a brand new ship

for the Expedition, my husband was undoubtedly right in

assuring Mr. Bennett that she was the best vessel then

available for the attempt.

As important as the ship was the question of the crew

which was to take her north. It had been early agreed that

Lieutenant Chipp (then in China), who had been with my
husband on the Little Juniata, should go along with the

Jeannette, and steps were taken to obtain a transfer for

him. Ex-President Grant was then making a trip with his

wife in the Mediterranean on the U.S.S. Vandalia. One of

the young officers on board, Mr. Danenhower, had at-

tracted General Grant's attention by rendering a prompt
service to Mrs. Grant in a slight accident she had suffered.

Danenhower, hearing of the Polar Expedition, offered his

services to Mr. Bennett. General Grant warmly recom-

mended him. My husband consented and Danenhower was

appointed Executive Officer and came to Havre, sailing

with us from there.

We were joined also by two men who had served on Mr.

Bennett's yachts: John Cole, boatswain, and Alfred Sweet-

man, carpenter. "You will find Jack Cole/' wrote Mr. Ben-

nett to my husband, "one of the best sailors you ever had
under you. In times of danger he's worth his weight in gold
and his tact with men is wonderful." Cole proved all that

Mr. Bennett said he was and more. The remainder of the

crew was taken on only for the voyage to San Francisco;

specially qualified men would be chosen for the Expedi-
tion itself.
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The best advice had been followed in the repair and

strengthening of the vessel. My husband had given the

most exhaustive attention to every detail. Nothing had

been slighted. And now we were ready to start on the first

lap of the long journey the one in which I was to have a

share. Mr. Bennett and a party of friends came down from

Paris on a special train. It was Thursday, July 4th, 1878.

The ship lay moored in the same spot which the Shenan-

dodh had occupied when we were married on board her in

March, 1871.

We all had lunch at Frascatti's a summer hotel right

on the ocean. Among those present were Mr. Bennett's sis-

ter and her future husband, Mr.- Isaac Bell, the renowned

Henry M. Stanley, a number of American ladies and a

group of French and English journalists.

James Gordon Bennett sat at one end of the long table,

Lieutenant De Long at the other. Near him* sat Mr. Stan-

ley. The two kept up a running fire of conversation all

through the luncheon. George was in his glory at the table

or when surrounded by friends and was good at repartee.

In this case, however, he had met his match in Stanley.

After my husband had teased the African explorer con-

siderably, Mr. Stanley remarked:

"See here, De Long, I intend writing a companion book

to 'How I Found Livingstone' one of these days and its

title will be 'How I Found De Long*!"
After the luncheon Miss Bennett said she would like

very much to visit the Jeannette before the ceremony and

asked me to accompany her and Mr. Bell to the ship where

we could await the coming of the others. Mr. Danenhower

joined little Sylvie and myself and we all walked over to

the dock together. Sylvie was running back and forth from
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my side to Miss Bennett's, and Mr. Danenhower suggested

that we had better keep the child with us and delay a little,

as the lovers were very much engrossed. It was thoughtful

of him, for they were bringing their courtship to an end

and soon after this returned to America and were married.

Soon the others joined us and Mr. De Long assisted Miss

Bennett to the bow where she broke a bottle of champagne,
at the same time bestowing her own name, Jeannette, upon
the good little ship. Mr. Bennett remained modestly in the

background and it was impossible to make him come for-

ward and take an active part in the ceremony. After this

we had a light collation and drank to the success of the

enterprise. We had a number of speeches, some funny and

some serious. Mr. Bennett was called upon and reluctantly

made a few remarks (he was quite bashful about such

things). Then he asked Mr. Stanley to succeed him. Mr.

Stanley rose and spoke very well indeed, and in his turn

proposed Mr. De Long. George's answer was modest and
sincere.

"I would have preferred not being called upon, for I

have nothing to say. You, Mr. Stanley, are the man who
has succeeded; you have the right to speak; you have ac-

complished your task; I have mine still before me/'

This was the sense of it; I cannot recall my husband's

exact words.

Mr. Bennett sailed for New York a day or two later and
the newly christened Jeannette escorted him a little way to

sea. Then we returned to Havre to complete the arrange-
ments for our voyage.

My former girlhood friends of Havre came to see me.

They wondered at my daring. The French people love their

homeland too much to leave it without great hesitation.
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They each and all presented me with pots of living plants

and these were placed around the mizzen mast that came

up through our cabin. The pots had to be lashed around

with ropes. Later, when we struck our first bad weather in

an all-night storm, one could hear one flower pot after

another taking a plunge and then rolling on the floor back

and forth till morning. After this they all had to be con-

signed to the deep.

The christening of the Jeannette was an event of inter-

national interest. Long accounts of it appeared in the press

and of course Mr. Bennett's paper, the Herald, gave it

special prominence. If ever an expedition set sail under

favorable auspices and with men of skill and daring at its

head, this was it.



CHAPTER XVIII

THROUGH THE STRAITS OF MAGELLAN

ON
THE morning of July 1 5th, the day we were to sail

on our six-months voyage down the Atlantic to the

Straits of Magellan, through them and then up the Pacific

to San Francisco, it was reported to the Captain that the

steward had been impudent to an officer and therefore had

to be discharged. It seemed like a calamity. The cook, an

Italian, said he knew of a very good steward, also an

Italian, who was unemployed and whom he could recom-

mend. The man, Samuel Haldy, was sent for and hired.

Certainly Providence was with us in this transfer. Sam-
uel's manner, appearance and diction were perfect. After

we had been at sea a short time he came with a package of

letters and, handing them to me as his references, requested
that I read and keep them for him during the voyage. I did,

and was much surprised to find they were written in several

languages by very prominent people including titled per-

sonages. In them he was much praised and they nearly all

finished by saying he was leaving at his own request, much
to their regret. At once we recognized that he was quite a

superior person. In several instances he had acted as a

courier in Europe. There was nothing to explain his many
changes of employment. The full story of Samuel Haldy
did not come out till much later.

As soon as France was out of sight we settled into our
routine. Each one made his own plans. Mine were to give

Sylvie some lessons after breakfast, to do some sewing till

126
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lunch time, then read till dinner. Of course, we could ex-

change ideas when we felt like doing so or take a walk on

deck to break the monotony.
We had a very fine library. Sir Allen Young had left

some of his books and Mr. Bennett sent us his whole Arctic

collection, telling us that some of the volumes were very
valuable but that he thought they would be of more use

to us than to him. I decided to do my Arctic reading chron-

ologically and so began with Scoresby the Whaler and

read the account of each expedition as it came along. I be-

came deeply interested and, as my husband and the other

officers were all reading on the same subject, we had a great

deal of food for thought and discussion.

Sometimes, when he thought I had read long enough,

George would pull me from my chair, pass my arm through
his and walk me briskly up and down the deck, with little

Sylvie hurrying alongside to keep up with us.

The evenings were spent on the poop deck. As -we were

under sail there was no jar, no noise, only the ripple of

the water as the Jeannette cut through it. The stars were

shining above us and from the deck below came the sound

of someone softly whistling an opera from beginning to

end. It was our steward, Samuel Haldy. We found out

afterward that he had been for a whole season with the

Metropolitan Opera Company in New York.

Not once in all that six months did the time hang heavy

upon our hands. There was always plenty to do. Not once

did we have recourse to a game of cards, to backgammon or

any of the diversions common to idle hours at that time.

We were utterly absorbed in the study of the Arctic and

the preparations for the coming Expedition.

As I look back now to those months on the Jeannette I
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realize what a powerful thing science is and how absorbing

a devotion to it becomes. Though Sylvie and I were about

to part with father and husband for long, yet on that six-

months voyage not one word I believe not even a thought

of regret or apprehension came to us. We who were to

stay behind had a wonderful opportunity now to contribute

our enthusiasm and understanding. To do so was not only

necessary, it was delightful. And so, in the service of the

great objective ahead our little family was supremely

happy and content.

At the Equator there is no twilight. Darkness succeeds

daylight immediately. A few weeks after the start we were

on deck at the end of a perfect day. Everything became

suddenly hushed and still. An oily calm settled on the sea

and the tension in the atmosphere seemed to tell us that

something terrible must be impending. Then the darkness

fell, abruptly and completely.

With it came, without the slightest warning, a furious

storm. The wind rose from nowhere and squalls lashed us

from every quarter. The seas mounted out of the dark as

if they had been whipped up by the fury of some evil

spirit. Lightning flashed brilliantly in an almost continuous

zigzag and the thunder roared around us so that the officers

had to yell their orders to be heard at all. Rain poured
down out of the heavens in a solid sheet

In the midst of it all the end of the main boom snapped
off. The mainsail became unmanageable and my husband,
with a sharp command, threw all hands into the desperate
work of controlling the canvas, which swept back and forth

across the deck and threatened to carry away both itself

and the rigging. But Lieutenant De Long was too good a

seaman even for the tropical fury of the elements. In a few
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minutes he had the runaway boom lashed down again and

the ship once more on a steady course.

Holding little Sylvie close in my arms I remained quietly

in my room during all this, knowing that I had my part to

play as well as the others. The seas were combing steadily

across the Jeannettes decks and the cabin was soon slosh-

ing with water. But we stayed where we were, calmly in my
bed.

All night the storm continued; the rain, the lightning,

the thunder and the wind filled the world without a mo-
ment's relief. On deck my husband and his men were

drenched to the skin. I do not think we were frightened, for

this was the natural order of events on shipboard. If we
lived through it we should laugh at the thought of it next

day. If not, it would be a clean, swift death and we should

go to it together.

Then at last the daylight came back, as suddenly as it

had gone. The thunder and lightning ceased and a won-

derful sight awaited me. The sailors had closed the lee scup-

pers after the seas had abated, and the rain, which was still

falling in torrents, quickly created a deep pool of sweet

fresh water. Laughing and joking, they were washing their

clothes in it !

This was not a unique storm at all, for we were off that

part of the coast of Africa where it rains on an average of

seven hours a day the year round.

During this uncomfortable time it was discovered that

an extraordinary amount of heat had been generated in one

of the coal bunkers and it was a question whether sponta-

neous combustion had taken place or not. My husband

ordered everything to be battened down so as to exclude

all air and he waited grimly for several days until we
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should run into cooler weather before making any investi-

gation. It would have been easy for so much dampness and

such intense heat to generate a fire. However, we were

spared the humiliation of having an Arctic ship catch fire

and be destroyed in the tropics.

Eventually we crossed the Equator and sailed into the

southern trade winds where everything was pleasant again.

Flying fish came on board in time to be served up for

breakfast. We caught a porpoise, and our cook knew how
to treat it to make it palatable. As we had been living for

weeks on canned food we were delighted to have a roast on

the table that one could carve. We in the cabin partook of

the porpoise meat quite willingly, but the sailors refused to

touch it. They were prejudiced.

We also caught a dolphin and Sylvie was quite sur-

prised to see it change its colors as it died. One day, not

far from the ship, we saw a great turtle floating fast asleep

on his back. Immediately a boat was sent out to try to

capture it, but as the fishermen came alongside it awakened

and hastily sank. The steward and I had been watching
this performance with great interest and he turned to me
and said in the saddest way:

"Oh, Madame, I already saw that turtle a la jardiniere!"

As we were sailing along the coast of Brazil a hundred

miles or more from land, two little birds flew on board the

ship to rest one a tomtit and the other a field lark. The

poor things had evidently been blown offshore by some

gale. Never having known human beings they had no fear

of us, and one of them landed on Mr. Danenhower's head.

I remarked that it must think it was in the brush, as his

hair was dressed in military fashion, standing upright.
We offered our little visitors everything we had in grain
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food, but they would not eat. Then I remembered that we
had condemned some cheese because it was entirely too

lively. I asked the steward to bring some of this, thinking

that, as the birds were insect eaters, it might tempt them.

But it was no use. They would take no nourishment at all.

The tomtit soon died of hunger and exhaustion. The stew-

ard composed some very pretty verses in French upon his

melancholy fate and, wrapping them around the bird with

another paper on which he inscribed the name of the

Jeannette and our latitude and longitude, the date and a

request for the finder to forward it all to the New York

Herald, he placed them in a bottle, sealed it up tight and

threw it overboard. Up to this day no word has been heard

of it

The field lark flew out of the cabin door, left open by
accident, and when we tried to catch it, got off the ship. It

made three attempts to get back on board and we thought
it would succeed. But we were moving too fast. Its strength

soon gave out and it fell into the water and was drowned,

much to our sorrow.

After seventy-seven days at sea we sighted Cape Vir-

gins, north of the entrance to the Straits of Magellan. It

was a welcome sight, for we had seen land only once during
that time and that no more than a purple cloud on the

horizon the island of Teneriffe off the west coast of

Africa.

An easterly wind was blowing now and the weather was

dull and foggy. We had made a splendid landfall; it

was in the month of October early spring for the Pata-

gonians. The land was low and grassy. At this time we
were under steam, but as our boilers were old and were to

be replaced by new ones in San Francisco, we could not
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make use of our engines to full advantage. George had to

employ the tide to take us through the first narrows, where

the current runs at the rate of three to five miles an hour.

He brought us to anchor at dusk just at the entrance of

the second narrows in a bay fifteen miles wide. All the

anchorages shown on the chart gave protection for the

prevailing westerly winds. There were no lighthouses, bea-

cons or pilots and a severe northeaster was blowing. We
had to let go two anchors, and even then there was danger

of our being blown ashore, so a third one was cast. It was

a very stormy night; the noise of the wind was deafening

and the weather was not much improved when we got

under way the next morning. The crew was small, so that

everyone was needed to help heave up the anchors.

The steward was stationed at the wheel temporarily,

until the ship should be started on her course, and quite an

amusing thing happened. The Captain was on the bridge

directing the different maneuvers and he called out sud-

denly to the steward, in nautical language:

"How is your head?"

The steward dropped the wheel and making a bow, an-

swered:

'Thank you, Sir, it's feeling much better this morning/'
He had been suffering from neuralgia. But when the

Captain ignored the remark and called out again, the poor
steward remembered where he was and gave the necessary
answer. Afterward he said to me:

"I thought the Captain was very polite to inquire after

my poor head from the bridge, with the ship on his hands/'

AH that day it was foggy and disagreeable. We were

scarcely able to see Sands Point as we passed it the only
inhabited place in the Straits. It is a penal settlement be-
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longing to Chile, I think. The English steamers plying be-

tween South American ports make it a port of call when

passing through the Straits. We did not stop there but

came to anchor in a lovely bay opposite an abandoned set-

tlement called Port Famine. The hush and quiet in this

bay were almost uncanny after the noise of wind and

water outside. It was so delightfully sheltered. The land

all around was high and covered with trees from summit

to base.

The next morning we started again and by midday came

to Cape Froward. It divides the Straits in two and what-

ever weather you encounter on one side you have just the

reverse on the other. As we approached it the fog disap-

peared and the very moment we rounded it the sun broke

out and a grand sight met our eyes. Cape Froward, with

bluffs on either side of it on the north coast of the Straits,

towered two thousand feet high. The cliffs were so bold

that one could find no anchorage even upon touching the

solid rock with the ship's yardarms. To the south, moun-
tain after mountain, covered with snow and rolling away
as far as the eye could see, made one think it was indeed

irony that caused the naming of such a frozen land Tierra

del Fuego the Land of Fire. We passed by glaciers de-

scending between the hills truly a sublime sight. We saw

no natives and were thankful for that; sometimes they
were very troublesome to sailing vessels. An English
steamer passed us. That night we anchored in Port Tamar.

There was a small beach near by and the land seemed

so tempting I felt an uncontrollable desire to go ashore.

Naturally my husband did not approve of this, as the

weather here was so eternally changeable that people going
ashore were sometimes unable to return to their ship for
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a couple of weeks. And sometimes they met with the native

Patagonians, who hunt with poisoned arrows. Mr. De Long
did not care particularly to have us take any risks, but he

did not like to refuse me. Of course he himself would not

leave his ship; therefore he appointed Mr. Danenhower to

accompany Sylvie and me, ordering him simply to let us

set foot on shore for a moment and then return immedi-

ately.

At this time the feannette was using, to determine the

day's run, the patent log which Mr. Bennett had sent us

and which he greatly treasured because it was the very
one that had served him on board the Henrietta when she

won the famous race across the Atlantic. In bringing the

Jeannette into position for anchorage the line of this log

caught in the propeller. That ended our boat expedition,

for all hands had to disentangle the log to save it. We had

been out of sight of land for so long now that my desire to

touch the soil was almost uncontrollable; but I said noth-

ing. It was my place to accept the circumstances and be

cheerful.

The next morning we started off again and this time kept
on into a beautiful moonlight night, reaching Cape Pillar,

the western boundary of the Straits, at midnight. Ahead
of us lay the broad Pacific.



CHAPTER XIX

UP THE PACIFIC

WE HAD been very fortunate. Generally, severe west-

erly winds blow down into this part of the Straits

for three months at a time, and we had had delightful

weather for days. By twelve o'clock the next day, how-

ever, we had it lively enough, and for the next two weeks

had gale after gale with sometimes only an hour's inter-

mission. For three days a man was kept in the crow's nest

watching out for the lee shore. The coast here is one suc-

cession of broken islands and the chart reads;

"It is dangerous for sailors to hug this coast/*

During these gales breakfast was a joke; the tea poured
itself out of the teapot. In drinking from a cup the con-

tents either poured down one's throat and all over one, too,

or else it was impossible to get it to one's lips at all and the

liquid ran out of the opposite side. I had props of all kinds

to secure me to the table and in addition Mr. De Long
would hold me in my chair so that I could get some food

eaten. The steward had a rope stretched from the galley

to the cabin for him to hold as he brought the meals in,

and even then frequently steward, dishes and all would go

sprawling on the deck and we would be minus that course

for dinner.

It was very cold now and our little stove, which had be-

longed to Sir Allen Young and was a perfect curiosity with

its open grate and club feet turning in, gave out volumes

of smoke and gas. The spanker sail, necessary to steady
135
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the ship, was directly above the smoke pipe and inter-

fered with the draft. The decks were constantly wet and for

two weeks Sylvie and I were confined to the cabin with the

stove. At last I began to feel the effects. Even a seafaring

woman finally reaches her limit.

Mr. De Long said I must be gotten on to the upper deck,

so one clear morning with my husband on one side and Mr.

Danenhower on the other, I was jumped to the starboard

ladder and helped up there. A chair was secured on deck

for me and the relief I felt in the open air was unbelievable.

The sight that greeted me was marvelous. It seemed as if

waves from across the whole width of the Pacific Ocean

were following after us. They reared themselves mightily

above our little ship as she struggled along and then passed

harmlessly underneath. I watched the play of the elements

with delight and fascination. The poor little Jeannette

would tremble and quiver when the waves struck her, but

she would stagger through and behave beautifully. Truly

my husband had chosen a staunch vessel to take him on

his adventure.

One Sunday Mr. De Long was holding divine service in

the cabin when a terrific sea struck the ship. Sylvie and I

were thrown out of our seats by the shock. The clergyman

unceremoniously dropped his prayer book and caught me,
while Mr. Danenhower made a wild plunge for Sylvie.

When we were set to rights again the congregation quickly
came to order and the service was resumed as if nothing
had happened. On shipboard in those days one took such

things as a matter of course. And none of us was a better

sport about it than our little seven year old Sylvie. No
matter what happened she never grew frightened. She was .

truly her father's daughter.
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When we reached latitude 38 South the weather mod-

erated; then we sailed into the southeast trade winds and

it was perfect. Those nights I shall never forget the deep
blue sky with the brilliant southern constellations, the ship

sailing along smoothly, the steward whistling so softly we
would scarcely dare to breathe lest we should break some

mysterious spell. We would linger on deck, loath to leave

so much peace and beauty. More than once we were still

there at midnight.

One evening as we were finishing our dinner my hus-

band suddenly looked out the window in the cabin door

and cried:

"Hello! Mr. Clark is putting on his rubber coat!"

Then he rushed on deck. Sylvie attempted to follow but

the door had closed and Mr. Danenhower, hurrying to it,

tried in vain to open it again. Sylvie came running to me
where I was standing in the port cabin doorway looking

out.

"Mama, Mama! Mr. Danenhower said 'Damn!' I heard

him!"

It was no wonder, for a squall had struck the ship and

as she keeled over the door had jammed fast. On deck Mr.

Clark had seen the trouble coming and had begun to take

in sail, but the squall had descended so quickly that the

canvas bellied out and could not be got down. Mr. De Long
gave a single sharp order when he reached the deck; after

that not one word was spoken by anybody.

Every man stood like a statue in his place and the ship,

under the pressure of the wind on her beam, began to

careen over until her starboard gunwale was level with the

ocean. The Jeannette plunged along at terrific speed, hang-

ing in the balance between capsizing and righting herself*
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Sylvie and I clung to the woodwork inside the cabin,

keeping a stern grip on ourselves. Looking forward we

could see only the deck, sloping sharply like a roof toward

the foaming water to leeward. The horizon had tilted

crazily and the squall was black all around us. The Jean-

nette, for the next few seconds, might have been a ghost

ship driving on across the sea to her doom, for at a time

like this men do not speak.

It was impossible to say how it would end. We did not

think of that; we simply hung on and trusted to the ship.

Then, gradually, the wind eased and we began to return to

an even keel. The danger was over. It had not lasted more

than a minute, but it had seemed an age.

We returned to our dinner table, which had fortunately

been cleared just before the squall had begun, and settled

back into the routine of our life. The steward served the

nuts and coffee. Captain De Long came back and joined us

quietly. Of how close we had come to eternity no one said

a word. It wasn't necessary.

A few days later Sylvie did quite a remarkable thing.

Having studied fishing over the back of a cabin chair under

the instruction of Commodore Glitz years before, she had

become an enthusiastic fisherwoman. Now, having a whole

ocean at her disposal, she insisted on being given the ac-

cessories a bottle on the end of a long string reaching to

the water. There was a convenient opening in the Jean-
nettes bulwark not far from the cabin, where she could

cast her line and watch it without danger. One day she

threw her bottle over to fill it with water but, as the ship
was sailing fast, the bottle wouldn't sink. The mate, Mr.

Cole, was standing by her watching her futile efforts. She
turned to him and ordered:
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"Luff her to, Mr. Cole. Luff her to!"

Mr. Cole was so delighted with her seamanship that he

rushed for the cabin to report the occurrence. How she

could have reasoned out that the bottle would sink if the

ship were brought around we never could understand.

Everything was now running smoothly on the ship. The
men seemed happy and contented and to my knowledge not

one disagreement had occurred on the trip. Every day at

twelve o'clock Mr. De Long stood at the mainmast for

about ten minutes waiting to hear any complaints that

might be made, but so far there had been none. One day,

however, a sailor appeared with something to say:

"Sir, on every ship I've sailed we've had desecrated

potatoes."

In much surprise Mr. De Long, understanding that the

man meant desiccated potatoes, replied:

"But are you not eating fresh potatoes now? Would you

prefer desiccated ones?"

"Oh, no," the sailor answered, "only I thought we might
soon be out of fresh potatoes and it would be nice to have

some desecrated ones."

At breakfast one morning I made the remark that I had

been awakened in the night by the odor of peppermint. Mr.

De Long laughed.

"How can that be possible, Emma?"
"But Madame was right," the steward interposed. He

explained that he had been suffering from toothache and

had come into the cabin for some peppermint from the

medicine chest.

My sense of smell had always been very keen. Toward
the end of the voyage I smelled onion. This time Mr. De

Long thought he surely had me, for it had just been re-
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ported to him that the onions had given out. Again my
friend the steward came to my rescue.

"Pardon me, Monsieur le Capitaine, Madame is right.

An onion rolled out from under the cook's bunk in the gal-

ley and he and I ate it together/'

November was upon us. The weather was becoming
cooler and our voyage was nearing its end. But as we ap-

proached San Francisco a norther began to blow and for

several days we made hardly any progress at all. We had

hoped to make port for Christmas but we were to be disap-

pointed.

At last we reached the Golden Gate and a pilot came on

board, bringing with him his little boy of about ten years.

As Sylvie had not seen a child for six months, she was very
much excited and tried to talk to him. But the child was

so shy he remained absolutely dumb. Sylvie seemed so dis-

appointed I thought I would try to put him at his ease,

but when I undertook to speak to him she caught me by
the dress and said:

"Oh, Mama, please don't get into an argument with him
or he will never speak/' Evidently I had a reputation for

starting arguments!
We did not stop at San Francisco but had the pilot

head us for Mare Island Navy Yard, thirty miles up the

Bay at Vallejo. In passing by the compass once I looked

at it before going into the starboard chart room and to my
great astonishment saw that the Jeannette was headed
back toward the Golden Gate. I spoke to Mr. Danenhower
about it at once.

"What is the matter, Mr. Danenhower? We seem to be

going in the wrong direction." He grinned sheepishly.

"Oh, we didn't intend to let you know anything about it,
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but the pilot has not been up to Vallejo in twenty-three

years and has put us aground on the mud/'

My husband, of course, worked us off with the tide and

we were soon on our way again.

Finally after eighty-seven days from the Straits of

Magellan to the Golden Gate, on Saturday morning, De-

cember 27th, 1878, we shackled to a buoy at the Navy
Yard. Our voyage had lasted one hundred and sixty-seven

days and not one of us had set foot on shore in all that

time. In the bunkers below exactly one bucket of coal re-

mained. A close calculation!

Nobody was particularly happy at being on shore again.

Even the sailors appeared to feel regret. When some ladies

from the Navy Yard called on me the next day I was at a

loss to find something to say as I had not been in touch

with women in so long. But the trip was over and we had

to plunge into the whirlpool of human contacts again

whether we liked it or not. The hustle and bustle seemed

bewildering at first and somewhat irritating and unneces-

sary. I felt that one of the happiest chapters of my life had

come to an end. With the passing of the years I have come

to regard that chapter as the happiest of all my experi-

ences.

Even now, on a wakeful night sometimes, I court sleep by

imagining myself in my berth on the Jeannette* She Is sail-

Ing along smoothly and steadily and the only sound Is the

gentle ripple of the water as she glides through the Pacific

on her way to the Golden Gate.

It Is a lovely memory to have carried through so long a

life, and I am more fortunate than most to have had It to

help me through the years of emptiness that have come

since.



CHAPTER XX

PREPARATIONS IN EARNEST

A<TER
the idyllic six months on the ocean came six

months of stress on land. They were months of fever-

ish preparations, for the Expedition must start in the early

summer, and there was still a tremendous amount to be

done.

There were conferences in Washington where political

obstacles had to be overcome. There were the painstaking

hours of choosing a crew, the buying and inspecting of sup-

plies, the complicated and thankless job of fitting out the

ship under the auspices of the Navy. In this last, fortu-

nately, my husband had the expert help of two fine men,
Lieutenant Chipp and Engineer Melville.

The Jeannette was promptly laid up at Mare Island

Navy Yard and a complete overhauling begun. Although
a certain mount of remodeling had been done in England,
it was felt that the Jeannette must be even further strength-
ened for her coming battle with the ice. And in addition, she

was to have new boilers and a considerable rearrangement
below decks to permit her to carry half again as much coal.

From the first there was difficulty at the Navy Yard over

the matter of repairs and their cost. Since Mr. Bennett was

paying for it all, the Government workmen, controlled as

they were at that time by local politicians, would have run

up an enormous and fraudulent bill. But George was de-

termined that this should not happen. Consequently he

charged Melville and Chipp with the duty of preventing
142
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waste and inefficiency and demanded of them a continuous

accounting of all sums spent Neither of the officers found

the job to their liking but they did it well. At least, they
did it as well as it could be done. The improvements to the

Jeannette in the end cost Mr. Bennett $50,000, which he

paid without a murmur.

The public, assisted by the New York Herald, at once

began to follow the proposed Arctic expedition with in-

creasing interest and it was planned to give the Jeannette
a rousing farewell. But who could understand my feelings

as the hour of parting approached?
I did not try to understand them myself, but only sought

to prevent them from getting the better of me. To help

in this I plunged into the work at my husband's side. I

refused to allow myself one moment's thought about the

days when he would be gone, but devoted myself as com-

pletely to making ready for the Arctic as though I were to

be a member of the Expedition myself.

We did not linger long in San Francisco, although I shall

always remember that stay if only because of the acquaint-

ance we made of Mr. William Bradford, painter of

whalers and Arctic scenery, and of his remarkable wife.

During the Civil War Mrs. Bradford had accompanied the

celebrated Quaker preacher Elizabeth Comstock, who car-

ried with her an order from Abraham Lincoln to all mili-

tary posts to "open for her their chapels and to have them

lighted and heated so that she could preach therein."

Mrs. Bradford was full of stories of war days and had an

enormous fund of them at her tongue's end so much so

that when she was in London with her husband, who was

exhibiting paintings there, Chauncey Depew had occasion-

ally called on her for some of her anecdotes to relate at
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the dinners he was about to attend. The Bradfords' daugh-
ter Mamie was just five years younger than myself. We
three women formed a wonderful friendship and were to-

gether through many trying times later on and also through

many happy ones.

The few weeks spent in San Francisco were absorbed in

details incidental to the equipment of the feannette. But

the dominating question of the moment was the status of

the Expedition. Although the voyage to the North Pole

was being financed by James Gordon Bennett it had been

my husband's plan from the beginning to secure for the

Jeannette the character of an official United States Expedi-
tion, To this end he now devoted his main attention.

"There should be a measure introduced and put through

Congress/' he wrote Mr. Bennett in January, "authorizing
the vessel to be commanded and officered, partially or en-

tirely, by Naval officers, the pennant of a national vessel

hoisted at the main, the crew shipped subject to Naval

rules and discipline, and the President empowered to con-

fer such additional authority upon the commanding officer

as will render him able in his isolated position to enforce

discipline in extreme emergencies. Then I want an order

from the President in something like the following words :

Tou are hereby ordered to command the Expedition now

being prepared and fitted out by James Gordon Bennett,

Esq., of New York, for the purpose of North Polar ex-

ploration; and you will report to the Secretary of the Navy
for said duty and for such detailed assistance as you re-

quire/
"

Mr. Bennett acted upon this at once, through channels

open to so powerful a newspaper as the Herald. A bill was
introduced into Congress and promptly passed, providing:
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'That the Secretary of the Navy be, and he is hereby, au-

thorized to accept and take charge of, for the use of a

North Polar Expedition by way of Behring Strait, the ship

Jeannette, owned by James Gordon Bennett, and by him
devoted to this purpose; that he may use, in fitting her for

her voyage of exploration, any material he may have on

hand proper for the purpose of an Arctic voyage; and that

he is further authorized to enlist the necessary crew for the

said vessel for 'special service/ their pay to be temporarily
met from the pay of the Navy, and to be paid or refunded

by James Gordon Bennett to the Navy Department, under

the order of the Secretary of the Navy and as he may re-

quire; the vessel to proceed oh her voyage of exploration

under the orders and instructions of the Navy Depart-

ment; that the men so 'specially enlisted' as above shall be

subject in all respects to the Articles of War and Navy
Regulations and Discipline/'

With this bill enacted into law the final authority over

the Jeannette rested with the Secretary of the Navy. A
board of survey appointed by him made a thorough ex-

amination of the vessel and Mr. De Long was called to

Washington. I accompanied him there. We put up at the

good old Ebbitt House, the rendezvous of naval people.

The first floor of the addition was occupied by General

Tecumseh Sherman, the second by Vice Admiral Porter,

and our humble selves were lodged on the third.

George was much gratified by the reception given him at

the Navy Department. The Secretary expressed himself

as personally and officially interested in the success of the

Expedition and told my husband that he had "struck the

gateway to the Pole."

"When you sail/' the Secretary said, "I intend you to
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have the same power that is conferred upon Admirals com-

manding fleets, with the addition of being absolute in your
command and authority, holding your subordinates ac-

countable to you and yourself accountable to me. This

expedition must succeed and you shall be prepared and

forearmed against all disaffection, insubordination and

disaster/'

At that time there was considerable anxiety felt through-

out the world over the fate of Baron Nordenskiold, who
had undertaken in 1878 to sail the Northeast Passage to

circumnavigate Europe and Asia by way of the Arctic.

My husband felt that there was an unnecessary alarm in

Europe about the safety of this expedition. The Baron had

gone prepared for wintering two years if necessary and

George surmised that he was simply frozen into the ice,

from which he would be released in the spring. "I sincerely

trust that everybody will be as anxious about our safety

as about Nordenskiold's," George wrote Bennett, "though
I hope there will be no occasion to worry quite as early; for

in such a case there will be no fear of discovering our

skeletons years after death as was done with Franklin's

party/'

The Secretary intimated to George that his intention

was to send one of the vessels of the Pacific Fleet to ac-

company the Jeannette as far as was prudent in order to

carry extra stores and provisions. This would obviate the

necessity of chartering a merchant vessel for the purpose.
At this time everybody was enthusiastic and everything
looked propitious.

Apart from these serious matters we had much to inter-

est us and many pleasant friends in Washington and at the

hotel. After dinner there was always music and Miss Ellie
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Sherman, daughter of the General and a very bright and

attractive girl, would come and say:

"Will you dance a Lancers and Quadrille with us if I

fill out the sets?"

"Of course."

She would have much preferred round dances but her

mother did not approve of them, so she put all her life and

vigor into the staid old Lancers or the solemn Quadrille.

The music lasted an hour and then we all scattered for our

engagements.
One evening Mr. De Long and I were asked to call upon

the President and Mrs. Hayes at the White House. They re-

ceived us alone, quite en famille. The President was a quiet,

pleasant gentleman who did not impress me very much.

He knew nothing about Arctic exploration at all and was

only doing his duty in having us. Mrs. Hayes displayed

more interest, but even she did not manage to make the

evening very exciting. When we left she presented me with

a large formal bouquet.

It didn't seem to me important that our friends should

know that we had been White House visitors, and so, when
we reached our hotel lobby, I tried to hide the flowers be-

hind my dress. It did not work; several people rushed for-

ward delightedly.

"It's no use trying to hide it, Mrs. De Long. We know

you've been to the White House. Mrs. Hayes gives all her

callers those stiff bouquets!"
As Mr. De Long was in line for promotion, the Depart-

ment very kindly ordered him to take his examinations so

that when his promotion came during his absence it could

take effect immediately and his commission be forwarded

to me.
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Meeting Commodore Temple, the head of the Examin-

ing Board, I said jokingly:

"Commodore, I feel quite nervous as Mr. De Long is

coming up before you for his exams."

Making an elaborate bow he answered:

"Madam, when officers like your husband come up for

examination it is for the Board to feel nervous/'

There were innumerable matters to attend to, including

selection of officers, the sifting of a multitude of inquiries

and applications for positions in the crew, and the choice

of instruments for scientific observations. A great deal of

the Jeannette business was transacted in our hotel rooms,

and I came to have a healthy respect for the many prob-

lems and difficulties that beset the arrangements for an

Arctic expedition.

It was not so simple to transact even ordinary business

then as it is now. There were no telephones, for instance,

and every message had to be transmitted by hand and

every interview conducted in person. This took a great

deal of time and, since time was at a premium, the pressure

was very great.

The selecting of the crew proved an exhausting task.

Lieutenant Chipp, who was handling the matter in San

Francisco, had difficulty in finding the right men there.

"I don't want to go to the expense of sending men from

the East, where I can get them in swarms," my husband

wrote him. "Requirements for crew: single men, perfect

health, considerable strength, perfect temperance, cheerful-

ness, ability to read and write English, prime seamen of

course. A musician if possible. Norwegians, Swedes and
Danes preferred. Avoid English, Scotch and Irish. Refuse
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point blank French, Italians and Spaniards. The steward

must be A-l and not necessarily a seaman. The cook must

be a good cook, since he cooks for all hands. Look among
recruits in receiving ship to begin with. Pay to be Navy pay.

Absolute and unhesitating obedience to every order, no

matter what it may be. ... Excuse my scratchy and

jerky way of putting things, but I am woefully hurried/'

Finally, twenty-four members of the crew were selected

from over twelve hundred applicants. Evidently the pros-

pect of a Polar sojourn and the honor that went with it

were appealing to a great many men.

The choice of officers was a task no less trying to my
husband. Only with the greatest difficulty was he able to

secure the services of George W. Melville, an officer of

rare qualifications, as Chief Engineer of the Jeannette. The

Navy did not want to release Mr. Melville because he was

an important man in the Bureau of Steam Engineering.

But my husband had several powerful arguments on his

side. In the first place he and Melville had been shipmates
back in the days when they were on board the Lancaster,

during that unhappy year on the Brazil station. Then, dur-

ing the Little Juniata experience in 1873, Melville had

again turned up as Engineer Officer of the Tigress. So now

George could point out to the Department that, both on

personal grounds and in the light of Arctic experience, Mr,

Melville was the man for the feannette. In the end he se-

cured him.

Lieutenant Chipp there was no difficulty about, so far

as the Navy was concerned, nor was there with young Mn
Danenhower, who had volunteered. George was delighted

also to be able to sign on a fine doctor by the name of
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James M. Ambler, who was a Naval Surgeon in rank and

a most skilled and courageous man besides. Dr. Ambler

remained with us in Washington till late in the spring.

About the middle of May a very unfortunate matter

came to light. On the trip around South America Lieu-

tenant Danenhower had told us that he had once been ill

with a brain trouble and had been confined in the Govern-

ment insane hospital in Washington for treatment. He said

he did not believe that he had actually been insane and

that he had been released as cured, but he felt that my hus-

band should know about it.

George liked young Danenhower and thought him an

excellent officer. He had decided to let matters rest for the

time and see how Danenhower worked out during the

months of preparation for the Arctic.

But now Dr. Ambler came to my husband and urged him

not to take the young man, since he feared he might have

a recurrence of his old trouble under the great strain of an

Arctic cruise. George was already harassed with a thou-

sand details but nevertheless he turned his whole attention

to this new difficulty and ordered Dr. Ambler to make a

thorough investigation of Danenhower's medical history.

The result of this was a consensus among the Naval sur-

geons who had dealt with the case that the young man cer-

tainly had been insane once and might well become so

again.

Not wishing to seem underhanded about it, Lieutenant

De Long summoned Mr. Washington Danenhower, the

young man's brother, explained to him the whole trouble

and urged him to find some family reason why Lieutenant

Danenhower should not go, and persuade him to accept a

transfer from the Jeannette. This the brother agreed to do,
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but soon after he changed his mind and with his father

went to the Navy Department and protested that my hus-

band was persecuting the family.

It was a miserable matter throughout. The Danenhower

family now claimed that the young man had been falsely

held in the asylum, that he had been locked in a padded
cell and kept incommunicado and that they had only man-

aged to get him out by going directly to the Secretary of

the Navy and demanding his release. They insisted that

Danenhower be taken on the Expedition without further

question. George appealed to Bennett, who cabled back

telling him to use his own judgment.
The Navy Department now settled the matter by point-

ing out that Mr. Danenhower's examinations for promo-
tion showed that his present medical condition was perfect

and that there was no reason for denying him a position

on the Jeannette. My husband bowed to superior authority

but made the statement that he would never be willing to

give Danenhower command of any party of men leaving

the ship on independent duty. Here the matter rested. As

it turned out, Mr. Danenhower's unfortunate tendency did

not come to light, but when the men of the Jea-nnette put
off from the ice in three boats for Siberia, Lieutenant De

Long did not dare to give him command of one of them

and put the responsibility on Melville instead. Danen-

hower bore this in silence, although he was hurt at being

subordinated to an officer of the staff, contrary to Naval

regulations. On one occasion in a terrible storm he even

saved the boat and its occupants by his skillful seaman-

ship.

There were also several civilians to be added to the

crew. Mr. Jerome J. Collins of the New York Herald was
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selected as the meteorologist of the Expedition and Mr.

Raymond L Newcomb as the naturalist A third civilian,

Mr. Dunbar, an old whaling master, was taken as ice

pilot. The status of these three men was difficult to fit into

Navy regulations. The Secretary found that he had no

authority to detail such officers and suggested that they

should be signed up nominally as sailors, although they

would eat and sleep with the officers of the ship and be

treated by Lieutenant De Long, as he expressed it, as

"members of my official family/' Mr. Dunbar turned out

very well The choice of Mr. Collins proved unfortunate;

during the Jeannette's voyage he became bitterly resentful

against Lieutenant De Long and the others for fancied in-

juries. This bitterness only ended years afterward in a

Congressional investigation inspired by members of the

Collins family.



CHAPTER XXI

THE LAST OF IT

WE WERE at last ready to leave Washington for Cali-

fornia. Among those who came to wish my hus-

band Godspeed was Mr. McKinley. On the way to the

Coast we stopped at Burlington, Iowa, for a short visit

with my sister and her husband General and Mrs. Glas-

gow. We left little Sylvie with them. Before our departure
for the Coast a message came from Mr. Bennett, cabled to

New York and relayed from there, which closed with the

words :

"Regret exceedingly I cannot be there to bid him God-

speed, but hope to be on hand to congratulate him upon
successful return. Tell him I have greatest confidence in

his energy and pluck and I thank him sincerely for his

fidelity to me. Say also, he may push forward to North

next spring with perfect confidence, for if icebound I shall

spare neither money nor influence to follow him up and

send assistance next year, so neither he nor his men will

be in danger. I wish this to be an American success. Tell

him in case he returns next year unsuccessful, which I

don't believe possible, I shall most certainly send another

expedition following year and continue doing so until suc-

cessful, but had rather victory should be his than another's.

Should De Long not return next year, or in fact never, the

widows of men belonging to expedition will be protected
153
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by me. Should like him to tell this to his men upon their

departure/'

The Jeannette Expedition in the end did come to grief,

with the death of its commander and nineteen of its men.

Mr. Bennett was as good as his word and did everything
that a powerful man could do to assist in the rescue of the

survivors and the support of those bereaved. But he never

undertook another Arctic expedition. I think he felt as I

did, that with the finding of my husband's splendid records

of the voyage the objective of the undertaking had been

achieved.

When we reached San Francisco the comparative
smoothness that had prevailed in Washington abruptly
vanished. Affairs, were in a turmoil. To be sure the Jean-
nette was practically ready, under the skillful hand of Mr.

Melville, but other arrangements had lagged sadly. Oppo-
sition to the Expedition had developed among the Naval

men at Mare Island, for they were not enthusiastic about

the Jeannette, or the Expedition. We put it all down to

jealousy and politics and my husband with splendid energy
threw himself into the preparations and turned his back

on criticism and inefficiency.

One of the worst difficulties encountered was in connec-

tion with the food supply. It was essential that the stores

be of the best possible quality, for once out of touch with

civilization the lives of the men would depend upon them

completely. The provisioning of Arctic expeditions had

long been a field for palpable dishonesty; contractors had
more than once palmed off decayed food on them, only to

be discovered after the voyagers were locked into the ice

and beyond help. Both British and American expeditions
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had been plagued with this trouble for years. It had even

become the accepted thing to attempt fraud upon any

group of men who could not help themselves. In the Civil

War the "embalmed beef frauds had reached the propor-
tions of a national scandal.

Lieutenant De Long knew all this and was determined

that it should not happen to him. Consequently he bought
his stores only from the most reputable concerns in the

country and had every shipment rigidly inspected before

it was consigned to the Jeannettes hold. Nevertheless, a

large quantity of canned goods from a firm in New York
was found to be spoiled and had to be sent back. This

caused delay.

An even more serious delay resulted from the failure of

the Navy Department to furnish a vessel to carry certain

supplies and coal as far as Alaska, as had been promised.
The Jeannette would have no room for the extra coal and

provisions required for the voyage until some of the origi-

nal loading had been used on the way to the North. My
husband had relied on the word of the Secretary that a

supporting vessel would be furnished at least as far as

Behring Straits. The instructions he now received from

Washington completely ignored the matter.

"You have been ordered to the command of the voyage
of exploration. As soon as the Jeannette, under your com-

mand, is in all respects ready for sea, you will proceed with

her to Behring Strait to execute the important and hazard-

ous service entrusted to you. In the execution of this service

the Department must leave the details to your experience,

discretion and judgment. It has full confidence in your

ability in all matters connected with the safety and disci-
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pline of the ship, the health and comfort of the officers and

crew, and the faithful prosecution of the object of the

voyage."

There was no mention whatever of an auxiliary vessel.

My husband was much put out. The Jeannette was to have

sailed about July 1st. On the 27th of June he received a

wire from Secretary Thompson stating definitely that:

'The Department cannot send a vessel forward with stores

and coal for the Jeannette. All she can carry will be sup-

plied at Mare Island/'

To start without the extra fuel might mean to curtail

the Expedition by as much as a year's stay in the Arctic.

George telegraphed at once to Mr. Bennett through the

Herald office in New York:

"Jeannette has two years' provisions and 132 tons of coal

on board. Cannot put more in her with safety to cross

Pacific to Alaska although we can load deeper from Alaska

northward. No vessel can be chartered here to carry stores

and Secretary telegraphed tonight he cannot send a vessel

If the U.S.S. Alaska, now here, could be ordered, she could

carry our additional stores, tow us up to St. Michael's with-

out our burning a ton of coal and we would have a start

worth a year to us. ... My orders from Department
leave much to my discretion when I get north but I have

been hoping all along to have this assistance part way."

When Mr. Bennett learned of the refusal of the Secre-

tary to furnish this help, he cabled on June 29th to my
husband to charter any vessel available. Also:
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"Any draft of yours will be honored. Regret exceedingly

Secretary of Navy refuses to send Alaska to convoy Jean-
nette!'

In reply Captain De Long wired:

'Thank God I have a man at my back to see me through
when countries fail."

With great difficulty a little schooner called the Fanny
A. Hyde was finally found to follow the Jeannetfe to St.

Michael's, Alaska. She was a wallowing little tub and

frightfully slow but she had to do. When the Jeannette ar-

rived at St. Michael's she had to wait for the Fanny a full

week a week that might have meant a very different ter-

mination for the voyage of the Jeannette,

There was one more trial to be borne also. The Secretary,

it seemed, was not content with a mere failure to cooperate.

He wished to divert the Expedition in an attempt to find

the lost explorer Nordenskiold. His orders to George read:

"On reaching Behring Strait you will make diligent in-

quiry at such points where you deem it likely that informa-

tion can be obtained concerning the fate of Professor Nor-

denskiold, as the Department has been unable to have

positive confirmation of the reports of his safety. If you
have good and sufficient reasons for believing that he is

safe, you will proceed on your voyage toward the North

Pole. If otherwise, you will pursue such course as, in your

judgment, is necessary for his aid and relief,

"Wishing you a prosperous voyage and commending
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you, the officers and crew, and the object of your expedi-

tion, to the protecting care of Almighty God, I am,

Very respectfully yours,

R. W. Thompson,

Secretary of the Navy/'

My husband was furious. The Secretary had commended

the Expedition to the protection of God but had refused all

help himself. He had even introduced a hindrance. Nor-

denskiold might be anywhere along the whole coast of

Siberia; to make a thorough search for him might mean

giving up the Polar attempt entirely. But orders were or-

ders and my husband accepted them in silence. As it

turned out this diversion was very serious and lost my
husband much precious time. He sailed hundreds of miles

out of his way to Siberia only to learn that Nordenskiold

and his party, intact, had passed by on their way south

early in the summer. I should like to have seen the happy

expression that must have lit my husband's face when that

responsibility was suddenly lifted from his shoulders. Yet

I know that if he had not been sure of Nordenskiold's

safety he would have turned resolutely away from the Pole

and searched for him for years if necessary.

Perhaps if he had he would have come back to me safe

and well instead of perishing from exposure and starvation

in the Lena Delta. My only consolation is that George died

as he had lived, in the service of an ideal If I was the

poorer for it, science was immeasurably the richer and I

am satisfied.



CHAPTER XXII

THE PARTING

rWAS
the end of June, 1879. In a few days the Jean-

Alette was to sail on her great voyage of discovery. In

the Palace Hotel in San Francisco my husband and I

would come together of an evening in our rooms. And there

we would face the inevitable moment of parting.

There was no demonstration about it for I took good
care not to let my feelings get the better of me.

Often on these last evenings I would deliberately take

up a book and read, or else discuss with him quietly the

details of the Expedition. One night as I sat there with an

open book on my lap, I felt George's eyes upon me. He was

sitting opposite me watching me silently.

"I have been thinking/' he said slowly, "what a pretty
widow you would make. If such a thing should happen
don't smother yourself with heavy mourning things; dress

just as you are tonight."

I was wearing a black velvet princess gown trimmed
with black lace and claire de lune beads.

My impulse was to rise and go to him but I dared not

do it. I was afraid the sluices would give way and we might
both break down.

Many times during the long years that followed I re-

gretted not having obeyed my first impulse, but had my
self-control once given way could I have recovered it? If

not, untold misery would have stalked beside us till we

parted and ruined our last days together. Besides, he had
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many details and much important business to attend to

and needed all his peace of mind.

"I shan't be a widow/' was all I trusted myself to say.

And George was satisfied.

Then came the last evening before the sailing of the

Jeannette. When we left our sitting room for the night and

entered our bedroom my husband went straight to the bed

and sat down on its edge. He beckoned to me and when I

went to him he took me in his arms and drew me down on

his knee. My arms went around his neck and my head

rested on his shoulder. For an hour or more we talked

quietly, holding ourselves rigidly in control. Soon we had

lost all thought of ourselves and became absorbed in his

problems. He was weighed down by his sense of responsi-

bility in commanding so many men of his own age. He
knew he must lead them through great perils and hard-

ships, and he prayed for guidance to bring them back safe

and sound. After a time he fell to analyzing his own char-

acter and begged me to suggest anything I could for its im-

provement. I honestly did so. Then I said:

"Now it is my turn. You must do the same for me/'

Manlike he answered, impulsively:

"You have no faults/'

I was displeased with this.

'"You are not as frank with me as I am with you/' I

said.

"There is only one thing that could have made me any
happier than I have been/' George told me. "And that is

if I could have felt that you depended on me for everything
and in every way."

I was stunned and speechless for a while. When I re-

covered myself I said:
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"I am sorry. Had I been so clinging a vine how could

you have left me to myself these coming years? How could

you have trusted Sylvie to my sole care? How could you
have undertaken this Expedition so dear to your heart?"

"I know It, Emma. I know it. It is very unreasonable/'

After a little reflection I understood and did not feel

hurt. If I had only known this before, how gladly would I

have given him that little extra happiness!
On board the Jeannette the day she sailed I had a little

heart-to-heart talk with Dr. Ambler. We had become ac-

quainted in Washington but he had kept quite aloof. I ac-

cepted it as one of his characteristics. Later he confided to

me that he had resolved upon that line of action until he

saw that I was capable of true friendship. As the last hour

approached I said to Dr. Ambler:

"You know how lonely a commanding officer must nec-

essarily be; will you be a companion to my husband and

help him in any way you can? I hope you will all come

through nobly/'
"Please be lenient in your judgment of us," he replied.

"We will be living under abnormal conditions and no

doubt will lose our sense of proportion. Mountains will ap-

pear like molehills and molehills like mountains to us, but

we will try to do our best/'

It was July 8th when the Jeannette set sail. I was on
board and with me Mr. Bradford, who was to escort me
ashore. Just before the ship reached the Golden Gate she

stopped and lowered a boat to row me to the yacht that

was following to take us back to San Francisco. For a few

moments I was alone with the crew and I seized the oppor-

tunity to say a few words of farewell to them. I begged of

them to be good friends, to pull together and to stand by
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their Captain through thick and thin. Years afterward

when Nindemann came back from the North he told me

that the sailors upon their return to the feannette after

taking me to the yacht, rushed to him and said:

"Nindemann, the Missus says you got to stand by the

Captain she says we all must/'

"I have always thought of that message/' Nindemann

continued, "and if the Captain had been my own father I

could not have done more for him/'

My early training at sea had prompted me to talk to the

sailors, and I was glad I did, for they understood me.

Of the actual parting from my husband it is very diffi-

cult for me to speak. I seemed to be in a dream. But Mr.

Bradford remembered it well and I will let him describe it,

through an interview he gave some time later to the Boston

Herald:

"One of the most touching episodes I ever witnessed was

the parting between Lieutenant De Long and his wife and

I know that the pang of separation was heightened by her

regret that she could not share his trials in the heroic en-

deavor for the attainment of the purpose in which her

heart was as much bound up as his. We went out of the

bay of San Francisco with a yacht following us to take

back those who were to return, and not a word was spoken

of the separation momentarily drawing nearer. Finally,

when we got pretty well out, Lieutenant De Long came to

me and said; 'It is time to go/ A small boat was lowered

from the side and manned; he and Mrs. De Long got into

it. I followed them and he then gave the order to 'pull

away/ During that short trip the silence in the little boat

was oppressive, the only sound being the thump of the oars
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in the rowlocks and the swash of the water. When we
reached the side of the yacht Lieutenant De Long pressed

his wife's hand and simply said 'Good-by!' She stepped

upon the yacht and, turning, bent upon her husband a look

in which there was expressed the most poignant feeling,

mingled with a devout silent prayer for his safety and suc-

cess. For an instant he seemed to hesitate, as if for a mo-

ment unnerved by her attitude and look; then, recovering

his self-control, he turned to his men and in a full, strong

voice commanded, 'Pull away, men!' Soon their swiftly

applied oars put him alongside the Jeannette. We saw him

mount the side, saw the vessel bear away and watched her

in silence until she was a mere speck upon the distant hori-

zon, without a word being spoken. Then finally Mrs. De

Long said to me: 'Please let's go below. I want to be alone

for a moment/ I complied with her request/'

The ordeal was over and I craved only solitude. The

people around me seemed to understand and kindly left me
alone. When Mr. Bradford brought me to my rooms at the

hotel his wife and daughter Mamie met me and helped me
off with my things. I threw on a loose gown and pressed

their hands to thank them, but I do not think I said a

word. Nature can be kind as well as cruel and a complete

apathy took possession of me. I threw myself on the bed

and lay there for hours without a thought without a feel-

ing. It seemed as if the end of everything had come.



CHAPTER XXIII

TO THE NORTH

THERE
have been many descriptions of the sailing of

the Jeannette. I was too close to it to view it as a

spectator or to think of it as a grand adventure made more

colorful by the Golden Gate setting from which it started

out for the bleak North. But my husband has recorded it

all in his first letter to Bennett, written a few days out of

San Francisco, and with it his disappointment at the

shabby treatment which the Navy had given him at part-

ing.

"Commodore Harrison of the San Francisco Yacht Club

had all along assured me of the intentions of his Club to es-

cort us to sea, and on the 8th he had six or eight of his

yachts in readiness. Governor Irwin of California and sev-

eral of his staff had a large tug for the same purpose; some
merchants had a second tug and Morrison had chartered a

third. So finally on the 8th at three in the afternoon when
we were ready to get under way we were surrounded by
quite a fleet.

"When I came down to the dock to go off to the ship we
were cheered by quite a mob that had there assembled. The
docks were lined with people and the Bay was alive with

boats of all kinds. It was somewhat a mortification to me
not to see one Naval boat of any kind. Something had been

said about sending the Freda, a fast sailing schooner be-

longing to the Navy Yard, but at the last moment some-
164
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thing or other prevented her from coming. The Navy
Yard tug lay at the dock in San Francisco, having brought
the Commandant down on some business, but she never

made a move until after we started and then passed about

a mile and a half from us astern on her way back to Mare
Island. Just as that moment with the recollection of the

refusal to send a Navy vessel to Alaska fresh in my mind,
it made me think that the Government had shaken us

adrift from the highest to the lowest and left us to paddle

along by ourselves.

"At all events we started at four in the afternoon and

stood out, our chartered schooner, Fanny A. Hyde, and all

the yachts, tugs and small boats in company. Telegraph
Hill was black with people and crowds were on every dock

we passed. Ships dipped their colors to us, people cheered,

whistles blew. When we got abreast of the fort on Fort

Point a salute of 21 guns was fired in our honor and the

garrison gave us three cheers. From this out to the buoy
where we separated, cheers, yacht salutes and whistling

were kept up at a great rate. It was an immense demonstra-

tion and would have pleased you if you had seen it. The
details have no doubt been put in the papers much better

than I could write them, and I will not submit you to the

task of reading it over again. The American Arctic Expedi-
tion was started in 1879 with a good send-off by private

individuals and the fort at Fort Point, while three ships,

the Alaska, Tuscawra and Alert, lay at the Navy Yard

and not a man from the Navy made his appearance/*

I should explain here that Mr. Bennett had planned all

along to be in San Francisco for the Jeannette's departure,

but at the last moment had found he could not come.
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Having expressed his disappointment at being ignored

by the Navy, my husband turned to take stock of his ship

and men and of the objective which was ahead.

"I am perfectly satisfied with the feannette. She is every-

thing I want for the Expedition, but a little small for

all I want to carry in her. We must remember however we
are making her do the work of an expedition that has

heretofore generally required two ships. Our outfit is sim-

ply perfect whether for ice navigation, astronomical work,

gravity experiments or collections of natural history. We
have a good crew, good food, and a good ship, and I think

we have the right kind of stuff to dare all that men can

do. ...
"If everything is all right with Nordenskiold and I hear

of it, there will be no necessity for our going to St. Law-
rence Bay at all. In this case I shall push through Behring
Strait at once and make for the east side of Kellett Land,

following it as far as possible and getting to as high a lati-

tude with the ship as I can before going into winter quar-
ters. If our progress is uninterrupted for some distance I

shall content myself with one landing, at first, on the south-

east point of Kellett Land where we will build a cairn and
leave a record of our progress to date. If the way is clear

we shall no doubt make frequent landings on Kellett Land
and build cairns and leave records every twenty-five nauti-

cal miles of our track.

"Of course you will understand how impossible it is for

us to make any plan when we do not know what we are

going to find. But as you speak of sending a ship after us

next year I must try to give you some idea of how we shall

work. If we winter in a harbor I shall make efforts to get
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further north with sledges in the fall and spring, and as

soon as the ice frees us next summer I shall push the ship
still further, wintering again wherever God lets us. Of
course if we get no harbor this winter and have to winter

in the pack, no one can tell where or how we shall bring up
or where to look for us. In the event of disaster to the ship

we shall retreat upon the Siberian settlements or the na-

tives around East Cape and wait for a chance to get back

to our depot at St. Michael's. If a ship comes up merely for

tidings of us, let her look for them on the east side of

Kellett Land and on Herald Island. If she comes up to

follow us, when she gets to the last of our records on Kel-

lett Land she may be sure we have been drifted off to the

eastward unless otherwise informed. If I find we are being

carried east against all our efforts to get north I shall try

to push through into the Atlantic by way of the east coast

of Greenland if we are far enough north, and if we are too

far south, then by way of Lancaster Sound and into Mel-

ville Bay.
"You may rest assured that I shall keep at it as long as

the ship floats and we are able to stand up. We shall have

quite two years' provisions when we leave St. Michael's and

if we can add any game to our stores, will have enough for

three years. We will hope to keep scurvy from us and to

do well. I admire your persistent intention to keep at the

Arctic business until the problem is solved but I think I

may say without conceit, you will never get any officers

more zealous or desirous of reaching the Pole than the

officers on this ship.

"The men are all able bodied, healthy and enthusiastic.

There is not a sign of disagreement or discontent The

hardships we might all endure were fully explained to them
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and opportunities given any man to get his discharge after

enlistment in case he should change his mind. All the

money they wanted was given them and plenty of liberty

and not one man overstayed his liberty or changed his

desire to go/'



CHAPTER XX IV

THE LONG WAIT BEGINS

AS THE Jeannette disappeared from sight I sank into a

JLJLSort of lethargy. I did not want to do anything or

even to think. But the Bradfords were very kind to me and
I soon realized that I must make an effort to be at least

outwardly normal. They were planning a trip through the

Yosemite Valley and suggested that I go with them. Al-

though at first I felt so apathetic that the incidents of the

journey were of no interest to me, I gradually fell under

the spell of the scenery and participated in its enjoyment.
The first hotel we stopped at was full of wounded; that

is to say, four or five people with broken arms, etc. It

seemed that on a previous stagecoach trip one of the

horses had taken fright from an acorn falling upon him

from a tree. He had precipitated the coach and the other

horses down an embankment and upset the whole party.

Fortunately it was not a very steep part of the road; I be-

lieve there were places in the mountains where one could

look down a sheer 3,000 feet, and where the driver, with

only a few inches of leeway for his wheels, had to use his

whip to force the horses away from the precipice enough to

keep the coach from going over.

A change of scene like this was very good for my dead-

ened state of mind and I gradually began to enjoy myself

again. We walked among the big trees of the Calaveras

Forest and came upon one, a monster with a hollow forty

feet square and twenty feet in height. It would have made
169
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a wonderful ballroom and yet the tree itself was in full

leaf and vigor. Later on a perfect tree was selected and

named for the Jeannette or Captain De Long I cannot

now recall which.

Acres of witchhazel grew on the mountain side and the

air was filled with its pungent odor. Soon the wonderful

panorama of the Yosemite Valley deployed itself before

us. Across the chasm from our elevation El Capitan rose

3,000 feet high as if guarding the valley. Waterfalls, crags,

rocks and peaks followed each other along its sides. At the

bottom a stream meandered through banks covered with

wild grasses and flowers. We spent many hours in the most

picturesque spots while William Bradford did his sketch-

ing.

My father and mother, who had been in Australia,

hoped to reach San Francisco before the departure of the

Jeannette but were unable to do so. On my return from the

Yosemite I found them waiting for me at the Palace Hotel.

Soon after this we started for Burlington, Iowa, where

General Glasgow and my little daughter met us at the

station. I recognized Sylvie's clothes but not her face.

'That can't be Sylvie," I said to my mother.

"Of course it is. Have you forgotten what she looks

like?"

This quite enraged me. Certainly my child did not look

like this. She had one eye completely closed, the other

partly so, and her whole face was badly swollen. She had
been following the gardener at his work and was suffering

from a bad case of poison ivy !

In a few days my parents returned to the East and little

Sylvie (George and I had nicknamed her Dick) and I

settled down in our new home. General Glasgow's property
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was beautifully situated on a bluff about two hundred feet

above the Mississippi River. It was on Prospect Hill,

which had originally been called "Vinegar Hill" because

of its inaccessibility. A deep ravine cut it off from the

main town, but there was a bridge that crossed it and gave
us access.

When fall came and Sylvie was nearly eight, I thought
it time to start her schooling. Accordingly, we chose a new

little schoolhouse quite near us. With great emotion my
sister and I one morning set forth for the school with Syl-

vie in her little white sunbonnet, hoping to leave her there

if she were contented Her teacher met us charmingly and

showed Dick to a seat. Then the lesson began.

"Children/' the teacher said, "the sun rises in the east

and sets in the west/'

Immediately Sylvie jumped up, exclaiming:

"Oh, no, Miss Teacher, the sun doesn't move. The earth

goes round the sun/'

For a moment the teacher was startled. Then she re-

covered herself.

"You are right, Sylvie, but we don't teach it that way/'
From that moment she took a great liking to the child

which pleased me very much.

My life began to flow in a smooth and quiet course. I

knew that I could expect certain letters to reach me from

my husband before the Jeanmtte had passed through the

Behring Strait I knew that I would continue to write to

him in the hope that some of my messages, sent to the

various Arctic outposts, might eventually fall into his

hands. But I did not know when this suspense would end

and I steeled myself for a long, long vigiL



CHAPTER XXV

THE FIRST LETTER

THE
story of the next thirty months in the life of an

Arctic explorer's wife can best be told in fragments.

It is a story which begins with a series of letters from my
husband eager, hopeful letters looking forward to the

great adventure before him. It goes on into a period of

almost unbearable silence a silence which I endeavor to

break by letters which never reach him. It has a tragic

ending but of that more later on.

A little while after I was settled in Burlington I devel-

oped intermittent fever which confined me to bed for over

two weeks. Just as I was beginning to sit up again I re-

ceived my husband's first letter from the North and it

made me very happy. George of course had one great ad-

vantage over me. He was able to write from his heart what
he would not have dared to tell me in those tense moments
before his departure. I had to remain inarticulate as I

knew that nothing I might write would ever reach him.

"At Sea, 450 miles west of San Francisco, July 1 5th

Here we are so far on our way toward the Pole. As we both

truly said, no sooner were we parted than we remembered
thousands of things we wanted to say to each other; in

fact, I have been remembering something every minute
which I would give worlds to have the chance to say. The

only way I can ever get you to know them all is to write
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them down every day or two and wait for my answers until

I get back.

"You have a good idea of the state of my feelings when

you stepped on board the yacht, by comparison with your
own. The full force of what my going away meant struck

home at once. While you were with me it seemed so natural

to see you about me that I could not realize it would not

always be so. Even while we were steaming out from the

city with you on board it seemed so regular and natural

that you should be there that I could not understand a

separation. When we both got into the boat that seemed

all right too, for we had frequently gotten into boats to-

gether, but when you threw your arms around my neck

and kissed me good-by and stepped out of the boat I felt

"as if I had been stunned by a blow. . . , And then I don't

remember anything until I climbed over the side of the

Jeannette. Then I went up on the poop and saw your face

as you passed under the stern and then in a minute you
seemed to be miles away. I could see your handkerchief

and answered it by waving my cap as long as I could make

out anything at all. Then we went below to finish the din-

ner you had commenced with us, but there was very little

eaten all around. There was little or no conversation and I

took an early chance to go to my room.

"All that night we poked along slowly, making four

knots. The next morning, however, it blew a little from

NW and freshened rapidly. I put the ship under canvas

and steam and headed her off so that our sail would draw.

As the wind increased the sea got up and we were so deeply

loaded that it broke over us in all directions. For three

days we had a very uncomfortable time. Seas were break-

ing over her rail all the time and the ship rolled and wal-
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lowed like a pig. Mist and rain made it damp inside as

well as out.

"Collins and Newcomb promptly went under with sea-

sickness and for three days they were as miserable men as

you ever saw. Then the cook got seasick and we had to

scratch around for something to eat. The cabin boy got

seasick before you left the ship and disappeared from ev-

erybody's gaze for three days. The doctor found him in

the port chartroom hugging the lockers, and such a speci-

men! He was just a shadow of his former self, his long

pigtail all in a confused mass of hair flying to the wind,

and looking like a corpse resurrected. We gave him some

chloroform to straighten him up and then made him take

the lee wheel to keep him in the air, for we really feared

he might die. If you could have seen him clutch that wheel

frantically whenever she rose or a sea came on board

with his eyes starting out of his head and his tongue cleav-

ing to the roof of his mouth you would understand the

amount of anguish he was enduring. Yesterday, however,

the weather moderated and everybody brightened up. To-

day we are having heavenly weather, a bright sky, light

easterly air and a smooth sea. . . .

'The ship is, I think, all right. She is slow now because

she is so deep in the water, running along under steam

alone at only four and a half knots and burning about five

tons of coal a,day. For the last twenty-four hours she has

had a light NE breeze and we have made a run of 130

miles, or over five knots, and as we are growing lighter

every hour we burn coal I am in hopes in a day or two of

getting six knots out of her. . . .

"Chipp is as usual calm and earnest. He is always doing

something in that quiet, steady and sure manner of his.
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He smiles rarely and says little, but I know where he is

and how reliable and true he is in every respect. He is

putting things in order and has everything reduced already

to a system. Today when I inspected the ship she was as

neat as a pin, the men nicely dressed and everything look-

ing more like a man-of-war than it ever had before.

"Danenhower does his work well and navigates cor-

rectly. Melville is as bright as a dollar and as cheerful as

possible all the time. We broke a pump rod two days ago.

Some engineers would have wanted to stop the ship a few

days for this or perhaps turn back. Not Melville. He says:

'All right; when we get in I will make you a pump rod or

fifty of them/ I believe he could make an engine out of a

few barrel hoops if he tried hard. He is one of the strong

points of this expedition . . . Dr. Ambler is all I would

have him, bright and cheerful under all circumstances.

During our bad weather he was around all the time cheer-

ing up Collins and Newcomb, holding up the Chinese cook

and facing the music like a man. He and Melville have

christened Newcomb 'Ninkum/ and occasionally I hear

one of them sing out on seeing an albatross, 'Here, Ninky,

quick ! Come and catch a goose !'

"Poor Collins was so sick that he could easily have lost

his mother and not have known it. His puns died out for

a few days but he is getting back to them again.

"Newcomb in his turn deserves mention. He will, I

think, come out all right; he has grit and goes to work like

a little man. He was hardly able to stand before he had his

lines over the side fishing for an albatross and no sooner

had he caught a good one, measuring seven feet across the

wings, than he skinned it and got it ready for mounting. He
knows all about his business and takes all that about
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'Ninky' and his goose in good part, returning to his tor-

mentors quite as.good as they give.

"Mr. Dunbar is as grave and serious as ever. He has

quite a fund of general information which will no doubt

be useful to draw from.

"Cole and Sweetman are just the same as they were com-

ing around. Cole as usual says nothing but stands his

watch looking all around the horizon as if for a wind.

Sweetman looks after the provisions as before and he and

Danenhower have solemn consultations about weights and

measures. Our Chinese steward bothers them both dread-

fully for he gets things no matter how carefully they are

locked up and put away. He seems to feel that he has but

one duty and that is to get all the food he can and put it

on the table. For instance yesterday he gave us some of

that nice cheese which I purchased as a great delicacy

during the winter. It was locked up very carefully but he

got it, cut a good large piece out and placed it on the table

with the pie at dinner. He cannot understand why we
should be economical with a ship full of provisions.

"Nindemann is as hard-working as a horse. The second

day out a hatch fell on his little finger and nearly cut it

off, but he did not seem to mind it The doctor sewed it up
and he went ahead as if nothing had happened.
"The cook is quite a success since he got over his sea-

sickness and cooks everything well except coffee that we
shall have to teach him. With coffee his idea is quantity
and not quality and what he lacks in the berry he makes

up with water.

'The men are first class, happy and cheerful. They have
their musical instruments out every night and play and

sing. There are so many good voices I am thinking of get-
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ting up a choir with Collins at the organ.

"Your picture and Dick's hang at the head of my bed

and my horseshoe hangs over my window. The bouquets
which you forgot to take ashore are still in my room and I

shall try to send you a leaf or two from them for remem-

brance sake. I cannot get it out of my head that you and

Dick are across the cabin in the port stateroom and half a

dozen times a day I blunder into it, with what a disap-

pointment at finding you are not there! Today I read the

Church service and all the Prayers and Lessons carried me
back so strongly to our trip around that when I finished I

fully expected to hear Sylvie say: 'Oh, dear, my legs

ache!' I wonder if I will ever get used to your not being

with me? It always seems to me that I have come away
without something very important and ought to turn back

right away and get it. ...
"I came across the little blue bag you gave me in Havre

in 1868 with a lock of your hair and the cross, so I added

to its contents the little doll I had of Dick's family and

now carry it around in my pocket, as lovesick as I was

eleven years ago. . . . Within a day or two, however,

something has seemed to cheer me up. I realize that I am

engaged in a great undertaking from which neither of us

would have me retreat; that being in it I must make a good

showing and study and plan everything to that end. . . .

If by any mischance we should never meet again in this

world, be assured that in everything, word and deed, you
have always been to me the truest, best and most loving

wife that man ever had, and have always cared for me and

looked out for me tenderly and lovingly, my precious,

precious wife. . . /*



CHAPTER XXVI

ALASKA

THE
next letter was written from Unalaska Island,

one of the Aleutian chain, as the Jeannette left the

Pacific and entered Behring Sea.

"August 3rd Here we are at last, having reached this

place yesterday afternoon after knocking around for two

days in thick fogs among a hundred or more islands, very

incorrectly laid down on the chart (some of them not at

all), and getting mixed up generally. I have seen some
crooked navigation but our experience in getting through
the passes into Behring Sea goes far beyond anything for

difficulties. Our great troubles were dense fogs and terrible

tides. We were never able to see more than three miles in

any direction and then only for a few minutes at a time.

Getting observations was out of the question, for when we
could happily see the sun we could not see the horizon ; so

we had to grope our way along like blind men. However,
we got here all right and here we are until Wednesday the

6th, when we sail for St. Michael's direct, omitting St.

Paul's Island

"We found here the Alaska Company's steamer St. Paul,

which has one hundred thousand seal skins on board, val-

ued at one million dollars. She has collected all the skins

from the islands and is on her way back to San Francisco.

It is a splendid chance for us to send our letters, and a

quick one, for she will run down in about eleven days and
178
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you ought to have my letters In five days more.

"Everybody describes the season as an exceptionally

open one. The revenue cutter Rush, which has just come

south, was as far north as East Cape and saw no ice any-
where. She did not stop there or anywhere on the Siberian

side, her highest point of call being St. Michael's, Alaska.

At that place, she said, everybody was looking anxiously
for us, our dogs, sleds and fur clothing being all ready. Our
schooner had not yet arrived.

"Nothing has been heard of Nordenskiold. The captain

of the revenue steamer supposed he had gone south long

ago or he would have stopped in St. Lawrence Bay to ask.

No communication had yet been had with St. Lawrence

Bay from St. Michael's and no tidings had come, of course.

It is the belief that by the time I get to St. Michael's some-

thing will have transpired.

"August 4th This is a very pretty little place in some

respects. It has a beautiful landlocked harbor surrounded

by hills covered with luxuriant grass and looking as green

as Brick Church. It is quite warm and pleasant. But the

mosquitoes! For the last two nights I have hardly had

an hour's rest Last night I went to bed at ten o'clock and

I assure you I lay awake until half past four this morning

killing mosquitoes by the dozen. I am one mass of bites

from head to foot. I put up my bed curtains to keep them

out but they would get in, and seemed to make the cur-

tains an excuse for not getting out. My bulkhead and ceil-

ing is one mass of smashed bodies. I went for them with

my slippers right and left and finally at half past four I

dropped off to sleep from sheer exhaustion. I was up agaia

at seven for we breakfast half an hour later.

"There is not a white woman here nothing but men and
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natives. There is a church here, a Greek church, and yes-

terday the priest was busy all day marrying people. The
steamer St. Paul had brought down a lot of men from St.

Paul's Island and St. George's Island, who were candidates

for matrimony. They reached here Thursday last, made
their selections on Friday and Saturday, were married yes-

terday and took a stroll to the hill tops in the afternoon.

Some of the men found nothing to suit them and are hang-

ing around in a state of indecision.

"August 9th Finding so much supplies at Unalaska has

relieved me from the necessity of stopping at St. Paul's at

all and we are consequently making a straight wake for St

Michael's, where I hope to arrive on the 12th. The dis-

tance, the way we have to run to avoid shoals, is about 800

miles. By the time we reach port I hope something is

known about Nordenskiold, so that we may go straight

toward Kellett Land. But if not there is nothing for us to

do but go poking over to St. Lawrence Bay for news, and

if we learn nothing there, go along the coast of Siberia to

the westward looking for him.

"At St. Michael's also, we meet our 'consort/ the

Fanny A. Hyde, get our coal and provisions and take on

board our forty dogs, with sleds and drivers. Not until then

will our work seem to commence. Meanwhile our fine sea-

son is slipping away, when we might reach Kellett Land
and push on to the northward.

"St. Michael's, August 12 We reached here this morn-

ing at ten o'clock. The navigation was not so troublesome

as at Unalaska because we had no fog; but the general un-

certainty, owing to poor charts and shoal water, made me
sufficiently thankful when our anchor was let go off this
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collection of native huts and one storehouse.

"Our schooner has not yet arrived and there is no news

of Nordenskiold. The Alaska Company's agent promptly
came on board to welcome us and receive his letters. He
had almost given up the idea of seeing us this year. No
communication has been had with St. Lawrence Bay this

season and he knows no more than we can tell him.

"I confess I am seriously embarrassed. I fully hoped to

find our schooner here and to learn some tidings of the

Swede. I am disappointed in both. I have not coal enough
in the ship to warrant me in going away without waiting
for the schooner and it follows that I must await her ar-

rival.

'This is a miserable place. There are exactly four white

men here and not one white woman. Of the four men one

is a servant, one the agent, one his brother and the fourth

a private in the Army Signal Corps named Nelson, sta-

tioned here for the five years of his enlistment to make and

record meteorological observations. Desolate and cheerless

as the place is, we may yet look back upon it as a kind of

earthly paradise.

"I have got all the natives at work making our clothing

and it is somewhat of a comfort that in one respect our

time is not being wasted. Our dogs and sleds and harnesses

are all ready. These dogs are fine animals, young and ac-

tive, and they took to me very kindly when I visited them

today on shore. . . .

"I don't think I am inclined to be despondent or give up

anything rashly when I have once taken it up. In fact I

believe my resolution increases in proportion to the diffi-

culties thrown in my way. But I felt so disgusted all day
at not finding our schooner here and at hearing nothing
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about Nordenskiold that I have scarcely cared whether

school kept or not. When I realize that all this delay might
have been avoided and much time gained by the aid of the

Navy Department I am forced to say (or rather think)

very uncomplimentary things of our Secretary. . . .

"Perhaps you will think I ought to have hired the

steamer (instead of the Fanny A. Hyde); perhaps so, but

$18,000 seemed a great deal of money for her. And then

there was that supposition that her owners might have

thrown her away for the sake of her insurance. When I

think of the difficulties in the navigation round about

Unalaska I know there would be no difficulty in losing any

ship/'

What my husband refers to is a steamer which was of-

fered to him in San Francisco to carry the extra supplies.

The owners proposed- to let George have her free, except

for expenses and |6,000 for insurance. The "expenses/* it

turned out, would amount to $12,000 which was obviously
one more attempt on the part of the people at home to

make a huge profit out of Mr. Bennett. My husband had

naturally refused the offer.

His letter continued with a description of his "little fam-

ily" of officers and civilians. They were all proving them-

selves good men; the worst trial seemed to be Mr. Collins'

puns, "some of them good and some wretchedly poor/'

"For a while we steadily refused to see his puns and

would all look at him as innocently and inquiringly as

babies when he got them off, asking him to explain them
two or three times over until he finally exclaimed that

our intellects must be weakening in proportion as we in-
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creased our distance from San Francisco. Now, however,

we let him pun away, praising the good ones and con-

demning the bad.

"For myself, I am doing all I can to make myself trusted

and respected, and I think I succeed. I try to be gentle but

firm in correcting anything I see wrong, and always calm

and self-possessed.

"August 18 Our schooner has just arrived and we have

her alongside and shall soon commence hoisting in her

precious cargo. Now that she is here we are up to our eyes
in work and excitement, for I have appointed Wednesday

morning the 21st as the date of sailing for St. Lawrence

Bay. If God will only give us fair winds and let us save our

coal until we are through Behring Strait we may find Nor-

denskiold and reach Kellett Land before the ice freezes us

in."

The prayer was not granted. The Jeannette did reach

the vicinity of Kellett Land (or Wrangel Land), but she

was already in the relentless clutch of the ice, drifting

whither the frozen sea chose to take her.

"There is no doubt about it that we have as fine a crew

as ever went on board of a ship. They are cheerful, good-
humored and ready for anything. There has not been a sign

of a disagreement or a suspicion of a growl Well clad, well

fed and easily worked, they seem to appreciate the easy

places In which their lives have been cast. Being in ports

where it is illegal to sell liquor there is none to be had and

liberty means simply a chance to go ashore and wander

around in the mud and grass. We have set our seine and

have caught enough salmon and flounders to give every-
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body fresh fish nearly every day. When we could get geese

and ducks we have sent a fair portion forward among the

men and have shared alike; when no game is to be had we
eat canned meat in common.

"The Chinese cook is a good cook and makes good bread,

but unless we conclude not to watch things too carefully

and to make no fuss over a stray hair or so we cannot be

happy.
"The cabin boy is simply waste lumber. Under no cir-

cumstances shall I keep him beyond this port. He cannot

speak English or understand it; he has already, by his

stupidity, almost made me grow gray. With it all he is as

childlike, as bland as the celebrated 'heathen Chinee/ He
will spill water, break a plate or stumble over us with a

smile that is almost heavenly. All that he 'is good for is

to aggravate the steward who, though he is his country-

man, pitches into him in Chinese without stint

"Our furs are all being made up into clothing on shore

and we have a very fine outfit indeed. With my usual luck

I have met another man who makes me presents. The

agent here, Mr. Newman, besides giving me his own outfit

of fur clothing, insists on my taking his Winchester repeat-

ing rifle with eight hundred rounds of ammunition. In vain

do I protest that I do not want it the ship owning already
four. Mr. Newman seems to think I shall not be properly

equipped unless I take his rifle, and so, rather than give

offense, I accept it.

"I also organized and sent off a hunting party in the

steam cutter, consisting of Melville, Collins, Dunbar and

the Doctor. I gave them a tent and so forth and they re-

mained away all night, coming back with about a dozen

bucks, and stiff and aching from the tramp and sleeping
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on the ground. The Doctor says he is convinced that man

must take to hard work gradually to get accustomed to it.

I think a tramp like that about once a year would suit him

very well"



CHAPTER XXVII

INTO THE UNKNOWN

' AT SEA, August 22nd I have changed my plans some-

jLJkWhat. On the 20th, while we were hoisting in our coal

and provisions, I made up my mind that the schooner had

about twenty tons more coal than we could carry from

here, and as we have to go over to St. Lawrence Bay, I de-

cided that if we had that amount of coal there to replace

what we burned in going over, we should be better off than

if we left it behind at St. Michael's. Hence I stopped re-

ceiving coal and provisions and got ready for sea, and

last evening at seven o'clock we steamed out of St. Mi-

chael's and are now on our way. I ordered the schooner to

follow us; no doubt she will arrive quite as soon as our-

selves, for she is light and we are very deep. The sea is as

smooth as glass, however, and we are going along very

nicely. The distance is only three hundred miles and I ex-

pect to make the run in two and a half days.

"St. Lawrence Bay, Siberia, August 25th When I got

up in the morning of the 23rd it was to find an unsettled

look in the weather with quite a swell from the northward.

I kept on because we had either to do that or turn back,

and I did not like to turn back. As we got out clear of the

land into Behring Sea the wind freshened considerably,
but we were running along at five knots and I could not

complain. The water is so shallow that a very ugly sea is

raised in a short time, and consequently we had it coming
186
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aboard in all directions. We slowed the engines and eased

her somewhat but it freshened to a sharp gale before many
hours and then we had it lively enough so lively in fact

that I had to lay her to and ride it out. This gale lasted

about thirty hours and then moderated enough to let us

proceed on our way yesterday afternoon, and enabled us

to reach here today at two o'clock P. M. While we were in

the gale day before yesterday one unusually heavy sea

broke on board, struck the front of the cabin on my side,

stove in my window and completely flooded my room. I

was sitting dozing in my chair, when suddenly I was

buried by the sea, covered with broken glass; and every-

thing I had was afloat.

"Our forty dogs are a great item. They are all good
sized and strong and thus far roam around the deck in a

happy-go-lucky kind of way, fighting every five minutes

and seemingly well contented. We have five dog sleds from

St. Michael's, which with the four we brought from Eng-
land make nine altogether. I hired two natives to go with

us as dog drivers very decent, intelligent men and, won-

derful to relate, perfectly clean. I had them rigged out in

white men's costumes and they look very swell indeed.

They live with the men, of course, and their duty thus far

is to feed and water the dogs. The nature of these dogs is

to fight all the time and unless they are beaten they will

not keep the peace at all,

"Before leaving St. Michael's I discharged the Chinese

boy and placed him on board the schooner for passage to

San Francisco; he went on board with the same childlike

and bland smile that has ever characterized him, accepting

the inevitable as a philosopher.

"St. Lawrence Bay reminds me of the scenery in the
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Straits of Magellan, with mountains two thousand feet

high capped with snow, magnificent and solitary. A few

dirty natives, clustering alongside the ship for bread, are

the only signs of life. They have nothing to sell and appear

lazy and worthless to the last degree.

"August 27th The schooner arrived last evening and

we are now hoisting in the last of the supplies and shall

leave at seven o'clock this evening. The weather is beauti-

ful light southerly breeze and smooth sea, and I am
anxious to be off. And yet it seems like saying good-by once

more. However, I am in this thing and I am going to see

it through.
"I have several times interviewed a chief here who saw

a steamer, and I have about come to the conclusion that

it was Nordenskiold's steamer that he saw. When I tele-

graphed the Secretary from San Francisco asking if the

rumors concerning the Swedish Expedition were reliable,

he referred me to the Secretary of State, who telegraphed
our Minister in Stockholm. This last sent word that Nor-

denskiold, when last heard from, was at Cape Serdze

Kamen and was to leave in May. Now the Cape is 130

miles from here and there is a settlement on it. I have de-

cided to go there and make an inquiry and if I find the

Swedes were there and have left I shall push for Wrangel
Land at once. If not, grope along until I find where they did

winter. We have nearly 160 tons of coal and can afford to

steam a great deal yet.

"We shall tow the schooner outside the harbor as we

go. The natives are rather an ugly looking lot and I do not

care to leave her alone with her little crew of six men. I

have given the captain fifty dollars for himself. He has
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waited upon us faithfully. He will carry back our mail bag
as well as our smiling angel of a Chinaman. . /'

George carried out his plan and skirted along the

Siberian coast to the settlement at Cape Serdze Kamen.

Here, to his delight, he had definite news of Nordenskiold's

safety and was at last free to set out for the North.

But before leaving St. Lawrence Bay he had put a post-

script to his letter:

"5 P. M., August 27th P.S. The mail must now be

closed. Good-by, my precious darling, with a thousand

kisses. Dr. Ambler was particular to come and ask me to

send his kindest regards to you.

"With God's help I shall yet do something to make you

proud of bearing your husband's name. Every chance I

have of sending you a letter I shall seize. Do not give me

up, for I shall one day or another come back to claim my
precious wife and child. How much I wish I knew what you
and Dick are doing! May God keep and bless you both

wherever you are and save your love for me. My whole

heart and soul go out to you in the loving embrace and

kiss which I send you. My precious darling, good-by.

Your loving husband,

George W. De Long.
1 '

This was the last word that my husband ever addressed

to me. He vanished into the Arctic ice and for more than

two years was shrouded in mystery.
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LETTERS TO NOWHERE

DURING
the long winter months of 1879-80 I had

no further word from George. But I wrote him many
letters on the chance that they might somehow find him.

One covered fifty-three pages and I copied it in triplicate

so that it might have three chances of reaching him by dif-

ferent routes.

When spring came and vessels began to go north, each

one carried a message from me. That fall they all came back

to me unopened. I kept them, and again in the spring of

1881 sent them north with many more added. This time

they were left at abandoned Fort Conger near Lady Frank-

lin Bay by the Greely Expedition, on the chance that my
husband might pass through and pick them up. There they
remained for eighteen years, and were finally brought back

to me intact.

But George was all these months at the mercy of the

elements. The Jeannette had been frozen into the ice in

September, 1879, within a week or two of leaving St.

Lawrence Bay. From that time on my husband and his men
were helpless while the ice pack drifted them gradually
north and west for nearly two years.

Not knowing anything about this, however, I made an

effort to be brave and cheerful in spite of the mounting ap-

prehension as the months went on. In August, 1880, just a

year after his last letter was sent I wrote him from New
York:

190
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'There is a schooner to sail from San Francisco in a

week or so with the last Arctic mail for this year and I will

send another forlorn hope. . . .

"Little Sylvie is well and growing, a pretty good child.

Her tongue is still the unruly member. She is a Goth I am
afraid like her mother. The bump of veneration is want-

ing.

"I am well but I suffer from nervousness at times, al-

though I always control it. I have made it a point not to be

affected by any newspaper reports I read, as I reason they
know no more about your whereabouts than I do, and

therefore I will hope for the best. If I did pay any atten-

tion to the reports I could not live, for one day they

prophesy the complete loss of the Jeannette and the next

her complete safety. Everybody has something to say and

sailors as a rule are given to croaking, so I put all this to

one side and try to look with hope to the future and have

faith in the certainty of your return. So far I have kept

my word about being brave and strong and I have shown

myself worthy to be an Arctic explorer's wife. My greatest

anxiety is for your success; I know what you would suffer

if you should fail, and I pray and entreat that Nature may
be kind to you and give you a helping hand."

I had been in New York since the middle of June. Mr.

Bennett came over from Europe in July and went to New-

port, where he wired me as follows :

"How long shall you be in New York as I intend to run

down and see you? Hope the silly prophecies of outside

irresponsible newspapers about Jeannette haven't fright-

ened you. I am perfectly confident of absolute safety of
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ship and crew and consider the fact of their not being

heard from is good sign of success."

The Herald's competitors had not been slow to take the

opportunity to state their pessimistic views. It was too

good a chance to miss.

Our old friend Dr. Bessels, who had so wanted to go
North with my husband, came through New York about

this time. He was cheerful as always and assured me that

my husband had wintered in some harbor of Wrangel
Land. None of us knew then, of course, that the supposed
Arctic continent was a little island less than 100 miles long.

Interest in the Arctic, aside from concern for the Jean-

nette, was on the increase. Some of it gave rise almost to

farce. An Army officer named Howgate, I believe, had just

had a bill passed in Congress directing the Navy Depart-
ment to inspect his vessel, the Culnare, and man her with

Naval officers and men. The Department refused to pass

her, finding her not seaworthy, so a scratch crew was

picked up, the Army officers marched on board and started

for Lady Franklin Bay. By the time they reached Green-

land they had had trouble with the ship's engines or boilers

the fault of the engineer, they said. So he was discharged
and another one taken on and the expedition started again

for the North.

Lieutenant Schwatka was at this time still searching for

Franklin's remains in the Arctic north of Canada, while

Commander Cheyne of the British Navy was trying hard

to get his balloon expedition started, also with the North

Pole as an objective. He had made some experiments that

had been partially successful, which led him to be hopeful
of good results. He could not steer the balloons but had to
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trust to the winds to carry him to his destination. His in-

tention was to have started out in the summer of 1880 but

I think he was unable to do so, not because of the failure

of the balloons but for lack of money to sail them.

I told all this to George in my letter and ended it on

more personal matters. But in spite of me, doubt crept in.

"I hear so little Arctic now I actually long to talk to

somebody who understands the subject and is interested in

it. Mama says she hopes to live to see you return as she

wants to hear you talk about it. ...
"I am beginning to feel myself as if it were about time to

hear something of you. I am in hopes you have left letters

behind you, that may be found and brought back. I am

longing for a word from you, for the sight of your hand-

writing, and what wouldn't I give for the joy of seeing you
in person! Let us hope that joy will not be too long de-

ferred and that I will not have grown old and weary wait-

ing.

"This house reminds me so much of you all the time.

At five o'clock every afternoon I have a feeling that you
will soon be home and I must be all ready to receive you,

and I have hard work reasoning myself out of my frequent

disappointments. I often imagine you in your room on

board the ship, seated in your big chair, smoking your pipe

after dinner, all alone in your glory, and I wish I could be

with you to share it and your hardships too. I pray you

may be in good health and spirits and equal to every

emergency that arises. I hope all those around you love

and esteem you and that you will all return friends for

life. Your responsibilities are fearful and I feel for you and

pray they may not weigh you down. I so wish for your sue-
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cess and return with honor and credit; it would do you

good if you could see into my heart and mind and it would

cheer you up in the many hours of despondency and disap-

pointments you cannot fail to have.

"Good-by for a whole year; this is the last Arctic mail

for 1880 and my last chance of sending you any news. I do

not feel as if this would ever reach you and I scarcely know
what to hope. . . ."

During that first summer the Corwin, under Captain

Hooper, went into the Arctic on the same course my hus-

band had taken. She came back with no word and the let-

ters she had taken undelivered.

The ice had closed the Jeannette in its mysterious em-

brace.



CHAPTER XXIX

SEARCH AND SUSPENSE

i MY dear husband, I do so long to see you that I

cannot write properly. I can hardly wait for the sum-

mer to pass, bringing its good or bad news. . . ."

Not the summer of 1880, now, but of 1881. Another win-

ter had come and gone a winter of growing apprehension

and foreboding. For had not Dr. Petermann himself

warned that the second winter in the Arctic is the one

most to be dreaded by those locked in the ice?

During the winter the alarm felt for the Jeannette Ex-

pedition had crystallized and the United States Govern-

ment had decided to send a rescue ship North through

Behring Sea to search as far up as the ice pack would per-

mit. A steam whaler was purchased and christened the

Rodgers. Lieutenant R. M. Berry, an old friend of my
husband's, was put in command. A second party was or-

ganized and sent by land to the Lena Delta in Northern

Siberia. All this was possible mainly because the reins of

government in Washington had changed hands. A Secre-

tary of the Navy was now in office who meant to uphold
the honor of the service and not leave my poor husband

to his own devices.

Mr. Bennett also was as good as his word. He procured
from the Government the services of the U.S.S. Alliance

under Commander George H. Wadleigh, and dispatched
195
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her northeastward to the region between Greenland and

Iceland whither it was felt Lieutenant De Long and his

men might have drifted.

In all of this everyone was most kind and considerate

to me. Mr. Bennett kept sending me encouraging letters

and telegrams; Lieutenant Berry stopped to see me in

Burlington on his way to join the Rodgers in San Fran-

cisco. Everyone assured me that George was all right;

though the Jeannette herself might have been crushed by
the ice the men aboard of her were safe, as the people of

the Polaris had been, and were only awaiting rescue. As

it turned out, members of all three rescue parties finally

did make contact with the Jeannette s men. The Rodgers
was unfortunately burned soon after going into winter

quarters at St. Lawrence Bay, but her commander and

others pushed westward along the Siberian coast and

finally met Melville and his portion of the wrecked Expedi-
tion and continued the search for Lieutenant Chipp and

his lost boat.

But waiting at home was increasingly nerve wracking,
even if I did know that everything possible was being done

to find my husband.

"I have been patient so long/' I wrote him, "for I have

not made one complaint as yet, that it seems almost im-

possible for me to keep it up much longer. Still I will try

my best if I have to be disappointed this year, but I hope
I may not be so tried. And you, how tired and weary you
must be; how out of all patience at your long exile, how
you must long for home and for your family and friends;

what trials and privations you have had to undergo! I pray
you may come out of them victorious and amply repaid
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for all your sacrifices. Dick and I will try to make you

forget them when you return to us.

"I am building all sorts of plans of future happiness
when you return and you are no doubt doing the same;
we must try to carry them out and fill our lives with as

much joy and happiness as this earthly globe will admit

of. . . ."

I tried to encourage him and to encourage myself, too,

by referring again to the little bundle of letters he had

written me two years before. But I was not very successful

at it, I am afraid. That same day I wrote another letter.

"My own dearest husband:

I have already written you three letters

and now a chance for a fourth comes along. . . .

"I have tried to send you letters by every available

means so that whenever you were met you would hear from

your loved ones at home. We ought to be exceedingly grate-

ful so many efforts are being made to rescue you. So many
expeditions are in the field some one of them ought surely

to find you. This is going to be a trying summer (1881) to

us all, anticipating news from you and possibly your re-

turn, and what bitter disappointment and discouragement

if we have to wait another year! Still, I will hope on until

there is no possible ray of hope left.

"I sent you letters last year by the Corwin, Captain

Hooper, and I wrote another long one to be added to those

of the year before and he carried all north with him again

this year. I have written by the Rodgers, which sails in a

day or two; this goes by the Alliance. Who would have

thought when she lay alongside the Jeannette in the dock
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at Havre that she would now be starting North to hunt

you up !

"And now I have written a long letter to go with Lieu-

tenant Greely of the ex-Howgate expedition. He is going to

Lady Franklin Bay and will sledge to Cape Joseph Henry
to look for you, so, my darling, I sincerely trust you will

hear from me and come back safe and sound this summer.

I am feeling nervous today so you must make allowances

for my writing. . . .

"I have sometimes pictured you surrounded by ice, un-

able to control the actions of the ship and disappointed and

worn from hope deferred. I will not dwell on this latter pic-

ture. I have preferred to think of you as happy as it was

possible to be under the circumstances. (How true that

picture was!)
"I hoped and prayed you were all good friends and help-

ful to one another, that no sickness had fallen upon the

little band and that you were all making fine records for

yourselves. I did not expect you to find the Pole but hoped

you had accomplished enough to be successful without do-

ing that. I schooled myself to expect no news upon the

Corwin's return, so that when she did come back, having
reached no nearer than within 25 miles of Herald Island,

I felt no additional disappointment. Some people think

the Corwin might have gone 40 miles further north. I had

hoped the officers might have landed on the Island and
found a cairn erected by you. Many whalers think you
were not able to land there yourself as the current is so

strong it would have carried the ship to the northward,
even steaming against it, and left a landing party in great

jeopardy. This year the Corwin will stop and inquire for

you of the natives on both sides of the Straits."
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I went on to describe how I had met Mr. Bennett at

Newport where he had come with his new steam yacht

Polonia, reputed to have cost $100,000. And how, later, I

had written him of my anxiety about my husband and he

had replied optimistically :

"Have no fears about your husband and his gallant

crew. Should the Government be niggardly enough to re-

fuse to send an expedition I shall do so at my own expense
if it takes my last dollar. I wish I could inspire you with

my own confidence in the safety of the Jeannette. Bennett/'

I also detailed my part in urging the Government to

undertake the relief expedition:

"I wrote to Commodore Whiting asking if any action

were being taken for your relief. He replied that nothing
as yet had been done, that everyone he met was favorable

to the idea, but that the matter would have to originate

with Congress. Just about that time Judge Daly, whom I

had met, wrote a letter to President Hayes showing the

necessity for sending assistance to the Jeannette and ask-

ing him to take steps to cause the passage of a bill through

Congress to that effect. The President sent the message to

Congress and the Senate passed the bill appropriating

$175,000 to fit out an expedition under the auspices of the

Navy Department.
"When the bill reached the House some members ob-

jected to it and refused to pass it because no bill appro-

priating money ought to originate with the Senate. The
session was drawing near its close as it had to expire on

the 4th of March on the incoming of the new President
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Garfield. The time was very short for preparation anyhow
and I cannot express to you how anxious I was. The bill

was tacked on to an important appropriation bill and was

passed with it at the very last hour.

"When I had thought the bill would pass, not trusting to

anyone to look out for your interests, I had written Com-
modore Whiting offering to show him some instructions

written by you in case a ship were sent after you. You put

them in a letter to Bennett, of which you sent me a copy.

"A board was called together in Washington to form

some plan of procedure for the relief expedition. Com-
modore Whiting telegraphed me to send the instructions

to the Board. It simplified matters for them very much,

gave them an objective point and defined the outline for

their plans. They received information from all reliable

sources and obtained a great deal of data about winds and

currents and ice movements north of Behring Sea that

would have been very useful to you, and I wish you could

have had it . . ."

And then, all over again for the twentieth time I told

him the news of Sylvie and myself and the rest of the fam-

ily for the past two years.

"The winter passed quickly in New York. It was a very
severe one everywhere. I took good care of my money
matters, investing all savings and doing very nicely so far.

I hope to make a good showing when you return, as you
left everything to my discretion and judgment. . . .

"I went very little to the theatre; had no inclination

to go, strange to say. I did not enjoy it as I used to when
we went together and you scolded if I chanced to be one
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minute late. You were pretty bad, after all, but I think it

enhanced the pleasure very much. Now you see I have no

one to scold me so it makes it quite dull.

"I also had a visit from Lieutenant Schwatka. He had

returned (from his attempt to find the Franklin records)

crowned with glory, although he found no records other

than Sir Leopold McClintock's, but he left his base of

operations with one month's provisions and traveled for

twelve months, I think it was, living off the country. He

brought back a great many relics and a skeleton. He went

over the ground thoroughly and saw an old woman who
had seen the white men (Sir John Franklin's party) ; he

was told the Esquimaux children destroyed all the records

and log books, having found them and played with them.

The Englishmen must have been very weak and suffering

from scurvy and were unable to hunt. Their provisions

were very bad, it is now asserted, as the contractors who

provided them were regular frauds and cheats. Although
this had been proven years ago the Admiralty still dealt

with them.

"Schwatka did some magnificent sledging all through

the winter with the thermometer wonderfully low

70 below zero, I believe. He very kindly presented me
with a knife, the blade having been made of copper from

one of Franklin's ships. He wanted to go sledging for you
and he told me Bennett would send him this summer; I

suppose that was in case the Government did nothing. . . .

"As Silvie (my sister) expected to be ill in March I in-

tended coming to Burlington in the middle of February,

but on the 27th of January we received word that she had

a pretty daughter and mother and child were doing well.

Next day another telegram told us the child was dead. I
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packed in twelve hours, started out at night with little

Sylvie. A snowstorm overtook us in the Alleghanies but we

reached here safely and just in time, as Silvie was at her

worst. For two months we watched and nursed her; we

could not tell from one day to the next what the result

would be. The doctor has told her since that she would

never be nearer dying again and not die. Just after we

reached here Dick was taken down with chicken pox and

varioloid combined. There was a great deal of smallpox in

town and it can be taken from varioloid, so you see I had

my mind and my hands full. I slept with her all the time

but I was afraid principally that Silvie senior might have

caught it and that would have been the last straw and

ended her. We all escaped, however, and now we are well

again and rejoicing, I can tell you. . . .

"Now my own dearest husband I must close. I have such

a strong feeling that I will see or hear from you this sum-

mer I can hardly wait. ... I have no faith in this let-

ter's reaching you and I suppose that prevents my writ-

ing with the same flow of soul. . . .

"May God bless you and preserve you wherever you are

and bring you back safely and all those with you. Remem-
ber me to my friends of the Jeannette I dare not say on

the Jeannette for she may be at the bottom of the ocean

and you may be struggling for your lives in boats or on the

At the beginning of this letter I had imagined the Jean-
nette held prisoner in the ice. Now as I finished it I saw
her crushed and sunk, her crew battling for their lives on
foot or in the tiny open boats in the Arctic seas. How ac-

curate those visions proved to be! On June 12th, 1881
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the very day I had begun the letter the ship had been

overpowered by huge blocks of ice and had gone down,
while George and his men fled to the ice pack with all too

scant provisions and the three boats. But I could not know
that then, I ended my letter on a note of hope:

"Never mind, darling, I will bear up under any cir-

cumstances and will meet you with open arms however

and whenever you return. . .

"

and with a charming little letter from Sylvie in her own
hand:

"My dear Papa: How are you? I am taking music les-

sons. I like them very much. I go to school here. I learn all

about the cud-chewers and Des Moines County and we
have to draw maps. I will send you my examination

papers. I am trying very hard to surprise you when you

get back. . . ,

"We miss you very much and want you back soon. I

pray for you every night and ask God to bless you and

make you successful and bring you home safe to Mama and

Your loving daughter,

Sylvie De Long/'



CHAPTER XXX

FIGHT! LIVE! COME BACK TO ME!

DE LONG, Melville, Ambler and twenty-three men
reached Lena River September 19th, 1881. Jeannette

lost June twelfth/'

It was on December 20th that this message from George

Melville, relayed from northeastern Siberia to the New
York Herald and forwarded to me at Burlington, broke the

suspense of nearly thirty months. I had been keyed up
for so long that when General Glasgow came back from

town that day with the news I went to pieces. It was two

or three days before I could fully control myself again.

Actual knowledge about George, after the long strain of

conjecture, hope and fear, was like a new lease of life.

The news from the Siberian wilderness went around the

world and a flood of messages of congratulation descended

upon me. It seemed as if a miracle had occurred on the eve

of Christmas.

And yet the news was meager. There was no direct mes-

sage from my husband. It was supposed that, with the ex-

ception of a party commanded by Lieutenant Chipp,
which was lost, all the officers and crew of the Jeannette
were saved. But were they?
A new period of suspense, more intense than the two and

a half years of previous waiting, fell to my lot. During the

next two fateful months I lived in an illusory world and
continued to write to my husband without ever receiving
a word of reply from him.

204
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"December 25th It is almost three days since I heard

of your arrival at the mouth of the Lena River in a piti-

able condition. Bennett kindly telegraphed me that now

you were well and looking after the sick of the Expedition,
but I have seen no such statement in the papers and I think

maybe he did it to reassure me."

If George was safe why had he not telegraphed me him-

self?

"I would so like to be with you, to see you, to take care

of you. I am afraid to think of what condition you may be

in in that desolate country. ... I have cabled you asking

you to tell me how you are and I hope you will tell me

truly, for I am not a foolish woman and will not lose my
head. I have also asked you if you want me to join you at

St. Petersburg. I am not afraid to take the journey. I do

not know the possibilities or practicability of traveling in

Siberia or I would gladly go the whole way to you if you
are still ill or if it is unsafe for you to travel. ... It seems

so unnatural for you not to speak for yourself. I explain it

by Mr. Melville's having sent off his dispatches as soon as

you arrived and before you were able to do anything for

yourself. I am trying ... to wait patiently for news from

my own suffering husband. . , /'

The Jeannette had sunk on June 1 2th. My husband had

salvaged many essential supplies from her and had put
over her three boats. Then he had set out across the ice-

filled ocean southward on one of the most terrible struggles

men ever made against Nature. So came the meager news

from Siberia. All we knew as yet was that Melville's party
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had become separated from my husband's and had landed

and found help. Chipp's boat was supposed to have sunk

with all hands. As for Captain De Long, his boat had

been blown away from Melville's in a great storm, had

landed somewhere in the vast Lena Delta and the party

was now lost all but two seamen, Nindemann and Noros,

who had struggled on ahead and had been found by Mel-

ville in a small native village.

"As yet I have no news from you and it is needless to

say how very, very anxious I am. In my last letter I had

not yet fully realized the situation. I thought you were

with Mr. Melville, well cared for, and Mr. Bennett's tele-

gram, saying you were now well and looking out for the

sick, entirely misled me. The papers do not confirm his

message; they say you have not as yet been found, that

Nindemann and Noros left you all badly frozen and in

danger of starvation. All this forms a dreadful picture for

me to dwell upon, and I do not know whether I will ever

see my own dearest husband again or not. Fortunately at

the first news I did not allow myself to become too elated,

fearing some dreadful disappointment, and it was very
wise. But I do not want to worry you with my anxieties. I

have been really brave all through these trying years and
I will be so still, and hope and expect only the best. I will

try to banish from my mind all forebodings and melan-

choly thoughts so that when we do meet . . .

"How I long to be with you now! I do not see why I

could not travel through Siberia. I think I could take bet-

ter care of you than anyone else and make you well and

strong quicker. . . .

"I got up a Christmas tree for Sylvie and she was per-
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fectly delighted with it. ... We dressed the tree that

night and on Christmas morning when we went to breakfast

I led her into the parlor and there stood the tree in all its

glory with her gold chain and locket . . . innumerable

dolls and trinkets. . . . We looked so few standing around

the tree that bright Christmas morning it was sad. . . .

Let us hope next Christmas . . .

"You will feel happy to know how universal is the in-

terest in the Jeannette and her crew. All my friends con-

gratulate me. ... I have received telegrams and letters

by the dozen. . . . Commodore Whiting wrote me such a

nice letter with his own hand. He has been retired for

blindness since you left and it is very difficult for him to

write at all. . . .

"Mrs. Danenhower wrote me yesterday, so kind and

sympathetic and thoughtful, as she is now very happy hav-

ing had a telegram directly from her son. ... Of course

papers from all over the country have been anxious for

interviews with me, but I very politely but positively de-

cline to be interviewed. . . .

"Commander Cheyne is in this country trying to get

money to start his expedition with balloons. He told me
he felt confident you would return all right; he was going

to look for you on his way. Schwatka is to accompany him.

Nordenskiold starts out on another trip next summer. I

don't want my husband to go off on any more such under-

takings. I want him to stay comfortably at home or I will

surely get a divorce. I don't see how it could be refused me
in justice. . . .

"January 1st, 1882 I begin the new year by writing to

my husband. I am grateful that I can so begin it ... but
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I do so long to have some word from you or of you, to

feel assured you are living even if you are not quite well I

have cabled to Bennett to know if it is practicable for

me to go to you. . . . Maybe you are well; I wish I could

think so. I try my best. . . .

"I have to keep a brave and hopeful appearance to those

around me. I cannot depress and worry them with my
troubles. The first few days I had to give vent to my feel-

ings. ... To Dick I want to be cheerful. She cannot un-

derstand the situation and I do not want her to. ... I do

not think I really knew before how dearly and deeply I love

you, and I cannot understand how it is I am willing to make
such unladylike declarations, for you know my charac-

teristic reserve, but if you are longing and pining for love

and affection as much as I am ...
"It is evening now; I am writing in the library. Silvie

is reading. Little Sylvie is in bed fast asleep, having said

her prayers for her father's health and safety. . . . There

is a blazing fire in the grate, the two dogs are stretched out

on the fur rug in front of it. How would you like to spend
the evening with me? Or is it pleasanter where you are? I

suppose I mustn't tease you not until we meet, at all

events, and I can judge how much you can stand/'

How tragic was that little bit of playfulness ! My hus-

band at that moment lay frozen and lifeless somewhere in

the darkness of Arctic Siberia!

"January 2nd If I only knew a little more of your con-

ditions and whereabouts. This is the time of year to form

good resolutions and I am making a good many, but first

and foremost I am going to give up fretting and am going
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to be bright and hopeful and energetic, so that when the

signal comes from you I will be ready to pack up and
start. . . .

"I suppose you are in total darkness now but you will

see the sun by the beginning of February. How you must

long for it!

'The General has just come in, having been to the post
office. He wants to know how I can find so much to write

you about. ... I have no doubt it is all trash. I cannot

compose a decent letter. I have 'cows' (chaos) in my head

just now, as Mrs. Barril told you her husband had. . . .

When once I hear from you I can write so much better.

"Good-by only for a little while. I hope to see my own
dear husband in a month or two at best, for if you are

well enough you can reach St. Petersburg by March, or is

April the earliest you can get there? I will think March

anyhow for the present. . . . Bennett telegraphed the

Secretary of the Navy no news could come from you for

three months. . . .

"January 23rd A couple of weeks must have passed
... I have as yet had no news from you and it is all I

can do to put my trust in Providence and hope you have

been able to survive your fearful hardships. It is a month

past now that I have been struggling day after day be-

tween hopes and fears, praying God every minute. . . .

My mind is scarcely in a fit condition to write you even

now. . . .

'Three times we have heard from the Lena River; first

about Melville and Danenhower's party and that your
boat had reached the coast. Secondly we heard Danen-

hower and five men had reached Yakutsk and you were
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not yet found. Thirdly, Melville had returned to the

Arctic Ocean, had found your log books, instruments and

four records, but did not find you. He requested orders to

stay where he was with two men, sending Danenhower and

the others home, to renew the search for you in March.

How does he suppose you are going to live until then in

such a country? The Cossack Commandant was to con-

tinue the search in the winter, but every day, every hour

tells under such circumstances. I can only hope you have

yourselves come across some natives. . . .

"I suppose your fate is decided one way or the other by
this time. In the beginning of January I cabled Mr. Ben-

nett asking him if it would be practicable for me to go to

you to nurse you. Bennett answered that he had sent a

correspondent; even if I could have been there in time to

start with him the extra preparations required to protect

a woman against the hardships of Siberian winter travel

would have caused serious delay. . . .

"If I could only be on my way to you, doing something
for you! You who are so impatient can well understand

the hardship of having to wait supinely day after day, not

knowing if those who can are doing all in their power to

rescue you waiting and watching, fearing and hoping. My
dearest husband, I am not giving up. I am only afraid that

if I buoy myself up with too much hope, if a reverse comes

it will be more than I can bear. I had better be a little

prepared. . . .

"January 26th It has been impossible for me to write,

the news we receive is so discouraging. The thought of

what you have suffered if you are saved is heartrending
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and I cannot bring myself to write you of ordinary mat-

ters. . . .

"Sometimes I wish I had listened to no one but had

gone right off and tried to get to you whatever the conse-

quences might have been. . . .

"Only feel happy that your wife's heart is so closely

bound up in you that she suffers in sympathy with you. All

this will be forgotten when we meet again; it will seem

only as a bad dream a fearful nightmare that has been

successfully passed through

"New York, February 3rd I have just heard through
the press that Secretary Hunt has detailed two line officers

to cooperate with Melville in making the search for your

party and Chipp's ... I have read of the record you left

October 1st, which was found by Melville in November.

The latest news we have of you is up to October 8th when

Nindemann and Noros left you. . . . Our only consola-

tion now is the hope that you may have fallen in with

some natives and are being cared for until the winter

passes. ... As to poor Chipp we have no tidings at

all. . . .

"Burlington, February 27th I have not written for all

these long weeks past simply because I could not bring

myself to feel in a proper spirit. . . .

"I know no more about your condition than I did two

months ago. . . . However dangerous your surroundings

are at present I can still trust God and hope a little

longer. . . .

"We had some fuller details of the Expedition and I
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was so happy to learn you had discovered three islands.

At first I was so afraid nothing at all had been accom-

plished and I knew how great your disappointment would

be, but now you have some return for your sufferings,

something to be proud of. ...

"A letter from Danenhower has reached his family; he

sent it off from the mouth of the Lena; it was four months

coming, I could have had a letter from you had you given

one to Nindemann. . . .

"I often dream of you and you seem all right, only sad

and not as strong as you used to be. ...

"Saturday I had a telegram from Mrs. Melville saying

'Hold fast your faith and all will be well. Melville speaks

to you through today's Herald.' I can't get Saturday's

Herald out here until tomorrow, or possibly Wednesday,
so I wish instead of the first eight words she had told me
what Mr. Melville said. . . .

"
Wednesday will be the first of March. Have you any

recollection of what took place on that day eleven years

ago? ... My birthday will be on the 1 1th and I am still

only twenty-two and never intend being any older.

"Saturday's Herald has arrived and it only contained a

cable from Melville I had read before : 'On road to Arctic

Ocean. People will be found. Melville/ How found, we do

not know.

"Oh, my darling! I cannot show you my love, my sym-

pathy, my sorrow for your great sufferings. I pray God

constantly. ... My own darling husband, struggle, fight,

live ! Come back to me !"



CHAPTER XXXI

THE TOLL OF THE ICE PACK

SECRETARY
of the Navy, Washington. Found De

Long and party dead. Found all papers and books. We
continue to search for Chipp.
March 24, 1882. Melville."

My brother telegraphed the message on to General Glas-

gow. "Break the news to poor Emma/' he said.

The saga of the feannette from the moment she had

passed the Behring Strait was now unfolded before the

world. It was a tale of heroism and of martyrdom to

science. The feannette was beset by the ice pack on Sep-
tember 6th, 1879, almost immediately upon entering the

Arctic. From that day on she remained a prisoner. Two
successive winters she spent in her implacable cradle, while

she was carried gradually northward and westward in an

aimless and zigzag course which was the despair of her com-

mander.

The full record of that tragic drift was preserved in the

journals kept by my husband which were found by Mel-

ville and brought home. They furnished the foundation for

the future conquest of the North Pole.

At four o'clock on the morning of June 13th, 1881, the

Jeannette was crushed by the ice and sunk. During the

preceding 21 months the 33 men in the Arctic wilderness

had kept in good condition. Not one had suffered from

scurvy. Except for an eye infection which incapacitated
213
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Lieutenant Danenhower, no serious illness had affected

anyone on the ship. By ordering careful and systematic

exercise my husband had kept the health of all intact.

On May 16th, 1881, they had discovered a small island

which they had named "Jeannette." A party was sent

across the ice by sledge to take possession of it in the name

of the United States. Later on they drifted past, another

island and named it "Henrietta." They were in a region

never before visited by man. The theory that Wrangel
Land was a continent was of course exploded soon after

the start. Clutched in the ice they had drifted around three

sides of it and saw it to be only a small island. This was a

discovery of the utmost value to future Arctic exploration.

Powerless as he was to control his own course, my husband

was nevertheless able to make and record this observation

and many another of first importance to science.

Many heroic feats were performed during the drift in

the ice pack. Many times the Jeannette seemed about to be

overwhelmed by the ice. The huge cakes were ceaselessly

grinding upon one another under the pressure of wind and

current and the little ship was thrust hither and thither

like a chip, sometimes heeled over at a dangerous angle,

at other times raised high above the water underneath.

When at last her time came it was no surprise. Everything
had been made ready for the emergency. Boats and sup-

plies were quickly moved to safety on the ice pack and

Lieutenant De Long watched silently as the stout little

vessel gave up and slipped to her grave hundreds of feet

below.

After three days of preparation the small party of brave

men started for the Siberian coast over the treacherous

pack a distance of perhaps 500 miles. They had with
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them food sufficient to last two to three months; they had

a whale boat and two cutters, half a dozen tents, rifles and
ammunition and twenty-three dogs. The boats were

mounted on sledges and were dragged over the ice wher-

ever it was smooth enough. Many times, however, the huge
cakes were so piled up that the men had to lift boats and

supplies up and down over them by main strength.

It was a journey of magnificent courage. Progress was

unbearably slow because every foot of the way had to be

traversed three times. The loaded boats were so heavy that

they had to be moved forward a little way empty and then

the men had to go back and bring up the supplies. And
after trekking due south for two weeks, my husband dis-

covered with amazement that the party had drifted 27

miles to the north! The course had to be changed to the

southwest so as to cut across the current.

They pushed on until July 29th when they unexpectedly

sighted land. Not knowing its extent, and as this was a

voyage of discovery, my husband decided to land upon
it even if it caused some delay. When they reached the

island they found it large and bold; they named it "Ben-

nett." There the men were thankful to shoot some game
and have a change in diet. And in the lee of the cliffs they

got a few nights of good rest.

And now, tramping through icy water, climbing over

jagged crests in the face of cutting winds and biting fog,

ferrying across sudden openings in the ice and exerting

themselves far beyond their ordinary strength, Lieutenant

De Long and his men crawled southward Their shoes were

cut to shreds. Their rations had been reduced to a minimum

and the only water they had was obtained by melting snow,

brackish with salt spray driven by the wind. Five of their
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number were on the sick list now; many others were too

weak to be of service, The best were none too strong. Yet

day after day they continued to haul the boats and equip-

ment onward, constantly throwing away precious scientific

specimens and instruments, and even clothing, to lighten

the load.

Toward the end of August, in spite of terrible hardship

and privation, the little party at last reached the New
Siberian Islands and were in known territory once more.

Now the method of travel changed, for to the south was

open water. Some 200 miles of Arctic Ocean was all that

separated them from the mainland of Siberia.

The three boats were stocked and made ready. My hus-

band took charge of the first, with Dr. Ambler, Mr. Collins

and eleven men. Lieutenant Chipp commanded the second,

with Mr. Dunbar and six men. Engineer Melville had the

third, with Mr. Danenhower, Mr. Newcomb and eight

men.

For a full month the three little boats sailed the Arctic,

keeping together successfully, weathering storms, fog, snow

and floating ice cakes. But they had nothing left but a few

cans of pemmican meat. Finally they ran into a gale. The
three boats were separated. On October 1st, after one hun-

dred and eleven days of crossing the Arctic Ocean, the cut-

ter commanded by my husband reached the wilderness of

the Siberian mainland at the Lena Delta. Instead of the

native villages which he had expected to find, there was a

single uninhabited hut. The party had two days* pro-

visions, together with some tea leaves and a little alcohol.

Ericksen, a seaman, had already lost his toes, amputated
by Dr. Ambler on account of frost bite. He was now

gravely ill. Six days later he died.
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The tragedy of it was that Captain De Long had made
a perfect landfall on the Siberian coast, expecting to find

a winter village full of natives and reindeer, which was

marked on Petermann's chart as "Sagastyr." But the map
was wrong; there was nothing there. A village unknown
even to the Russians did exist thirty miles to the west but

Captain De Long could not know that. Instead, he pushed
southward, hoping to find the lost settlement. He never

did. Actually, natives did see his forlorn little band from

a distance but stole away, frightened that white men
should be coming out of the north. The Russian Govern-

ment had not kept its promise to notify the inhabitants

along the Lena Delta. If it had, native superstition would

not have prevented my husband from being rescued.

As Captain De Long pushed desperately southward in

search of help, his men began to die of hunger and ex-

posure. On October 9th, retarded by the sick and dying, he

sent ahead two of his best men, directing them to find a

village which his chart showed should be only twelve miles

away. These were Nindemann and Noros. For two weeks

the half starved pair pushed on; finally they sank down to

rest in an abandoned native hut. They were too weak to

go on. Then, on the 23rd, a native found them there, but in

spite of all their efforts they could not make him under-

stand that twelve others were back there on the frozen

tundra and that he must go and rescue them. Instead, the

native took Nindemann and Noros to the village of Bulun

not twelve miles as they had supposed, but seventy-

five!

Both men were near death now from starvation and

exposure. They could only sink upon the crude beds the

natives gave them, and rest. It was here that Melville and
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his party found them, after landing further east on the

Lena Delta and falling in with natives at once.

Melville started back northward immediately to rescue

De Long. But Nindemann and Noros could give him only

the vaguest description of where they had left Lieutenant

De Long and the others. And the Arctic winter had already

closed in upon one of the most desolate and frigid parts

of the world.

Meanwhile my husband and his men were making every

effort to follow Nindemann and Noros southward. Between

October 16th and 30th one man after another died until

only three remained Dr. Ambler, the Chinese cook Ah
Sam and my husband. The diary that he kept told of his

ministering to his men, with the Doctor's help, and los-

ing them one by one. Their food was all gone now and they

were eating the last bits of sealskin from their boots.

Dr. Ambler also kept a faithful diary up to the end, and

in it was found a letter which he must have written at the

last. It was addressed to his brother:

"I write these lines in the faint hope that by God's

merciful providence they may reach you all at home. I

have myself now very little hope of surviving. We have

been without food for nearly two weeks, with the exception

of four ptarmigans amongst the eleven of us. (Two men
had already died when he wrote.) We are growing weaker;
for more than seven days we have had no food of any kind.

We can barely manage to get wood enough now to keep
warm and in a day or two that will be passed. I write to

you all, my mother, my sister, brother Carey and his wife

and family, to assure you of the deep love I now and have

always borne you. If it had been God's will for me to have
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seen you all again I had hoped to have enjoyed the peace

of home living once more. . . ."

Melville's boundless energy and valor could not break

through the barriers of the coldest region on earth. Al-

though he found one of the camps of my husband's party,

and recovered the journals that Lieutenant De Long had

left there, he did not find a trace of the men themselves,

and was forced through sheer exhaustion to return to the

settlement to get rest and help for renewed search in the

spring.

At the first possible moment, however, he returned to

his task, and late in March at last came upon my hus-

band's final camp. The three men lay around the remains

of their last camp fire. My husband's arm was extended

behind him as though he had tried to throw something be-

yond reach of the flames. Sure enough, when Melville dug

away the snow he found the Ice Journal. With tears in his

eyes he turned to the last page:

"October 30. Sunday, 140th day.

Boyd and Gortz died during the night. Mr. Collins dy-

ing-'

Those were the last* words my brave husband ever

wrote. Death had ended his faithful record in the middle

of a sentence.

*Note: The page opposite the last entry was torn from the book, and
Melville tried to find it for he firmly believed it carried a message to me.

No doubt the Siberian winds had snatched it from my husband's grasp.

It was never found.
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AFTERMATH

WHEN
the news reached me after months of pro-

found anxiety it was as if the seas had closed over

me. I longed for peace and solitude. I wanted to be let

alone, to talk to no one, to feel nothing. The shock now
was not as severe as when Melville's first message had

come. Instead, I seemed to face oblivion.

But from all directions came calls that I could not leave

unanswered. My husband had been a public servant and I,

as his widow, must carry on in his place till the saga of the

Jeannette should be finished. For a little longer I must hold

up my head and fight.

First came the Naval Court of Inquiry a proper and

necessary procedure in the case of the loss of any ship of

the Navy. For my husband's protection I had to gather
information on the Expedition from all available sources.

Second, there was my natural desire that the remains of

those men who had so nobly perished in the far north

should be brought home to their people and buried in

their own country. This must be brought about by my own
efforts. I could not rely upon others to do it. .

Third, a Congressional investigation, utterly unwar-
ranted and uncalled for, had to be met and my husband's

memory vindicated.

Fourth, my husband's journals and diaries had to be

edited and published so that the work of his life might not

be lost to the world.

A task of two years, all of this, before I could seek the
220
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peace and privacy I so deeply craved.

Many letters came that encouraged and sustained me
during these trying days. Of these perhaps that of Henri-

etta N. Greely, whose husband was at that time away in

the Arctic, best reflects the kindness contained in them all :

"It is impossible, my dear Mrs. De Long, that anything
I can write will bring you any comfort when only One in

all Heaven or earth can help you. Each letter you receive

must now only open afresh your wound, but in the time

to come these proofs of the sympathy and love of friends

may be grateful to you and I must send you a word of

sympathy for I am so full of sorrow for you. Only when
the terrible news came did I realize how earnest had been

my interest in the search and how against all hope I had

hoped. I know you will be able to endure because you have

a child to live for and you are so unselfish."

Mr. Melville had found the bodies of my husband and
eleven of his companions, after a long search and great

hardship, late in March. Two months after this he cabled

the Navy Department that he had built a stone cairn there

upon a bluff overlooking the bleak Lena Delta and had
buried the men in it, erecting a cross above it with the

names of all inscribed. This had completed Melville's last

sad task in connection with the Expedition and he had
asked for permission to return home.

But I could not reconcile myself to the thought of the

lonely cairn on the Lena Delta, where my husband and his

companions rested. I longed to have them brought home,
and so I appealed directly to Mr. Chandler, Secretary of

the Navy:
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'There was but one slight consolation that I anticipated

in my dreadful bereavement, and that was to be able to

bury my husband where I myself might sometime be laid

and where I could at least care for the spot that held him.

"I have done everything in my power to bring about my
desire but have apparently failed. Therefore I appeal to

you; cannot you, will you not send an order to Mr. Mel-

ville or Lieutenant Harber to bring back Mr. De Long's

remains?"

The following day Mr. Chandler appointed a Board of

three officers to consider and report on the subject of trans-

porting the bodies to the United States. The Board decided

that the best time for removal would be when the condi-

tion of the ground in Siberia was favorable for sledging

operations and the remains could be safely carried by deer

trains and horse sledges to Orenburg, a distance of about

4,700 miles, and from there by rail to St. Petersburg, where

final preparations could be made by thawing and embalm-

ing them.

There was great delay in getting the permission of the

Russian Government for the removal. One of the difficul-

ties advanced was the superstition of the natives of the

territory to be traversed, against the bodies of the dead

passing through their midst. They feared some vague ca-

lamity to themselves and their property some infection,

perhaps. For the moment my hopes were defeated.

In the meantime a very unpleasant thing had happened.
When Mr. Melville had reached civilization in Siberia dur-

ing the winter he had notified Mr. Bennett of the fact. Mr.

Bennett had immediately directed that everything be done
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to help in the search for Lieutenant De Long, that money
should be no object and that men should not be lacking.
He had sent as his personal representative, and inciden-

tally as the correspondent of the Herald, a Mr. J. J. Jack-

son, at the time stationed in St. Petersburg. Mr. Jackson
had gone north under instructions from Mr. Bennett to

assist Melville, but had considered himself primarily a

newspaper man in pursuit of a story. An artist, Larsen, in

the employ of two English pictorial papers, accompanied
him in case there should be any material worth picturing

in the newspaper.

During the late spring Melville had met Jackson and his

assistant by chance and was surprised to find they had

with them the seaman, Noros, whom he had long since

ordered to return to America. Noros, he found, had been

permitted by the Navy Department to return to Siberia

with Jackson.

What happened thereafter caused me great pain, partic-

ularly as I was powerless to prevent it. It was done entirely

without Melville's knowledge and made him furious. Jack-

son and Larsen, with Noros to guide them, had found the

cairn there on the Lena Delta. They had opened it and

dragged out the bodies of my husband, Dr. Ambler and

Mr. Collins. Larsen had sketched them and Jackson had

searched them. He^daimed afterward that he was looking

for additional notes or papers which he hoped to use in

articles for the Herald. He was specially anxious to find

any material that his colleague Collins might have had on

him. If Jackson had told Melville what he sought the en-

gineer would quickly have convinced him there was noth-

ing to be found; but he told Melville nothing, nor asked
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for his help. He simply went ahead with his desecration.

He found nothing on Collins but a cross. Then, hastily re-

placing the bodies and closing the tomb, he returned to

St. Petersburg where he obtained permission from Secre-

tary Hunt to read my husband's journals which permis-

sion the Secretary had no right to give. Then he expanded
his notes into a series of articles. The first I knew of them

was when the material began to be printed from day to day
in the Herald. Larsen's drawings, however, were never

used.

I immediately protested to Mr. Bennett who took my
part entirely and stopped the printing of the story at

once.

Then, before anything could be done to guard the cairn,

relatives of Mr. Collins had it opened a second time and

Mr. Collins' body removed, without the permission of

anybody whatever, and sent to Yakutsk.

I was deeply hurt by the desecration, for I felt that if

anyone outside the Navy had a prior right to the bodies of

the dead it was myself. My indignation was heightened by
the fact that, try as they would, neither Secretary Chandler

nor the United States Minister to St. Petersburg could get

permission to remove the bodies, although one of them

had been taken already, without it.

While this was going on the Naval Court of Inquiry was
in process of organization and the matter of determining
the actual facts of the Jeannettes tragedy devolved upon
us. The newspapers had not been silent; ever since the

news of the disaster had come there had been criticism on
all sides. Irresponsible reporters undertook to pass judg-
ment upon the wisdom of the Expedition, the competence
of Lieutenant De Long and the adequacy of his ship. No
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doubt it was all inspired by rivalry with the New York
Herald. At any rate, by the time the Inquiry opened it had
become necessary not only to determine the simple facts

but to clear my husband's name of obloquy as well.

Mr. Melville returned in the summer and I quickly got
in touch with him. He had never liked newspaper men and
his meeting with Jackson in Siberia made him furious. His

homecoming, too, was embittered by the fact that he was
under even more serious criticism than my husband. He
was accused of not making proper effort to find and save

De Long and Collins until it was too late. This of course

was false, as he had risked his life in the midst of the

Arctic winter for that very purpose and had been defeated

by circumstances beyond his control.

Even Jackson gave Melville his due of courage. 'There

is one thing about him," he wrote to Bennett; "he feels

strong enough to bear all his sins himself, and I give him

credit for that." Mr. Melville, indeed, did not hesitate to

speak in his usual vivid language in defense of my hus-

band or himself.

"Believe me/' he said to me in a letter, "I will stand by

you and De Long while I have a piece of ice to stand on,

and if the Court will do me justice I will clear him of all

things." And he did. Stoutly he defended my husband from

the first, cutting through the sophistries of unfounded ac-

cusations on every hand. Melville, like my husband, was a

fighter. Nothing angered him more than to be annoyed by
the prickings of uninformed and disaffected outsiders.

The result was that the Naval Court, under Commo-
dore Temple, after an exhaustive investigation and exami-

nation of the survivors, completely exonerated everyone

and gave only praise to the Expedition :
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"In view of the long and dreary monotony of the cruise,

the labors and privations encountered ... the general

conduct of the personnel of the Expedition seems to have

been a marvel of cheerfulness, good fellowship and mutual

forbearance. Special commendation is due to Lieutenant

Commander De Long for the high qualities displayed by
him in the conduct of the Expedition/'

*

The reference to my husband's higher rank is explained

by the fact that his promotion had come during his ab-

sence.

And with this exoneration it seemed that the bad luck

which had surrounded us for so long had been broken, for

at last the Russian Government gave its consent to the re-

moval of the bodies to America. The Czar very kindly or-

dered a special car for the transportation of the Jeannette's

dead through his dominions and also through Germany. In

the middle of the car were sliding doors. At all towns and

cities where it rested the doors were pushed back and peo-

ple came and deposited their offerings upon the caskets.

Mr. Bennett sent me a small oil painting of the car when

opened at Moscow, showing upon my husband's coffin a

beautiful silver wreath on a black velvet cushion. It had
been presented by the French colony in Moscow; I have it

now. Many beautiful and durable offerings of flowers made
of china with metal leaves on black frames, and also

wreathes of immortelles, were brought back to this coun-

try. All along the route great interest was shown and from

Germany came many testimonials of sympathy and es-

teem.

*
Judge Advocate Lemley told me the Jeannette's Log was the cleanest

Log that had ever come into the Navy Department.
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At last after the long journey through Siberia, Russia

and northern Germany and then across the ocean, the re-

mains reached New York in February, 1884, and were de-

posited in a building in the Navy Yard at Brooklyn.



CHAPTER XXXIII

WOODLAWN

COMMODORE
UPSHUR, in command of the Navy

Yard, and Mrs. Upshur invited me to spend the night

with them. When I reached the Commandant's house Mrs.

Upshur met me and took me at once to my room. I was

very tired and weary and she said:

"Let me help you off with all those heavy mourning

things. Put on your white negligee and take a rest and

relax."

Hardly had I made the change when a rap came on the

door. The Commodore was there.

"Mrs. De Long, a number of very distinguished men are

downstairs who have come, some of them from foreign

countries, to do homage to your husband. They are asking
to see you to extend their sympathy."

I looked down at my white dress and both he and his

wife exclaimed:

"No, no, you need make no more effort. Stay just as you
are." And the Commodore added: "I will bring them up
and you can receive them right here."

And so it was. I felt the honor was really intended for

my husband and should be appreciated by me. Somehow,
spontaneously, appropriate words came to me when I re-

plied to each one for his very kind and sympathetic ex-

pressions. Strange things like this happen in life when one
transcends one's self. Then for a few hours I rested alone.

After dinner the Commodore took me over to the build-
228
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ing and left me with my dead. The order had been given
that whatever I wished should be done, and men were sta-

tioned there ready to open the coffin if I so desired. Natu-

rally enough, I had wanted to look upon my husband but

I felt that under the same circumstances I would not have

wished him to look upon me. The order was not given.

I remained there quite a long time with my forehead

resting against the coffin. Before I left I had brought back

my husband's image, strong and well as he had looked

when we parted nearly five years before. Then the comfort-

ing thought came that henceforth, to me, he would be only
absent. No longer was I a crushed woman; I was a woman
militant

The next day, February 23rd, the procession was formed

at the Brooklyn Navy Yard and the bodies were taken to

the Church of the Holy Trinity where the services were

held. From there the procession continued on to Woodlawn
in the Bronx and the remains were interred. There were

six bodies my husband's and those of five members of the

crew whose relations had not claimed them. I felt it was

fitting that they should lie with their commander, since

they had all perished together.

The following day the New York Herald gave a simple

and dignified account of all that happened on that last

journey. I will quote parts of it here and with it a few of

the inspiring words that Bishop Potter spoke in his sermon.

"In the rain and sleet which pelted down from the leaden

skies a throng gathered before the mortuary chamber in

the Brooklyn Navy Yard early yesterday morning. Within

the wall of flags which surrounded the flower laden casket

and catafalque stood the living survivors of the Jeannette
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beside their dead. Melville, Danenhower, Noros, Ninde-

mann and Tung Sing were there to assist in the last trib-

utes to those whom they had known to be true to their God
and country in the supremest hour of peril, with no voice

to cheer and no eye to pity. People came in, looked upon
the scene and went away in a softer mood.

"Suddenly there was a long deep roll of drums, and a

battalion of marines, headed by a band, marched up to

the building and came to a halt, facing the draped door-

way. Then a company of weatherbeaten bluejackets from

the Minnesota filed into the death chamber and groups of

Naval officers crowded around the entrance. The flowers,

which almost hid the caskets from sight, were removed,

and as the sailors lifted the remains the band played a

solemn march and the troops presented arms. The caskets

were placed in two large wagons which were draped in the

national colors, and were driven to the dock, followed by
the survivors, the pallbearers and the marines. The spec-

tators bared their heads to the rain as the cortege passed.

Commodore Upshur, accompanied by Mrs. Upshur, Mrs.

De Long and her little golden haired daughter Sylvie,

followed in a closed carriage. At the dock the remains

were carried on board the tug Nina and laid on the

deck. Rain beat down upon the flags that covered the

coffins and a canopy was hurriedly erected to protect them,

A cordon of sailors guarded the space surrounding the

bodies. A score of Naval officers were grouped about and
the marines crowded the bows. Mrs. De Long and her

escort went on board the tug Catalpa and the two vessels

started for New York, the guard on the Colorado giving a

parting salute.

"As the remains were borne across the river all the ships
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within sight dipped their colors and the steamboats tolled

their bells. On the dock at Twenty-third Street a great

multitude waited patiently in the rain and scores of car-

riages blocked the streets. Seven hearses stood in line on

the pier and a military line was stretched from the dock

westward, the marines resting on the right and a regular

Army battalion on the left. Opposite were two ranks of

Army and Navy officers flanked by a platoon of police.

When the Nina reached the pier the bodies were carried by
sailors between two ranks of bareheaded pallbearers and

at the sight nearly every spectator uncovered. Then as the

hearses moved forward slowly the troops presented arms,

the band burst out into a dirge and the order was given

for the procession to move.

'The route was through Twenty-third Street to Fifth

Avenue, up Fifth Avenue to Forty-second Street and east-

ward to the Church of the Holy Trinity on the corner of

Madison Avenue. Flags were at half mast all along the

line. When the first hearse turned into Madison Avenue it

was met by an assemblage of several thousand spectators.

"Within the church sat a representative assemblage.

Row after row of Naval officers in handsome uniforms

were ranged in pews on the right. On the other side of the

aisle, Mrs. De Long and her little daughter sat with bowed

heads. ... A number of Chinese friends of poor Ah Sam

occupied pews in the rear.

"Just before eleven o'clock Bishop Potter and his two

assistants appeared within the chancel. The solemn strains

of the dirge played by the marine band in the street swelled

through the edifice as the clergymen walked slowly down

the aisle and stood near the entrance. A moment later the

bodies of the heroes were carried into the church by sailors
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and the Bishop headed the impressive procession,

'The caskets were placed upon catafalques arranged in a

half circle at the chancel railing, the body of De Long rest-

ing in the center, with his coat, epaulets, chapeau and

sword upon it. The flag which the Jeannette carried until

she sank in the Arctic Sea, and which had covered the

bodies of the heroes who were buried in Siberia, was

wrapped about the Commander's bier. . . .

"In the course of his sermon Bishop Potter said:
"

'It was not what they went out to find for commerce;

it was not the treasures of knowledge that they brought us

or might have brought us; it is the treasure of a heroic

example these men lying here in their caskets today offer

to you and to me for our imitation, in the midst of a world

in which heroism has so few opportunities.
"
'Over them all was a young, heroic commander, wise

above his years, with a warm enthusiasm, with a vigilance

untiring, with a patient forecast and thoughtfulness which

seems to have left no contingency out of account. Today
we are here to thank God for the example of this man who
illustrated such a tenacity of purpose, such a reserve of

power, such an absolute fidelity to duty, such heroic pa-
tience under hardship. Amid snows and a waste of waters

he looked into the open sky and knew God was watching
him and guarding him. It is these elements in the life of

this commander that we ought to bind together today and

lay upon his grave as an enduring memorial of his virtues.
"
'Let no one of us for one moment hold back our hand

from any enterprise that shall give to youth and courage
and the spirit of self-sacrifice a noble field. As the world

looks out upon us today what is the question that it most

of all asks us Americans? It is this: is the spirit of the
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fathers dead in the breasts of the children or not? Is that

which made Washington great, and made those who were

with him great, a vanished memory? Or can it live anew
in the breasts of their children's children? We point this

morning to these our brothers who fell upon no field of

victory, as the world counts victory, and we say, Here is

our answer to that challenge/
"

After the benediction the sailors marched up to the

chancel rail and carried the bodies out to the hearses, fol-

lowed by the pallbearers and survivors of the Expedition.
The troops again presented arms, the band resumed its

moving strains and the procession marched into the Grand
Central Station through the gate at Forty-fifth Street. The
caskets were saluted as they were placed in the funeral car

one by one. Then the pallbearers, mourners and officers en-

tered the rear cars and the train moved slowly out of the

depot.

"It began to snow as Woodlawn was neared and by the

time the train arrived the ground was covered with a light

mantle of white. The procession again formed at the depot

including fifty graduates from the schoolship St. Mary's;
three or four hundred persons followed on foot up the hill

to the cemetary.

'The seven graves were on Chapel Hill. The marines

and graduates drew up in line beside them and Mrs. De

Long accompanied by her relatives and Commodore Up-
shur stood underneath an awning. Rev. Dr. Flagg of Grace

Church then advanced to the grave of Lieutenant Com-
mander De Long to read the service. The seven bodies were

lowered into the graves. Engineer Melville stood beside
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the grave of De Long and Lieutenants Danenhower and

Scheutze, seamen Nindemann and Noros and Charles

Tung Sing advanced toward the other graves. The men
uncovered their heads. . . .

"Then Engineer Melville advanced and threw in the

first spadeful of earth; the other officers and men did like-

wise. Everyone stood silently; the rattle of earth upon the

coffins was almost startling in the stillness as the snow-

flakes slowly fluttered into the open graves,

"Colonel Haywood of the marines gave a word of com-
mand and his battalion brought their rifles into position

and, pointing them above the heads of the people, fired a

parting salute. The smoke almost hid them from sight, and

before it rolled away two more volleys were fired.

'This was the last solemn farewell to the brave men who
had been laid at rest."



CHAPTER XXXIV

CONGRESS AND A BOOK

DURING
these last weeks I had been very exalted and

had kept myself under rigid control to meet all

emergencies. So, when the funeral ceremonies were over I

felt I could relax and bring myself back to normal.

But no such relief was possible. Congress had suddenly
interested itself in the Jeannette and there was an Inquiry
to be faced. An Inquisition might have been a better term.

It was not planned as an inquiry but as an attempt, for

reasons of pure personal animus, to smear the good names
of my dead husband and Engineer Melville.

I had been severely tried during those five years, but

this was the last straw. Even today, after fifty-five years,
I have to hold myself rigidly in check as I recall it.

As I have related already, there had been a perfectly

proper Court of Inquiry held, as in all cases of the loss of

a Naval vessel, by Naval officers competent to judge. This

I accepted as necessary and right. All relevant matters had
been gone into then and a careful and painstaking conclu-

sion reached. It had been perfectly satisfactory to me. But
now a certain Dr. Collins brought accusations against my
husband for alleged persecution of his brother Jerome, the

meteorologist who had died beside Lieutenant Commander
De Long in the Lena Delta. So determined was Dr. Collins to

make trouble that he succeeded in bringing about an Act of

Congress authorizing an investigation of backstairs matters

aboard the Jeannette matters which the regular Court
235
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could not admit to argument. He sought to prove that Mr.

De Long had disliked Jerome Collins from the first, had

treated him unfairly throughout the cruise and had delib-

erately and unnecessarily caused his death at the end. He
even charged that my husband's journals had been written

in competition with Collins' for possible future publica-

tion.

It was all palpably absurd. There was only one vital

matter the question of Captain De Long's right to disci-

pline Collins for insubordination. The rest was trivial,

puerile an attempt to make capital out of the ordinary

differences that would occur at home or on shipboard if

a certain number of persons were shut up together for two

long years under nerve wracking conditions of fear, uncer-

tainty and constant danger.

I am convinced that had they all returned alive they
would have forgotten their grievances, real and imaginary,

and laughed over them together. It was the tragic ending
that made the relatives of Jerome Collins so abnormally
sensitive that they became incapable of grasping the real-

ities of the situation. As Collins had been a newspaper man
his brother found it easy to interest the press, which im-

mediately began to air his mistaken idea of persecution

and exerted enough influence to bring about the Congres-
sional investigation. Then newspapers inimical to Mr.

Bennett added their bit, and the politicians, hoping to find

something or anything against the Republican Navy De-

partment, chimed in. With my husband at rest at Wood-

lawn, I became the victim.

The case hinged upon a single point of discipline which

Captain De Long had imposed on Collins for insubordina-
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tion. A complete statement of this was contained in a let-

ter to the Navy Department found among my husband's

papers in Siberia. Collins had repeatedly refused to go onto

the ice from the Jeannette to take the exercise which Cap-
tain De Long had prescribed for all hands. Again and

again my husband had reminded him of his disobedience

and finally had been forced to reprimand him for it, Col-

lins became disrespectful and then openly insubordinate.

In his position as commander my husband had full au-

thority to court martial Collins or any other member of

the crew for sufficient cause, but he did not deem it wise

to punish him in this way under the trying circumstances

caused by the ice. So he merely suspended Collins from

duty and reported the whole matter"in his letter to the De-

partment, asking that the meteorologist should be dealt

with in Washington upon his return. From that time on

Collins became sullen and uncooperative and considered

himself persecuted and disliked, which, of course, was

nonsense. But it was more than enough for a Congressional

investigation.

Again, then, in April, 1884, I buckled on my armor and

said to my father:

"Will you come with me to Washington?"

"My poor child, what can you do? You are only a

woman and must resign yourself/'

"No," I said. "I shall not resign myself/'

I am carefully trying not to say anything here that is

unjust to the people who were subjecting me to unneces-

sary torture and outrage. In writing of this now at my
great age, the tears are streaming from my eyes; but at

that time I did not shed a tear. I can truthfully say that
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for the five weeks that the Inquiry lasted I was a disem-

bodied spirit. The only consciousness I had of my body
was that I must keep it nourished so that it would serve

my mind.

The Inquiry was held at the Capitol. Judge Buchanan,

Captain Boutelle and Mr. McAdoo were the three mem-
bers of the Court. Late on a Friday afternoon the charge

was brought up that Captain De Long had caused the

death of Jerome J. Collins because, had he given this gentle-

man his liberty to seek his own salvation, he would have

been saved. Now the first instinct of a commanding officer

is to keep his men with him because, should he be saved

and they lost, he would be very severely censured.

My counsel was satisfied with that defense but I was

not. I knew it would not have been in the heart of George
De Long to deprive any man of his chance for life. I had

spoken with all the surviving members of the Expedition
and read everything possible in connection with it except-

ing Dr. Ambler's diary. I needed written proof that my
husband had acted in the only possible way for the best

interests of his men. The diary might contain such proof.

The charge was to be met on Monday morning, so there

was no time to lose. There were no telephones or auto-

mobiles at that time to help me. An old Naval friend of

mine, as the head of the Medical Bureau in Washington,
had the diary in his keeping. When I asked him to let me
take it, he answered regretfully that he had no authority to

let it be taken out of the building but said that, if I wished,
he would call for me next morning, Sunday, and take me to

the Department, where I could read it. I agreed. For two
hours and more I sat and read Dr. Ambler's account

through. Almost at the close I found this:
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"Sunday, 9th October, 1881 Yesterday without food,

except alcohol. The Capt. spoke of giving the men option

today of making their way as best they could; that he

could not keep up; this occurred in the morning when we
had made two miles that we had to retrace. I told him if

we gave up I took command and that no one should leave

him as long as I was alive. I then suggested that we send

two men ahead to try and make the settlement, and that

we make the best of our way with the rest of our party.
This was done; Nindemann and Noros are ahead; God
give them aid! and we are getting along. The captain gave
me the option of going ahead myself, but I thought my
duty required me with him and the main body for the

present. Lee is about broken down. Alexae has shot six

grouse by God's aid and we will have something to eat/'

On Monday morning the diary of Dr. Ambler was sub-

poenaed and when the above was read the charge that

Captain De Long had caused the death of Collins fell of

its own weight. Dr. Ambler's letter to his brother was also

read, with the result that the Inquiry was thrown open to

testimony from all sources at the insistence of my lawyer,

Judge Arnoux.

But there were many other charges to be answered and

the Inquiry dragged on for weeks, in spite of the fact that

both lawyers were from New York and were hard pressed

for time. In the taking of testimony everyone was per-

mitted to relate everything he knew and everything he had

heard anybody else say. In one case a witness who had

given his several days' testimony asked, after he had left

the stand, to be allowed to say something more. When his

request was granted he began :
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"When I said so and so the other day, I lied."

He repeated this several times. Since the one object of

the Inquiry was to give everyone perfect freedom of

speech, he was allowed to go on talking without question-

ing of any kind till he had nothing more to say. Small

wonder that the record when complete covered 1,066 pages

in print. Our sessions frequently began at nine A. M., and

did not close till six. The name of De Long came out of

the Inquiry with flying colors.

Nor were peace and quiet within my reach even yet. A
prominent publisher had asked me to edit the ice journals

and diaries of Captain De Long and prepare them for

print. Even while undergoing all the other trials I have

described I was engaged upon this task for love and

science. In this same spring the book was at last ready for

the printer; it had taken me nearly two years.

The journals had afforded me an opportunity to build

an imperishable monument to my husband. The book,

beautifully bound in two volumes, was called The Voyage

of the Jeannette. For over half a century it has remained

one of the most complete records of exploration ever pub-

lished. It was hailed as a great contribution to geographi-

cal knowledge and a great story of adventure, as well as

a revelation of the hitherto mysterious Arctic.

Shortly after the appearance of the book certain articles

belonging to the Jeannette were discovered on an ice floe in

the south of Greenland. A young Norwegian only twenty-

three years old, named Fridtjof Nansen, read about the

find and it ignited his imagination. He determined to ex-

plore the North for himself, according to a theory which

the drift of these messages from the Jeannette had sug-

gested to him.
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Years later he wrote: "It was in the autumn of 1884

that I happened to see an account ... in which it was

stated that sundry articles which must have come from the

Jeannette had been found on the southwest corner of

Greenland. It was conjectured that they must have drifted

on a floe right across the Polar Sea. It immediately oc-

curred to me that here lay the route ready to hand. If a

floe could drift across the unknown region, that drift might
be enlisted in the service of exploration and my plan was

laid."

Then and there was born the bold conception of Nan-

sen's famous voyage in the Fram, on which that remark-

able explorer reached a point within 250 miles of the

North Pole.

'The Arctic had murdered the Jeannette and her gallant

commander/' writes Jeannette Mirsky in her To the North,

published in 1935. "But the ghost of his ship sailed abroad,

flying bright signal flags/'

The Jeannette had perished but, while in the grip of the

mighty elements, she had charted a course which left its

indelible mark even in the ice pack. In her trail followed

Nansen, Peary, Stefansson and a host of other Vikings of

the ice, all bowing before the pioneering spirit of De Long.



CHAPTER XXXV

SORROW AND JOY

WHAT
should I do with my life? Courage was neces-

sary to pick up its ordinary threads again.

It was difficult at first to run my thoughts into new

channels and they were often with my past life. Strange

to say, the people who constantly and very understand-

ingly spoke to me about the Arctic were butchers, bakers

and candlestick makers. At once they would recognize my
name and ask me questions that were sometimes surpris-

ing.

"My dear child/' said my father one day, "y u are al-

ways living in the Arctic and it is a subject that com-

paratively few people know anything about and still fewer

are interested in. I am afraid that if you do not change

your thoughts you may become a monomaniac oh the

subject."

I saw the wisdom of his remarks and from that time on

I never of myself broached the subject. After the last

scenes of the funeral and the Congressional Court of In-

quiry were lived through, I closed the door on my past and

tried to turn my thoughts to the future. The letters of my
youth and all my voluminous correspondence of the past
few years I locked into a trunk that went into the cellar,

and was never opened from 1885 to 1932.

When I had to accept the fact that my husband was no

more, my first thought was to secure a home for my child

and myself, but my mother said:

242
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"You are too young to live alone. If you must go to

housekeeping, why not look for a larger apartment and

your father and I will live with you. You will be the head
of the house and run it."

Of course her Benjamin, my youngest brother, and her

grandson Wotton Minthorne, had to live with her. There-
fore I started with a family of six instead of two, as I had

expected to do. This changed the whole course of my life.

I grew absorbed in my family and finally became its ma-
triarch.

In 1885 my father died suddenly. Then Sylvie was not

well and I took her to Europe where we spent some time

in Marienbad, in Switzerland and in Paris.

Soon after our return to the United States in October

1889, a monument was to be unveiled in honor of Lieuten-

ant Commander De Long and members of the Expedition
at the Naval Academy at Annapolis. I was invited to be

present at the ceremonies. The monument was somewhat

of a copy of the cairn erected by Melville on the Lena

Delta. The location in the cemetery at the Academy was

beautiful; large trees surrounded it and the monument
commanded a wonderful view of the River Severn and was

visible for miles from the water.

As Sylvie's young ladyhood was beginning and my
mother's health failing, to make them both happy and

comfortable, in 1890 I purchased a house on Eighty-ninth

Street where I still live. Although my mother disliked

trained nurses, we were obliged to resort to one. I had been

out on business for her one day; on my return, when I

stepped from the car at Eighty-ninth Street a young girl

who had been visiting Sylvie met me. I was much surprised

at her greeting for she said she was leaving for home and
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was bidding me good-by. When I reached the house the

nurse, quite overcome, gave me the news. During my short

absence my mother had died.

The years were taking their toll. Early memories

crowded upon me visions of my mother, lovely and deli-

cate, yet full of vitality, in my own childhood. I remem-

bered her coming home from parties, when she invariably

brought us back little cakes or candies tucked away in her

handkerchief. I had recollections of her as the center of an

animated group of friends during evenings at home when

there were dances, games and festivities. And then I saw

her in my later years, an understanding companion and

counsellor.

An unpleasant surprise awaited me: I had been ap-

pointed executrix and trustee of her estate in conjunction

with my younger brother William. I knew that I would

not be a perfunctory trustee and that this task would be

for life. To this day I carry on, after forty-four years. My
brother died in January, 1937.

My daughter Sylvie had become engaged to a young
physician, Walter Sands Mills of Stamford, Connecticut.

She was to be married in June. But by this time my
strength and endurance were failing. I knew I could not go

through with it and begged her to accompany me to Eu-

rope, promising I would be equal to it in the fall.

The trip abroad gave me new strength and courage.
The house was quite full for the wedding and my old

friend Clara de Reau was there. Her wedding present to

Sylvie was a bridal veil extremely long and elaborately
trimmed with ten yards of real old white lace. How dif-

ferent it all was from my own marriage on the Shenan-
dodh at Havre when poor war-torn France had been un-
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able to provide me with any veil at all !

After the wedding my friends lingered on, leaving me
one by one till only Clara was left. Finally, when she re-

turned to France I was quite alone, I fell to brooding. Soon

my body refused submission to the tyranny of my will

and I became ill. Doctors came but were too enthusiastic

about me. Then a specialist I called in told me that I

would be an invalid for life. My own doctor disagreed,

but I was much impressed.

I could not accept such a fate as that, but perhaps it

would not be necessary as I might escape through death.

The next morning I had a severe chill and my temperature

rose to 104. I frequently lapsed into unconsciousness. Once

in a lucid interval I heard two doctors saying that there

was nothing more they could do; it now rested with me.

Then the thought came that I still had many duties to per-

form and also that I did not want to die. Thereafter, in my
conscious moments, though too weak to speak or raise my
hand, my thought was repeatedly :

"I am not going to die. I will not die/'

From this time on I rallied, but many months passed

before I could dispense with my good nurse. Before I had

recovered, my brother Jake had died, leaving two young

orphan children, James and Marguerite, to be cared for. I

became their guardian and they came to live with me.

Marguerite is with me still.

Occasionally the Arctic period of my life would intrude

upon the routine and refresh tfie past. Thus in the fall of

1901 a destroyer under construction in Boston was to be

named the De Long. I was asked by the Navy Department

to suggest a sponsor for the christening, and proposed my

daughter. The ceremony took place that November.
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I immersed myself in intense work but a deep under-

current of anxiety pervaded all these years of my life, as

my daughter's health was often threatened. On several

occasions we took long trips, including Mediterranean

cruises. The weeks at sea did wonders for our patient but

were not a complete cure.

Finally, after years of intermittent illness and many
trips to Europe, an operation restored her to health. For

many years thereafter she was active in hospital work.

During the world war she had charge of important local

Red Cross activities and turned out hundreds of garments
for the wounded. In 1921 she was President of the Wom-
an's Auxiliary of the Captain Belvedere Brooks Post,

American Legion.

After a severe attack of influenza in 1923 an old ear

trouble flared up, causing Sylvie to undergo several serious

operations for mastoid infection. She was a stoic, for she

gave her consent to any operation that might be deemed

beneficial and also to an autopsy in the event of her death.

Her courage and vitality were tremendous but she could

not survive. She died early in 1925.

In 1873 my mother had bought a small farm in New
Market, N. J. At that time there was a great boom in sub-

urban property and as this farm was only 29 miles from

New York she had expected to develop it into building
lots. By 1898, however, it had depreciated in value. Ten-
ants had become poorer and less responsible. The place
had seemed rather worthless and none of us had gone out

there. But at last I awakened to my duty as an executor of

my mother's estate and asked my sister, who was visiting

me, and her son Wotton to accompany me on an inspection

trip to the farm.
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We found a very dilapidated place indeed. A long lane

with cherry trees on either side led to the house. On the

back porch was a small chair and lying on it was a little

gray kid, rocking himself quietly back and forth. When
we entered the house he jumped down and followed us up-
stairs.

The kitchen ceiling had a big hole in it and the attic

above was being used as a pigeon loft. I was told the

tenants stood in the kitchen and shot pigeons from there.

Tall weeds grew up to the back door. The outbuildings
were no better than the house; all were virtually in ruins.

The place was some little distance from the road and the

front lawn was absolutely wild growth. It was pretty,

though, for wild roses and flowers of all kinds bloomed

everywhere.
Silvie was romantic and liked the old house and I, who

in my youth had said that all I wanted to make me happy
would be a little white cottage with green blinds, was in-

clined to agree with her. I called a family conference. But

the consensus was against me. The best thing, the others

felt, was to let the buildings go, to fall of themselves. The

only value was in the land.

But I decided finally to go ahead with the repairs and to

use the house for a summer retreat. No one knew when it

had been built. The "oldest inhabitant" of New Market

had told me in 1890 that it had been there years before he

was born. Our abstract of title began with 1810. Neverthe-

less, a builder gave me a reasonable estimate for repairs

and when he had finished the little house turned out emi-

nently satisfactory and charming. Amid vanloads of furni-

ture and great excitement we moved in. After a time

things settled down and we had many visitors from the
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members of our family. We all felt much invigorated by
the good pure air. Young and old we were first exalted,

then depressed, like the people who landed on Plymouth
Rock. We felt like pioneers.

The little old house with its big trees all around seemed

enchanted. We remained quite late in the fall and when

we returned to the city we were in better condition than

usual and that winter the children had no colds.

Every summer after this found us at the farm. Though
I knew nothing about farming when I started I was deter-

mined to learn, and the effort brought surprising results. I

subscribed to two farm papers and went into the whole

matter in earnest. I began with a cow, some chickens and

ducks and a vegetable garden. These prospered, so I turned

my attention to the overgrown acres that surrounded the

house. I planted grass and it prospered. So well, in fact,

that the farmers of the region were amazed. Soon I was

beating them all in the size of my crops per acre and the

quality of the hay. In spite of all warnings and the shak-

ing of many heads, the "city woman" had come amongst
them and had succeeded.

Later on, a lecturer from the New Brunswick Experi-
mental Station came to our town to address the farmers.

My nephew and I thought it would be interesting to at-

tend. Much to my astonishment the man said:

"I hearthere is a woman in your community who raises

more hay to the acre than any one of you."
With that they all turned and looked at me. Soon after,

the best hay carter in Plainfield came to buy my hay and
oifered me more a ton for it than he gave anybody else,

as he said it was of far better quality than any other he

could obtain. I sold him my hay for years.



CUTTING THE DE LONG MEMORIAL

(Erected over the grave where Commander De Long and his men

are buried. Woodlawn Cemetery, New York City.)
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And so at last I was happy again. I had found content-

ment on the land.

There was one strange little incident that symbolized
and forecast my success. One evening my niece and I were

retiring when we had a slight accident in warming some

coconut oil over a student lamp. The bottle broke and the

oil made quite a blaze. Consequently I was in a state of

some excitement when I went to sleep. Toward morning I

awakened with a feeling that someone was looking at me.

Supposing of course it was Marguerite, as our rooms com-

municated, I said quietly:

"What is it?"

Surprised at receiving no answer I opened my eyes wide

and saw over the footboard of my bed a young woman in

a Quaker bonnet. Much startled I exclaimed:

"Who is it?"

Raising myself up in bed I saw her quite plainly. Her

face was smooth and young and she was looking at me

kindly. Her big bonnet and her shawl were of black silk.

Hearing my exclamation my niece hurried in at that mo-

ment and the vision disappeared.

The next day at a luncheon I told my ghost story and

my hostess, who belonged to the old stock of New Market,

seemed much astonished.

"Didn't you know," she said, "that the Pounds who

built that house were Quakers? That must have been the

last Mrs. Pound. She was trying to thank you for restoring

the old homestead."



CHAPTER XXXVI

THE FINAL HONOR

BEFORE
Sylvie's death she and I had often discussed

a monument for our heroic dead, but nothing seemed

to appeal. Later on that year, one Sunday morning at the

farm, my attention was arrested by a newspaper illustra-

tion of a statue erected to the fishermen of Gloucester. The

inscription beneath it 'ran :

'They That Go Down to the Sea/'

It represented a young fisherman in his oilskins at the

wheel of a ship. The figure was so impressive that one

visualized the ship quivering from stem to stern as he,

with every nerve taut and. muscle strained, steered her

through the turbulent waters.

The strong obsession held me for days until I quieted
it by writing to Leonard Craske, the Boston sculptor who
had done the monument. I felt at last that the man to

satisfy my ambition had been found. As soon as he under-

stood that I was interested in a memorial to Lieutenant

Commander De Long, Mr. Craske responded enthusiasti-

cally.

In the center of my plot at Woodlawn from the first

there had been a ship, the sides of which were formed by
living plants; and from the ground within roses and gera-
niums twined themselves about the masts and smoke-
stack. The ship rested on a large oblong bed of green low-

growing plants that simulated water. It was a beautiful
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symbol and we had it renewed every spring. But a monu-
ment was what I really wanted something to represent

Captain De Long himself.

Leonard Craske made for me a small plaster model of

his conception of a statue he thought would be fitting. I

asked Herbert Leach, the last survivor of the Expedition,
to go and see it at Mr. Craske's studio and express his

opinion. The sculptor wrote me in 1925:

"Leach called on me this morning I quite liked him.

He is very excited about the Memorial. He badly wants to

come to the unveiling, in fact will be heartbroken if he

doesn't He told me that of all the brave men he has

known, the bravest, the most fearless, was Commander De

Long. He said one curious thing about the Memorial

that the attitude of the right arm raised to shield the eyes,

was very typical. He had seen Commander De Long do it

a hundred times when picking out the road for a day's

march over the shifting ice/'

The Memorial was to be the figure of my husband,

dressed in Arctic costume, tramping forward into the

Arctic gale, one hand raised to shield his eyes from the

sun. It was to be executed in Vermont granite.

The plot at Woodlawn was rearranged, extra trees

planted to soften the background, the headstones lowered

to make them less conspicuous and the mounds over the

graves planted with ivy instead of myrtle. Mr. Craske

superintended all these details and lovingly increased the

artistic effect of his great work.

On July 4th, 1928, the monument was unveiled, with

the assistance of the officers of the Explorers' Club. Its
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vice president, Frederick S. Dellenbaugh, wrote me after-

ward:

"Wasn't it splendid that everything went off so well on

the Fourth! . . . The unveiling had not a hitch and the

beautiful statue came into view gently, almost as if Com-
mander De Long himself had softly stepped in to say wel-

come and farewell."

It was a military ceremony. The Navy was represented

by Lieutenant Curry with a platoon of sailors who stood

at attention in front of the statue. The Naval chaplain

opened with a prayer. Mr. Fiala, Mr. Stefansson and Sir

Hubert Wilkins delivered the addresses, When Sir Hubert

had finished the sailors presented arms and the figure was

unveiled. My grandson, Lieutenant De Long Mills of the

Navy, and Herbert Leach drew the halyards that lowered

the flag and revealed the statue. Then from a height in the

distance a bugler sounded taps.

Those notes awakened in me strange vibrations. It was

exactly fifty years since the christening of the Jeannette

in Havre when I had started out on that six-months' voy-

age half way around the world a voyage which presented

me with the happiest six months of my life.

Fifty years was a long time, yet it seemed now as if

George was with me again, just as he was when he left for

his dash to the North Pole.
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